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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The Purpose, Scope, and Organization
of This Study
Richard Taverner (1505?-1575) was a minor participant in
the English Reformation.

The fact of Taverner's existence

and work during the sixteenth century has not been unknown to
students of the English Reformation, but no scholar has
attempted to assess the significance of Taverner's contribution to the English Reformation.
seem to be worth the bother.

Taverner, perhaps, did not

Taverner merely seemed to be a

rather unremarkable gentleman:

the giants of England's six-

teenth century--such as Henry VIII, Cromwell, More, Cranmer,
and others--were far more exciting and stimulating objects of
study for students of the English Reformation.

And yet,

Taverner did make a contribution to the English Reformation,
not a spectacular one, perhaps, but a contribution nevertheless.

It was the contribution of a linguist and publicist--

or propagandist--who introduced England to the reformatory
ideas and concepts that were profoundly influencing the peoples of the European continent.

Since scholars of the English

Reformation have recently become more interested in determining the means by which new ideas and theories were introduced
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into sixteenth-century England and how those new concepts
thrived in England, it seemed more than possible that Taverner's
contribution as a linguist-publicist was significant and,
therefore, ought to be analyzed.

The primary purpose of this

study was to investigate and describe the life and work of
Richard Taverner so that an assessment of his contribution to
the English Reformation could be made.
A secondary purpose lies behind this study; actually,
this secondary purpose provided the initial impetus for this
study.

Lutherans have been especially interested in Richard

Taverner, because he translated the Augsburg Confession and
its Apology into English for the first time in 1536.

However,

Lutherans did not really know Taverner, and historical curiosity suggested that a fuller knowledge of the man ought to
be gained.

The secondary purpose of this study was to satisfy

curiosity:

who was the first English translator of the Augs-

burg Confession and its Apology? what kind of man was he? was
he a Lutheran? what was his personal theological position?
and what was his relationship to the developing English
Reformation?

This study has suggested answers to these

questions.
The primary and secondary purposes of this study have
dictated, to a great extent, the approach used.
Taverner was the subject of this study:

Richard

the grand sweep and

design of the English Reformation has been given little attention.

This study is, as i t were, an attempt to look at the
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English Reformation from the "underside."

The emphasis has

been placed on Taverner and his contribution to the English
Reformation, not on the English Reformation itself.

Thus,

the nature of the Henrician settlement has not been reviewed
or analyzed in this study.

Similarly, Thomas Cromwell's

significant work during the 1530s has not been reviewed or
evaluated; only when Taverner's activities were a part of
Cromwell's larger program did Cromwell's role become important
for this study.
The scope of this study is very limited:
work of Richard Taverner.

the life and

Thus, Taverner's translations of

Desiderius Erasmus' writings were more important for this
study than were Erasmus• writings themselves.

Also, Taverner's

translations of the Augsburg Confession and its Apology, the
translation of Calvin's catechism, the translation of Erasmus
Sarcerius' Commonplaces of Scripture, and the translation of
Wolfgang Capito's prayers on the Psalms were more important
than the texts that Taverner used for his translations.

Of

course, the theologies of Melanchthon, Calvin, Capito,
Sarcerius, and Erasmus impinged on Taverner's contribution,
and because of that they were significant for this study.
But the perspective was fixed:

the life and work of Richard

Taverner.
This study has divided itself into two major parts.

The

first part, Chapters II through V, is the biography of Richard
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Taverner.

Chapter II presents the available data on the

Taverner family as well as data on Richard Taverner's ancestors, children, and descendants.

Chapter III centers atten-

tion on the formation of Richard Taverner's character.

This

chapter reviews Taverner's university career and preparation
for the position that would be his as a member of Cromwell's
circle in London.

Chapter IV reviews Taverner's career as a

clerk of the signet under Thomas Cromwell and subsequent
government service under Henry VIII, Edward VI, and Elizabeth
I.

Chapter V summarizes Taverner's personal accomplishments,

particularly his accumulation of wealth during the course of
his life.
The second part of this study, Chapters VI through IX,
is an analysis of Taverner's publications, beginning with his
translation of Erasmus• epistle on matrimony in 1532 and concluding with his publication of Mimi Publiani, Catonis
Disticha Moralia, and Flores Aliquot Sententiarum in 1540.
Between 1532 and 1540, Taverner translated and published all
of the titles that comprise his bibliography:

works by Eras-

mus of Rotterdam, Erasmus Sarcerius, Wolfgang Capito, John
Calvin, and Philip Melanchthon, as well as a revision of
Matthew's version of the Bible.

These chapters analyze each

of Taverner's surviving publications in chronological sequence.
This part of the study concludes with an assessment of
Taverner's significance for the English Reformation.
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The Problem:

Methodology and Sources

Richard Taverner has not been a "problem" £or students
of the English Reformation.

In general, Richard Taverner has

been ignored. However, one recent study by James Kelsey
McConica1 has suggested that Taverner was one of several
individuals who were responsible £or preserving the traditional forms and content of Erasmianism in England after the
deaths of Thomas More and John Fisher in the 1530s.

But to

assign that role to Taverner and others seemed to beg this
question:

Did Erasmianism continue as it was or did i t undergo

change after the deaths of More and Fisher?

The question

raised by McConica's study has been dealt with in this study
of Richard Taverner.

Of course, the larger question about

Erasmianism has suggested more germane questions for this
study:

how did Taverner translate the ideas of others? did

he reproduce their sentences with literal English translations? and did he adapt and mold their ideas to fit developments in England?

This study has suggested answers to these

questions.
The methodology employed in this study was two-fold.
First, all available information on Taverner and the Taverner
family had to be gathered and shaped into a coherent biography

1 James Kelsey McConica, English Humanists and Reformation
Politics under Henry VIII and Edward VI (Oxford: At the
Clarendon Press, c.1965). Cf. infra, pp. 210-214,where a
critical review of McConica's study is provided.
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of Richard Taverner.

By retracing the steps of those who had

already written biographical summaries of Taverner during the
past four centuries, this part of the study presented no major
difficulties.

Most of the biographical information on Richard

Taverner has been preserved as a result of the labors of
Anthony

h Wood, Oxford's antiquarian and a great-grandson of

Richard Taverner, who lived in the seventeenth century.

The

biography of Richard Taverner in this study is based on the
necessary assumption that Wood was a faithful chronicler and
that the information he preserved is trustworthy.

To discount

Wood 1 s information would mean that no biography of Taverner
could be written.
Secondly, each work translated and published by Taverner
was studied and then compared with the original materials
written by Melanchthon, Calvin, Capito, Sarcerius, and Erasmus.

In this way, Taverner•s faithfulness as a translator

could be assessed.

Of course, Taverner's prefaces to the

books he published were analyzed thoroughly for the information they might contain about Taverner and the relationship
he had with Thomas Cromwell.
During the course of this analysis, this writer came to
see that certain questions, when addressed to Taverner's
publications, tended to reveal Taverner's own views on the
developments of the English Reformation.

What, for example,

did Taverner think of the attempts to translate the Bible
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into English?

What did Taverner have to say about the Roman

Church and the Roman Pontiff?
about England's king?

What did Taverner have to say

What theological position on the

sacraments did Taverner support?
say about the church's hierarchy?

What did Taverner have to
What did Taverner think of

the Anabaptists, Lutherans, and Calvinists?
The fact that most, if not all, of Taverner's publications were translations imposed certain difficulties on this
study:

it could be extremely difficult to determine Taverner's

personal position on the great questions and developments
that characterized the English Reformation.

Nevertheless, in

those instances where Taverner introduced his own comments
into, or edited, the works of Erasmus, Capito, Sarcerius,
Calvin, and Melanchthon, it did become possible to discover
Taverner's position and outline his views.

At various points

in his publications, Taverner did reveal himself, although he
was not always too clear and occasionally he was exasperatingly
silent.

Those discoveries are contained in this study.

The study of Richard Taverner was first suggested to
this writer by Dr. Carl S. Meyer, the advisor for this thesis
who was then serving ~s Director of the School for Graduate
Studies at Concordia Seminary, St. Louis, Missouri.

Aside

from a minor amount of preliminary reading, this writer did
not set out immediately on a program of research.

Preliminary

reading had indicated that an attempt to study Richard
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Taverner would be difficult, if not impossible, unless research
could be carried out in England:

materials on Richard Tav-

erner in American libraries were practically non-existent.
Research on Richard Taverner was discontinued until the
Fall of 1965, when this writer was given the opportunity to
apply for a scholarship from the Lutheran World Federation
which would enable him to reside in England for a year.

In

January of 1966, this writer was informed that the Lutheran
World Federation had awarded him a scholarship, and that he
would be enrolled as a member of Mansfield College in the
University of Oxford during the 1966-1967 academic year.

With-

out the gracious assistance of the Lutheran World Federation,
this study of Richard Taverner would not have been possible.
During the 1966-1967 academic year, this writer resided
in Oxford, England, and enjoyed the status of a "Recognized
Student" in the university.

Dr. G.

v.

Bennett of New College,

Oxford, graciously consented to consult with this writer
during the course of his research on Taverner while he was
in England.

As a member of the University of Oxford, this

writer was privileged to use the resources of the Bodleian
Library.

Since Taverner had lived in the little village of

Woodeaton, just a few miles from Oxford, and since Anthony
~

Wood's papers had been deposited in the Bodleian Library,

residence in Oxford was most advantageous.

The Bodleian

Library contained some copies of Taverner's publications;
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the footnotes throughout this study attest to the resources
provided by the Bodleian Library for this study.

In addition,

the manuscript collections of the Bodleian Library contained
materials that have been incorporated in this study.
The resources of the British Museum, London, have also
been used for this study.

Such works as were not available

at the Bodleian Library in Oxford were available at the
British Museum.

In addition, the manuscript collections at

the British Museum were far more extensive than the collections at the Bodleian Library:

some of the more significant

manuscript materials on Taverner were located in the British
Museum.

A number of sixteenth century printed books, neces-

sary particularly for the second part of this study, were
also located in the British Museum, although the Bodleian
Library was helpful in this respect as well.
Brief trips to the University of Cambridge did not
reveal additional material on Taverner that this writer had
not already discovered in the Bodleian LiQrary, Oxford, or in
the British Museum, London.

An additional resource center

that was helpful was Somerset House, London, where a copy of
Taverner's last will and testament was preserved.

For the

small amount of material on Richard Taverner in the State
Paper Office, London, this writer relied on the printed collections and abstracts of those materials.
The bibliography appended to this study provides the
reader with a complete catalog of the resources used for this
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study.

The bibliography, however, does not list all the edi-

tions or printings of Taverner's works that this writer consulted in the course of his investigations:

this thesis is

not an annotated bibliography of Taverner's publications, but
rather a study of Richard- Taverner and his contributions to
the English Reformation.

Nevertheless, the footnotes in

Chapters VI through VIII provide the interested reader with
a catalog of the various editions or printings of Taverner's
publications studied by this writer.
Summary of the Findings
This study has documented Taverner's role in the English
Reformation.
movements.

He was a doer of tasks, not a leader of men or
He was well educated for his age:

he studied at

the universities of Cambridge and Oxford, and he studied law
at the Inner Temple in London.

He excelled as a conscientious

clerk, carrying out tasks assigned to him by Thomas Cromwell,
the Lord Privy Seal and the King's Principal Secretary.
Taverner was a competent linguist, a man familiar with
foreign languages, including Greek.

Consequently, he was

capable of providing good translations of theological and
humanist works, occasionally within a very short period of
time.

In general, his translations were not exercises in

wooden literalism, but lively and smooth renditions of another's
ideas.

At times, but not always, Taverner adapted the ideas
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of others to the English scene:

Erasmus, in translation, was

made to voice hard opposition to the "bishop of Rome" and
urge unqualified obedience to Henry VIII, the supreme head
of the Church in England.

Since Taverner was concerned that

his readers understand what they were reading, Taverner sometimes tended to be pedantic in his renditions.

Nevertheless,

Taverner was extremely competent as a translator.
There was a less appealing side to Taverner.

It almost

seemed that Taverner viewed the Reformation as a means by
which he could increase his wealth and possessions.

He bought

many properties that had formerly belonged to monastic houses
and foundations.

He even seemed to feel that his license as

a lay preacher, conferred by Edward VI, should entitle him to
additional income.

This was the unsavory side of Taverner.

But Taverner did make a contribution to the English
Reformation.

He introduced parts of the theologies and ideas

of Melanchthon, Calvin, Capito, Sarcerius, and Erasmus to
England.

He participated in the gradual transformation of

the English Church and English society during the reign of
Henry VIII.

At the direction of Thomas Cromwell, he was part

of the larger movement that came to be the English Reformation.

He was no Lutheran, no Calvinist, and no mere humanist.

Richard Taverner was an Englishman who willingly adapted the
ideas of foreign thinkers to England.

In short, Taverner was

a small cog in the larger mechanism of his times, the English
Reformation.
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A Note on the Transcription and Citation
of Original Sources
This study incorporates handwritten letters and documents
as well as books printed in the sixteenth century.

In all

cases where such materials are reproduced in this study this
writer has made every effort to reproduce the material faithfully, as it was written or printed originally.

For example,

the peculiarities and inconsistencies of sixteenth• -century
spelling are not corrected.
Abbreviations are allowed to remain in the text if they
do not interfere with the reader's comprehension of the passage being reproduced.

Several abbreviations will occur

frequently in the materials and should perhaps be explained
at this point.

English writers in the sixteenth century

regularly used the symbol "y" as an abbreviation for "th."
Thus, "yt" (or "yt" or"~") is the abbreviation for
and "ye" (or "ye" or

11

9

abbreviation "yn" or

11

yn" can mean either "then" or

11

)

11

wch" or "wch .. and "wn" or

"when."

that, 11

is the abbreviation for "the."

depending upon the context.
as

11

11

The

than 11

"Which" is frequently abbreviated
11

wn" is the abbreviation for

"With" is frequently abbreviated as

11

l.

11

Another

frequent abbreviation is a short line or circumflex placed
above a vowel or consonant; this abbreviation normally indicates that "n" or "m" has been omitted from the word and should
be placed immediately after the vowel or consonant over which
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the sign is given.

This line or circumflex can also indicate

merely that several vowels or consonants have been omitted
from a word.
"er" and

11

Since the abbreviations for

11

ro 11 and "es" and

ou 11 and "or" and "ur" cannot readily be reproduced

in a typewritten text, these letters are included within the
word or attached to the word having the signs of these abbreviations: these letters will be placed within square brackets
([ ]).

All editorial emendations to original texts will be

placed within square brackets·.
The citation of original sources will follow such rules
as are available and govern the form of such citations.

Thus,

with reference to manuscripts, three items are essential:

the

location of the manuscript, the identity of the manuscript,
and the page or folio number of the manuscript on which the
material being cited will be found.
would be cited as follows:

For example, a manuscript

"Bodleian Library, Oxford, MS.

Wood F 45, Fol. 19r."
The citation of the page or folio number of a manuscript
calls for additional comment.

Most folios in manuscripts

have been numbered by compilers of manuscript volumes.

Only

one number is provided for each manuscript sheet in the volume.
Thus "Fol. 19," as given above, would refer to both the front
and back sides of one manuscript sheet.

To differentiate

between the front and back sides of a manuscript sheet,
scholars have used the letter "r" (for recto) to refer to the
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front side and the letter "v" (for verso) to refer to the back
side of a manuscript sheet.

The letters "r" and "v" are

usually raised above the line.

This method of manuscript

citation will also be used in this study.
The citation of sixteenth-century printed books presents
no real problem, except for the fact that the books may not
be paginated.

If pagination is given, often only one number

is provided for each printed leaf in the volume.

Thus--similar

to the folio numbers in manuscript volumes--"p. 29 11 would refer
to both the front and back sides of a printed leaf.

To dif-

ferentiate between the two sides of a printed leaf, the letters
"r" and "v" (for front and back) will be used.

Thus, "p. 29v"

would refer to the back side of leaf 29 of the book being cited.
In cases where no page numbers are printed but where
signature numbers are printed on the pages of the work in
question, signature numbers have been used in the citation.
There are normally eight leaves to a "signature" in the books
that will be cited in this study.

!.l'lie first four leaves of

the eight leaves of a signature in an octavo-volume will
usually bear a printed signature reference, such as "B.iii"
(which would mean the third leaf of signature B).

The last

four leaves of the eight leaves of a signature bear no signature numbers, but they will be supplied in square brackets
([])when material from such a page is being cited.

Thus,

the seventh leaf of a signature would be cited as "Sig.
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[B.vii]. 11

The letters

11

r

11

and

11

v 11 will also be used to indi-

cate the front and back sides of a signature leaf:
• • r]
[ B • Vl.l.

•

II

"Sig.

CHAPTER II
THE TAVERNER FAMILY

The origins of the Taverner family1 cannot be determined
accurately, but the family seems to have had a long history
1
Biographical material on Richard Taverner and the
Taverner family has been collected in various biographical
encyclopedias and dictionaries. Among the more significant
and useful ones are the following:
A. F. P[ollard], "Taverner, Richard (1505?-1575), 11
Dictionary of National Biography. edited by Sir Leslie
Stephen and Sir Sidney Lee (Oxford: University Press, 1917), XIX, 393-396. Hereafter, this article will be cited as
DNB, XIX, followed by page numbers.
Charles Henry Cooper and Thompson Cooper, Athenae
Cantabrigienses (Cambridge and London: Deighton, Bell & Co.,
Macmillan & Co., Bell & Daldy, 1838), I, 338-341, 562, and
III, 118.
Joseph Foster, editor, Alumni Oxonienses. The Members
of the University of Oxford. 1500-1714: Their Parentage,
Birthplace, and Year of Birth. with a Record of Their Degrees.
Being the Matriculation Register of the University (Early ."
Series; Oxford: Parker and Co., 1892), IV, 1458.
John Venn and J. A. Venn, editors, Alumni Cantabrigienses: A Biographical List of All Known Students. Graduates
and Holders of Office at the University of Cambridge. From
the Earliest Times to 1900 (Cambridge: At the University
Press, 1927}, I, iv, 202.
The common source for the material found in the encyclopedias and dictionaries cited above is Anthony l Wood,
Oxford's own antiquarian. Since Anthony 1 Wood was the
great-grands~n of Richard Taverner, it is understandable
that Wood collected material and preserved the biography of
his ancestor. Wood's material on Richard Taverner and the
Taverner family will be found in the following works:
Athenae Oxonienses: An Exact History of All the Writers
and "Bishops Who have Had Their Education in the University
of Oxford. To Which Are Added the Fasti. or Annals of the
Said University. edited by Philip Bliss {3rd edition; London
and Oxford: F. c. and J. Rivington . J. Parker, et al. 1813),
I, 419-424.
Fasti Oxonienses. or Annals of the University of Oxford,
the First Part. Containing from the Year 1500 to the Year

17
centering in or around North Elmham in Norfolk. 2

Prior to

the birth of Richard Taverner in or near Brisley, Norfolk,
3
about 1505, the history of the Taverner family was unrecorded.
Richard Taverner's parents were John Taverner and his
first wife Alice Sylvester of North Elmham, Norfolk; Richard
was their first-born in a family of five children.

His

brothers were Roger, Robert, and Sylvester Taverner; his
4
sister was named Margaret.
After Richard's mother died, his
father married Anne Crave (or Crowe); the children of this

1640, edited by Philip Bliss (3rd edition; London and Oxford:
F. C. and J. Rivington, J. Parker, et al , , 1815).
"Survey of the Antiquities of the City of Oxford," [sic]
Composed in 1661-6, edited by Andrew Clark (Oxford: Printed
for the Oxford Historical Society at the Clarendon Press,
1889 and 1899), I and III.
The History and Antiquities of the University of Oxford,
in Two Books, translated from the original Latin and edited
by John Gutch (Oxford: Printed for the Editor, 1796), II.
The Life and Times of Anthony Wood. Antiquary. of Oxford,
1632-1695. Described by Himself, edited by Andrew Clark
(Oxford: Printed for the Oxford Historical Society at the
Clarendon Press, 1891 and 1895), I and IV.
2wood, Athenae Oxonienses, I, 419.
3 The date and place of Richard Taverner's birth remains
a matter of some conjecture, although the authorities agree
on the approximate date of 1505 and the place of his birth.
Wood, Athenae Oxonienses, I, 419, and~. XIX, 393.
4 wood, The Life and Times of Anthony Wood, I, [38].
Wood includes several genealogical tables on the Taverner
family. These tables have been reproduced verbatim in
Appendices A, B, c, D, and Eon pp. 229-235 of this study.
The originals of these tables are preserved in the manuscript
collections at the Bodleian Library, Oxford: MS. Wood F 31,
Fol. 38, and MS. Wood F 33, Fol. 189.
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marriage were James and Thomas Taverner. 5

No records are

extant which show the status of the John Taverner families
or from which one can trace the subsequent activities of
Richard's brothers and sister, although several of his brothers eventually became associates of his in various business
transactions. 6
The personal information about Richard Taverner that
is available relates to his own marriages, children, and
descendants. 7
Taverner's first wife was Margaret Lambert, daughter of
Walter Lambert, a goldsmith of London. This marriage took
place in August of 1537. 8 The children of this marriage were
Richard, Peter, Edmond, John, Jane, Margaret, and Martha.
Richard Taverner's eldest son, also named Richard, who
died in 1610, married Eleanor Heiton of Greenwich, and
fathered two sons, John and Richard.

John died without issue,

and Richard who is identified in the family records as "parson

5wood, The Life and Times of Anthony Wood, I, [38].
6 Infra, pp. 88-92.
7The following discussion of Taverner's wives, children,
and descendants is based primarily on Wood's genealogical
tables, found in The Life and Times of Anthony Wood, I,
[38-40], [239]. To clarify the following discussion for himself, the reader is referred to Appendices A, B, c, D, and E
of this study on pp. 229-235, which reproduce Wood's genealogical tables.
8 nNB, XIX, 394-395.
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of Yealing in Surrey 119 fathered a son, but his name or subsequent history is unknown.
Richard Taverner's second son, Peter, settled in Hextonbury, Hertfordshire, and died in 1602.

He married Frances,

the daughter of Thomas Docwra; they were the parents of three
children:

Francis, John, and Margaret.

John was a member of

the clergy and served as the Rector of Stoke-Newington; he
died in 1638.
family.

There is no record that he married or had a

Margaret married Edward Wyngate, but the records do

not show that they had a family.

Peter's eldest son Francis

married Joan, the daughter of George Nedham.

Their one son

was named Richard and married Martha, the daughter of Matthew
Bedell of London.

Martha and Richard Taverner (a great-

grandson of the subject of this study) were quite prolific.
The following, thirteen in all, were their children:

Francis,

Richard, Joan, Edward, Matthew, Anne, Peter, Thomas, John,
Henry, Granado, Jeremy, and Robert.

No records remain of the

subsequent history of this branch of the family.
Richard Taverner's third son, Edmond, settled in
Soundess, Oxfordshire, and established himself as a rather
important member of the community.

He married Lucy, the

daughter of Christopher Hales, and together they raised a
family of eight children:

Richard, John, Nathaniel, Edmond,

Mary, Margaret, Anne, and Dorothy.

Edmond's son Richard was

9 wood, The Life and Times of Anthony Wood, l, [39].
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"the combatant, servant to King James, 1110 and he died without
issue.

Nathaniel, another of Edmond's sons, was a barrister

of Grey's Inn, and he also died without issue.

Edmond's son

John married Judith Smithes of Wrington, Somerset, and fathered
a family of two sons, Edmond and John (both of whom died without marrying), and two daughters, Lucy and Mary.

Lucy died

without marrying, but Mary married John Harrys of Silkstede.
Mary and John Harrys had three children, two of whom are
noted by name in Anthony~ Wood's tables:

Judith Harrys and

Taverner Harrys, who got into difficulties in 1680 or thereabouts for his 11 whiggisme. 1111 Edmond's son Edmond died in
1637 without issue.

His daughter Mary married Edmund Hill of

Henle y, but there is no record that she and her husband had
a family.

Margaret Taverner, Edmond's daughter, "died an

antient maid, 1112 and his other two daughters, Anne and
Dorothy, also died without issue.
Richard Taverner's son John became a clergyman and served
briefly as the parson of the church at Woodeaton, Oxfordshire,
where Richard Taverner lived during the reign of Elizabeth.
John died suddenly and rather tragically in 1577.

Anthony~

Wood records that John was the victim of the famous "Black
Assizes" of Oxford in July of 1577.

lOibid., I, [239].
11 Ibid.
12 Ibid.

John was serving as
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"confessor to the prisoners deed" at the city prison in
Oxford when the "Black Assizes 11 --a

11

gao1 fever 11 --happened.

The "Black Assizes" took the lives of the Lieutenant of the
County, two knights, eight esquires and justices of the
peace, and almost all the gentlemen of the Grand Jury, the
Lord Chief Justice, and the High Sheriff, in addition to many
others.

All in all, about three hundred victims succumbed to

the "Black Assizes" of 1577.

John was buried in St. Martin's
Church in Oxford on 28 July 1577. 13
•
Richard Taverner's daughters Jane, Margaret, and Martha
all married, but after several generations their progeny
e ither failed to survive or records of their existence were
not maintained.
Richard Taverner's first wife, Margaret Lambert, died in
January 1561/1562 and was buried in the chancel of the church
at Woodeaton.

Shortly thereafter, although specific informa-

tion is not available, Richard Taverner married a second time.
His second wife was Mary Harcourt, the daughter of Sir John
Harcourt of Stanton-Harcourt in Oxfordshire.
were born to this marriage.
never married.

Two children

The son, Harcourt Taverner,

Harcourt's later life would have caused his

father a certain amount of grief.

Anthony

a Wood provides

this information:

13wood, "Survey of the Antiquities of the City of
Oxf ord," III, 230, and I, 269, n. 2.
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He was a wild young man, and being found guilty of
robbing on the highway, was, with one of the Woods
of Wood-end in Cumnore parish, executed in the
[Carfax] castle yard [in Oxford].14
Harcourt was buried in St. Martin's Church in Oxford on
25 October 1587. 15
The daughter of this marriage, Penelope, married Robert
Petty.

The Pettys had a family of three children:

Petty, Francis Petty, and Mary Petty.

Harcourt

Harcourt married and

raised a family, but no further information is available.
Francis Petty died at sea without issue.

Mary Petty married

Thomas Wood, and they became the parents of one son, Anthony

h Wood.

Thus, Anthony 'a Wood was the great-grandson of

Richard Taverner.
Anthony~ Wood's genealogical tables provide a limited
amount of information about the attainments of Taverner
family members.

Thus, for example, John Taverner, the son

of Richard Taverner's first son Richard, was a soldier who
fought in Ireland and lost his life later in the wars in
Swedland and Denmarke, 11 perhaps as a participant in the
Thirty Years War. 16 Several members of the family were
11

clergymen:

John, Richard Taverner's fourth son, and Richard,

the second son of Richard Taverner's son Richard.

Some mem-

bers of the family exercised high public office in their

14 Ibid., III, 230.
15wood, The Life and Times of Anthony Wood, I, [40].
16 Ibid., I, [39].
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communities:

John Taverner, the son of Richard Taverner's

son Edmond, served as High Sheriff of Oxfordshire in 1662/1663,
and Edmond Taverner himself served as a Justice of the Peace
for Oxfordshire in 1605. 17 Nathaniel Taverner, the second of
Edmond Taverner's sons, was a barrister.

The learned profes-

sion was also represented in the family:

John Taverner, the

grandson of Edmond Taverner and the great-grandson of Richard
Taverner, was a fellow of Lincoln College in Oxford.
members of the family were sea captains:

Several

Richard Taverner's

great-nephew Henry and his grandson Francis Petty.

A great-

great-grandson, Taverner Harrys, was chosen to represent
Wallingford in Parliament in 1680/1681.
The women in the family seem to have married well.
Richard Taverner's daughter Martha, for example, married
"Georg Calfield, esq. recorder of Oxon and a judge of assize
in Wales. 1118

Jane Taverner, another of Richard Taverner's

daughters, married Thomas Wenman, and one of their sons,
Thomas Wenman, became the Public Orator of the University of
Oxford; their daughter Mary married Dr. Edmund Lilly, the
Master of Balliol College in Oxford.
The Taverner family, i t would seem, participated in the
mainstream of English gentry-life, producing men and women
who were capable of assuming and exercising important roles.

17 Ibid., I, [239].
18 Ibid., I, [39].
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Perhaps Richard Taverner's achievements in the sixteenth century opened the way for his descendants toward achievement
and advancement in their own life-times.
Since so much of the information available on the
Taverner family depends upon Anthony~ Wood, it is essential
for this study that Wood's sources of information be clarified and evaluated.

Wood went to some lengths to compile

the history of the Taverner family.

The collection of Wood's

papers in the Bodleian Library at Oxford includes a number of
letters and drafts of letters in which he requested information and materials on the Taverner family.

One of Wood's

original requests for information was directed to John
Taverner of Soundess, Oxfordshire, the son of Edmond Taverner,
Richard Taverner's third son. 19 Wood's papers do not reveal
that John Taverner replied directly to Wood's request.
Somewhat later, Wood received a letter from Thomas
Taverner, apparently one of the sons of Richard Taverner,
the son of Francis Taverner, the son of Peter Taverner,
Richard Taverner's second son.

Thomas Taverner, thus, was

a great-great-grandson of Richard Taverner, the subject of
this study.

The letter from Thomas Taverner reads as follows:

Sir, I understand of my Cousen [John] Tauerner at
Nettlebed [near Soundess] in Ox:shire yt you are
writeing a book concerning the Antiquities of Ox-wherin you are pleased in youre intentions to

19 Bodleian Library, Oxford, MS. Wood F 45, Fol. 2r-v.
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mention something of our Ancestors the Tauerners-There is a manuscript of my grandfathers [Francis
Taverner] which I have often seen in my fathers
dayes & I suppose may give you satisfaction in all
those things you desire in order whereunto I have
writ to my Eldest Broth. Edward Tauerner of Hexton
to send it me yt so I may send it you at lest I am
sure he will give me leave to transcribe any
[part?] of it which you shall thinke most fit for
youre purpose in a very short time you shall
receive a farther account from youre humble &
Kindsman
Tho: Tauerner 20
The need for this kind of information was great, if Wood was
to gain an accurate knowledge of the facts about his ancestor.
This becomes clear in the letter Wood sent to Thomas Taverner
in reply:
Sir.
I am very glad yt yo shew yrself [sic] so
ready and willing to have ye memory of yr Ancestor
Mr Richard Taverner p[er]petuated. Tis confest
yt I wrot a letter to my kinsman, his Grandson of
Soundess near Nettlebed, to put me in a way how I
might obtaine the manuscript web yo mention, or
at least a Transcript of as much therin yt concerns
him:
In order to web, i t seems by yr letter, web I
lately recd, yt he hath acquainted you with my
desire: so that therefore if yo can p[ro]cure ye
said book of yr Brother, I should be very glad if
yo would transcribe Exactly thence all yt concerns
him. He was Grandfather to yrs, & Lord of Woodeaton & of other manors in Oxfordshire,&, as I
think, died an. 1575. He was educated in college
wee now call Christchurch, Oxon & thereb~ia shall
number him a,fng Worthies yt have been
there. • • •

20 Bodleian Library, Oxford, MS. Wood F 45, Fol. 6r.
This letter is dated "Dec. 10th [16]72 direct a:t ye Angell
& Cock in St. Pauls Church yard."
21 Bodlein Library, Oxford, MS. Wood F 45, Fol. Sr. This
letter is unsigned, but i t is dated "Dec. 15. [16]72."
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Thomas Taverner replied generously to Wood's request:
Sir. I have now sent a booke of my Grandfathers
one hand writing to one Mr Booman a bookseller in
Oxon who is an acquaintance of my brothers and when
you please to call for it will deliver the same to
you, wherein you will finde an account of all
memorable things in the life ·of our worthy kindsman
Ri: Taverner I need not desire you to have a more
then ordinary care of it because as I understand
youre one inclination are enough to make you esteem
any thing yt only smells of Antiquity, for indeed
tis of little use to any but ourselves but [by?]
us extremely prized, sup~seing many hundred of more
noteable famalies in Eng who cannot give so large
account of here deceased Ancestors.
sr I am youre humble servant

&

Kinsman

Tho. Taverner 22
It is unfortunate that the handwritten book from which
Wood gained his information no longer survives.

According to

the letters above, the compiler of the Taverner family history was Francis Taverner, the son of Richard Taverner's
second son Peter.

Francis compiled his notes on the history
23
of the Taverner family in 1636; he died in 1657.
Wood
transcribed the title of Francis Taverner's compilations:
The Geneologie of the family of Taverner of North
Elmham in Norfolke, faithfully collected out of

22 Bodleian Library, Oxford, MS. Wood F 45, Fol. lOr.
This letter is dated "Jan. 6th. [16]72/3."
23M. v. Taylor, in the early part of the twentieth
century, compiled notes on the history of Woodeaton, Oxfordshire. Her notes bear the title "Collections and notes for
the history of Woodeaton, with particular reference to
Richard Taverner and his family." Miss Taylor's unpublished
notes are identified in the Bodleian Library, Oxford, as MS.
Top. Oxon. d. 519. The information cited in the text is
found on Fol. 117.
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Records & privat Evidences, wth Evidence hereafter
recited, together with ye lands in them contained,
an now in ye service & possession of the Taverners
of Northelmham aforesaid Gent. an also of ye
Taverners of Oxfordshire • • • collected by mr.
Francis TaJ!rner, & written with mine own hand an.
dom. 1636.
It is obvious, then, that the information available on
Richard Taverner's family is not the precise data that are
preferred for the writing of history.

The history of the

Taverner family--parents, children, and descendants--depends
on Anthony~ Wood's reliability as a chronicler, transcriber,
and preserver of antiquities, which in turn depends to some
extent on the historical memory of the Taverner family in the
person of Francis Taverner, Richard Taverner's grandson.

The

history of the Taverner family is perhaps the victim of a
peculiar memory and generation gap.

At the same time, however,

it must be noted that if Anthony~ Wood, Oxford's own antiquarian, had not been the great-grandson of Richard Taverner
it is doubtful that the information available on the Taverner
family would be as extensive as it is.

24Bodleian Library, Oxford, MS. Wood F 31, Fol. 39v.
The ellipsis indicates an undecipherable word. The only
parts of Francis Taverner's notes that survive are those
parts that Wood transcribed.

CHAPTER III

THE FORMATION OF RICHARD TAVERNER'S CHARACTER
The factors and forces that shaped Richard Taverner's
life between 1505 and his matriculation at Cambridge cannot
be determined.

His early education in Norfolk remains com-

pletely obscure to the historian.

It can only be assumed

that his parents and perhaps others saw promising possibilities in Richard and therefore made arrangements for him to
go up to Cambridge.

What John and Alice Taverner hoped and

planned for their eldest son cannot be clarified.

Apparently,

however, Richard was adequately prepared for a university
education during the early years of his life.
In the early 1520s, when Richard was approximately
fifteen or more years old, he was admitted to membership in
Corpus Christi (or Benet) College at Cambridge. 1

1 [Robert Masters], Masters' History of the College of
Corpus Christi and the Blessed Virgin Mary in the University
of Cambridge, edited with additional matter and a continuation to the present time by John Lamb (Cambridge and London:
John Smith, Printer to the University, and John Murray, 1831),
p. 489.
Masters states that the date of Taverner's admission was
1520. This is difficult to believe, however, in view of
Taverner's subsequent admission to Cardinal College, Oxford.
Cardinal College was founded by Cardinal Wolsey in 1525.
Anthony~ Wood, The History and Antiquities of the University
of Oxford. in Two Books, translated from the original Latin
and edited by John Gutch (Oxford: Printed for the Editor,
1796), II, 25-26, indicates that Taverner had one and one-half
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Taverner's academic occupations at Cambridge cannot be
defined precisely, but his efforts as a translator, editor,
and author in adulthood provide some clues. 2 His revision of
the Holy Bible in 1539 established his reputation as a linguist of no mean ability in Greek.

It may be assumed that

Taverner spent some time at Cambridge in the study of Greek.
Perhaps also Taverner was introduced to the - study of theology-or "divinity" as it was called--at Cambridge.

It has been

suggested that perhaps Taverner was involved in the theological discussions that centered around the White Horse Inn
in Cambridge.

Thus, Taverner's education at Cambridge would

have been fertilized by some of the men who were destined to
l e ave their marks on the shape of the English Reformation:
John Clark, Nicholas Ridley, John Rogers, George Joye, John
Lambert, Edward Foxe, Ralph Bradford, John Frith, Nicholas
Shaxton, Matthew Parker, Thomas Bilney, Hugh Latimer, and
Robert Barnes, among others. 3

Cambridge was beginning to

years' standing as an undergraduate when he moved to Oxford's
Cardinal College. This would seem to indicate that Taverner
could not have been admitted to Corpus Christi College at
Cambridge before 1523 at the earliest.
2see Chapters VI, VII, and VIII, pp. 99-209, for a study
of Taverner's literary efforts.
3 This association has been suggested by Charles C.
Butterworth and Allan G. Chester, George Joye, 1495?-1553:
A Chapter in the History of the English Bible and the English
Reformation (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press,
c.1962), pp. 26-27. See also E[rnest] G[ordon] Rupp, Studies
in the Making of the EnTlish Protestant Tradition (Mainly in
the Reign of Henry VIII (Cambridge: At the University Press,
1966), p. 19.
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experience humanism's

11

New Learning," and perhaps Taverner

shared profitably in that experience.
At the same time that Richard Taverner was beginning his
academic career at Cambridge, Cardinal Thomas Wolsey was
making plans for a college he hoped to erect in Oxford.

After

persistent and considerable pressure at Rome, the Cardinal
secured papal bulls authorizing the suppression of various
religious houses and the diversion of their endowments for
the purpose of establishing what came to be known as "Cardinal
College" in Oxford; this occurred in 1524. 4 Immediatel.y,
after gaining the assent of Henry, Wolsey began building his
college on the site of Oxford's most ancient foundation, St.
Frideswide 1 s Priory.

Wolsey's plans for his college astounded

the society of learning at Oxford.

The college was endowed,

with funds gained from the suppression of St. Frideswide 1 s
Priory and other religious houses, to support sixty canons
and forty petty canons, together with chaplains, choristers
and their master, a large number of servants and lay official.s,
and places were to be reserved for twenty young noblemen.

In

addition, six publ.ic professorships--in theology, phil.osophy,
medicine, canon law, civil l.aw, and humanity--were attached

4 Joan Simon, Education and Society in Tudor Engl.and
(Cambridge: At the University Press, l.966), p. 137.
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to the college.

All in all, the members of Cardin~l College
would easily number two hundred. 5
To provide his college with suitable members, Cardinal
Wolsey extended invitations to members of the University of
Cambridge to staff the college and occupy the available
places in Cardinal College.

Cardinal Wolsey's ideas on educa-

tion were progressive for his time, and it may be assumed
that he hoped to revive the spirit of learning and scholarship at Oxford by importing scholars from Cambridge, where
the "New Learning" had been gratefully received.

Anthony\

Wood, however, claimed that Wolsey imported scholars from
Cambridge for the opposite reason:
rather it appears that they came to be educated [at
Oxford] and to be instructed in those things which
their University [of Cambridge] never or scarce
saw. 6
The identity of all of the scholars who moved from
Cambridge to Oxford has not been completely determined, but
the total number was substantial.

Some of the men who came

to Oxford can be identified, but others are little more than
a name:

Richard Cox, John Friar, Henry Sumner, John Clerk,

William Betts, Richard Harman, Florentius, a Dominican monk,
John Drumm, John Akars, John Frith, Richard Baily, Thomas
Lawney, Winmer Allen, Edward Staple, and possibly Edward

5 Ibid., pp. 137-138. Miss Simon provides a good summary
of Cardinal College's original foundation by Wolsey.
6

Wood, II, 28.

Oxford was the center of Wood's world.

I
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Wotton--in addition to Richard Taverner. 7

John Foxe, the

martyrologist, was not unappreciative of Wolsey's efforts in
gathering scholars and installing them in his college at
Oxford:
Amongst other acts of the aforesaid cardinal, this
is not to be forgotten, that he founded a new college in Oxford, for the furniture whereof he had
gathered together all the best learned he could
hear of, amongst which number were these: Clarke,
Tyndale [?], Sommer, Frith, and Taverner, with
others. 8
he • • • appointed unto that company all such men
as were found to excel in any kind of learning and
knowledge • • • • 9
Richard Taverner's academic interests as an undergraduate
at Oxford's Cardinal College have not been recorded, but it
is probable that Taverner engaged himself in the study of
Greek and other facets of the 11 New Learning" that was gaining
10
acceptance in England.
The ferment of reformation in church
7w. Gordon Zeeveld, Foundations of Tudor Policy (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, c.1948), pp. 28-29. Zeeveld has
collated a number of lists containing the names of Wolsey's
scholars for his new college at Oxford. Zeeveld's list,
obviously, is not complete.
8 John Foxe, The Acts and Monuments, edited, revised and
corrected by the Rev. Josiah Pratt (4th edition [of 1584]:
London: The Religious Tract Society, [1877]), IV, 617.
9 Ibid., V, 4.
10srooke Foss Westcott, A General View of the History of
the English Bible, revised by William Aldis Wright (3rd edition: London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1905), pp. 126-127.
Cf. Arthur Tilley, "Greek Studies in the Early Sixteenth
Century," The English Historical Review, LIII (April, July
1938), 221-239, 438-456.
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and society was also touching Oxford while Taverner was a
member of Cardinal College, and Taverner was a spectator--if
not a participant--in the upheaval that resulted.
Cambridge had been and still was a great center of
"Lutheranism," and by importing scholars from Cambridge to
Oxford Wolsey indirectly assisted in spreading "Lutheranism"
to the University of Oxford.

The warden of New College com-

plained that the Cambridge men who brought these new ideas to
Cardinal College were infecting

111

the most towardly young men

in the university. 1 1111
The existence of "Lutheranism" at the University of
Oxf ord, or its introduction to Oxford, cannot be attributed
completely to Wolsey's foundation of Cardinal College.
Already in 1521 Wolsey had been advised by the Archbishop of
Canterbury, William Warham, that the University of Oxford was
being subverted by

11

Lutheranism. 11

Archbishop Warham, as

Chancellor of the university, was bound to bring the matter
to the attention of the Cardinal:
Please i t your good Grace to understand that now
lately I receyvid letters from the Universitie of
Oxford, and in thoes same certayne newes whiche I
am very sorry to here. For I am enformyd that
diverse of that Universitie be infectyd with the
heresyes of Luther and of· others of that sorte,
havyng emong theym a grete nombre of books of the

11The warden's complaint is quoted by J[ames] F[rederic]
Mozley, William Tyndale (London: Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, 1937), p. 120. Mozley does not identify his
source for this quotation.
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saide perverse doctrine which wer forboden by your
Graces auctoritie as Legate de latere of the See
apostolique, and also by me as Chauncellor of the
said Universitie, to be hadd, kept, or redd by any
person off the same, except suche as wer licenced
to have thayme to impugne and convince the erroneus
opinions conteyned in theym. But it is a sorrowful
thing to see howe gredyly inconstaunt men, and
specyally inexpert youthe, fallith to newe doctrynes
be they never so pestilent; and howe prone they be
to attempt that thing that they be forbeden of
thair superiors for thair ouyne welthe. I wold I
hadd suffered grete payne, in condition this hadd
not fortuned ther, wher I was brought up in lernyng
and now am Chauncellor, albeyt unworthy. And I
doubt not but it is to your good Grace right pensyfull heryng, seyng your Grace is the moost honorable
membyr that ever was of that Universitie.12
Warham was also concerned to maintain the good name of the
University of Oxford:
If this matier concernyd not the cause of God and
his Churche I wold entierly beseche your Grace to
tendre the infamy of the Universitie as it myght
pleace your incomparable wisedome and goodnes to
think best. For pytie yt wer that through the
lewdnes of on or two cankerd members, whiche as I
understand have enducyd no small nombre of yong
and incircumspect foles to geve ere unto thaym,
the whole Universitie shuld run in thinfamy of soo
haynouse a cryme, the heryng wherof shuld be right
delectable and plesant to the open Lutheranes
beyond the See, and secrete behyther, wherof they
wold take harte and confydence that theyr pestilent
doctrynes shuld encrese and multiply, seyng bothe
the Universities of Inglande enfectid therewith,
wherof the on hathe many yeeres been voyd of all
heresyes, and the other bathe afore nowe take apon

12warham wrote this letter to Wolsey on 7 March 1521.
The transcription is taken from Sir Henry Ellis, editor,
Original Letters. Illustrative of English History; Including
Numerous Royal Letters: From Autographs in the British Museum,
the State Paper Office, and One or Two Other Collections
(3rd series; London: Richard Bentley, 1846), I, 239-240. The
original of this letter is preserved in the British Museum,
London, MS. Cotton. Calig. B. VI. Fol. 171.
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hyr the prayse that she was never defylyd: and
nevertheles nowe she is thought to be the originall
occasion and cause of the fall in Oxford.13
John Longland, the bishop of Lincoln, the diocese in
which Oxford was situated, also expressed his concerns to
Wolsey about the importation of corrupt, "Lutheran" books to
Oxford from London.
mentions

In one of his letters to Wolsey Longland

11

Fryth 11 (or Frith), 11 Freer 11 (or Friar), and "Clarke"
14
(or Clerk)
and indicates that they had received and read

heretical books brought from London:
Pleasith itt your Grace To undrestand, sence I
wrotte laste unto you of the maters of Oxon, I have
hadde dyverse knowledges frome thence to my hevyness, of suche chaunce of the grette corruption of
yougeth ther by Master Garrott withe suche erronyous books as he hath brought thidre: whiche hadde
many tymes suche corrupte books frome London by
the cariar, and is thought frome a Bookeseller in
London called Goughe, as it apperith by suche tables
as they have found of the hand of the bookeseller
that sent them, and the names and prices of the
bookes conteyned in the same. Ther arre a mervilouse sorte of books founde whiche were hydde vndre
the erth, and otherwise secretely conveyde frome
place to place. The cheefe that were famylyarly
acquaynted in this mater with Master Garrott was
Master Clarke, Master Freer, Sir Fryth, Sir Dyott,
and Anthony Delabere. And is found in a booke of
Master Garrotts that Doctor Farman of Hony Lane
hath receyved books of Garrott as farre as I doo
perceyve of theyr wrytyngs. And he hath a servant called John Goodale, whiche dyuerse tymes
brought suche books and wrytyngs frome London to
Master Garrott in Oxon.15

13Ellis, I, 240-241.
14These three, among others, had been brought to Oxford
by Cardinal Wolsey. Supra, pp. 31-32.
15Ellis, II, 78. The original of this letter is preserved in the State Paper Office, London, Wolsey's Corresp.
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The delicate way in which Longland expressed the complaints of the University to Wolsey about "Lutheranism"
probably reflects a common awareness within the University
that Wolsey's Cambridge scholars were intimately involved in
the matter.

The complaints were such, however, that Wolsey

initiated action to investigate the matter and punish the
offenders.
Anthony

a Wood

provides the most complete record of the

activities that precipitated Wolsey's investigation.

Accord-

ing to Wood, "Lutheranism" was to be found in many of Oxford's
colleges, not only in Cardinal College.
The chiefest Lutheran at this time, [sic] was John
Clark before mentioned, one of the Junior Canons
[at Cardinal College], to whose private Lectures,
and Disputations in public, divers Graduats and
Scholars of Colleges and Halls resorted. So great
a respect had they for his doctrine and exemplary
course of life, that they would often recur to him
for resolution of doubts: or else if they, through
impediment, could not come, then he, by certain
Messengers, and particularly by one Anth. Delaber,
a Scholar of ·s. Albans Hall, afterwards of Glouc.

vii. 122.
This letter cannot be dated precisely, although i t was
written on "the thyrd day of Marche. 11 Some year between 1524
and 1528 would be appropriate, because Thomas Forman (or
"Farman") was rector of Allhallows, Hony Lane, London, from
1524 to 1528; he was succeeded as rector in 1528 by Garrott,
also known as Garrard. Ibid., n. a.
Wood, II, 29-31, discusses the Oxford activities of
"Garret" (or Garrott or Garrard), whom he further identifies
as the "Curate of Hony Lane in London," under the year 1527.
This letter may have been written on 3 March 1527.
Simon, p. 141, suggests 1528 as the year in which the
events, referred to above, occurred.
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Coll. [Gloucester College] would sey~ their doubts
either by writing or word of mouth.
The followers of Luther were also to be found in Magdalen and
Corpus Christi Colleges at Oxford. 17 Wood ·also indicates
that the Oxford "Lutherans" would gather together to pray and
study the "Principles of Luther."

In addition this little

congregation had procured parts of Tyndale's first transla18
tion of the New Testament.
According to Wood, Thomas Garret
(or "Garrott" or "Garrard"), the Curate of Hony Lane in London, was responsible for supplying the heretical books to
John Clark and his circle of friends at Oxford. 19
After Garret had been in Oxford for some time, letters
came from Cardinal Wolsey to the University instructing the
proper University authorities to seek out and arrest Garret.
But Garret, "having had notice of it," left Oxford in flight,
and then, inexplicably, returned to Oxford two days later.
Of course, Garret was promptly arrested and placed in the
custody of the University's Commissary, a Dr. Cottesford, the
Rector of Lincoln College.

After interrogation by the Com-

missary, Garret was placed in a locked chamber in Lincoln
College.

Garret promptly escaped and fled the city a second

16Wood, II, 29. Wood describes Clark's activities under
the year 1526. "Lutheranism" at Oxford was a development and
reality of several years' standing.
17 Ibid.
18 Ibid.
19 Ibid.
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time, after disguising himself in a "Secular habit" that he
obtained from Anthony Delaber of Gloucester College.

A

thorough search of the city and colleges was made for Garret,
and Delaber was questioned intensively.

Under pressure

Delaber confessed his involvement in the matter and betrayed
Garret's hiding place: in addition Delaber betrayed twentytwo other students at Oxford who had read and studied the
books brought from London by Garret.

The result was that all

the "heretical" books were seized and Garret was apprehended
again.

All those who had been betrayed by Delaber were
.
20
imprisoned at the Cardinal's orders.
The punishment reserved for members of Cardinal College

who had been involved with Garret, Delaber and their friends
was unusual.

Wood provides this description:

As for those of Cardinal College, they were all
conveyed from their Chambers and committed to
prison within a deep Cave under ground in the said
College, where salt fish was laid, the stench whereof
made some of them die soon after. John Clark, Hen.
Sumner and Sir Bayley were of the number that were
imprisoned: but Bettys, by much intreaties of his
friends, was freed from that loathsome place, and
conveyed himself soon after to Cambridge, where
spending some time in his studies, came soon after
to good preferment. John Taverner the Organist,
though accused and suspected for hiding Clark's
books, yet the Cardinal pleaded for him, saying
that he was but a Musitian, and thought that no
great harm might be done by him. As for Rich.
Taverner, one of the Junior Canons, though he did
not then shew himself an incliner to Lutheranism,

20 Ibid., II, 29-31.
Wood's narrative.

This paragraph is a resume of
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yet afterwards when the times began to turn and
Religion alter, he proved an eminent stickler
against the Popish Religion. John Fryth, Tho.
Launey and others, were prisoners also, but making
means to be delivered thence, conveyed themselves
away privately. Thom. Curthoppe also was tinged
with, or had a smack of Lutheranism, but recanting,
was chosen into lie Society of Oriel [College]
about this time.
Thomas Garret, who had supplied the circle of "Lutherans"
at Oxford with three hundred and fifty books, 22 was punished
with imprisonment but ultimate punishment was delayed until
1540.

Garret was one of the companions of Robert Barnes in

death.

Wriothesley chronicles the event as follows:

.Thi.#:J ye are, the thirti th da-i e of Julie, 1540 , were
drawen from the Tower of London into Smythfield
theise persons followinge, that is to saie: Doctor
Barnes, Richard Fetherston, William Jerome, Vicar
of Stepney, Doctor Edward Powell, . Thomas Jerrard,
Parson of Honi Lane, and Thomas Abell, priestes, of
which three of them, that is to say, Barnes,
Jherome, and Garrarde, were brent for heresie, condemned by the whole bodie of the Perliament, and
Fetherston, Powell, and Abell were hanged, their
bowells brenned, headed and quartered, in the said
place of Smythfield, for treason against the Kinges
Majestie, ~~ condemned of the same by the whole
Perliament.
The existence of a circle of

11

Lutherans 11 at Oxford at

the time that Richard Taverner was a junior canon at Cardinal
College presents an obvious question:

to what extent, if any,

21 Ibid., II, 31-32.
22Mozley, p. 121.
23charles Wriothesley, A Chronicle of England During the
Rei s of the Tudors from A.D. 1485 to 1559, edited by
William Douglas Hamilton
London: Printed for the Camden
Society, 1875), I, 120-121.
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was Richard Taverner involved?

The answer to this question

cannot be given with precision because the records are somewhat confused.

There were two Taverners at Cardinal College

while Richard Taverner was a member of Cardinal College:
Richard Taverner, of course, and one John Taverner.

Anthony

l Wood does not indicate the family relationship, if any,
between Richard and John Taverner, but he does indicate that
John was a musician, brought by Wolsey to Oxford to take
charge of the school for the college's choristers. 24

John

Taverner's direct involvement with the circle of "Lutherans"
is certain.

John Taverner was accused of hiding some of the

books delivered to John Clarke under the floorboards in the
chorister's school, but Cardinal Wolsey pleaded that he be
released from punishment, "saying that he was but a Musitian,
and thought that no great harm might be done by him. 1125

This

evidence, of course, indicates nothing about Richard Taverner's
involvement in the affair.
It is surprising, however, to note the confusion that
has resulted among scholars and students of the event because
of the two Taverners at · cardinal College at the same time.

24Anthony l Wood, Fasti Oxonienses. or Annals of the
University of Oxford. the First Part, Containing from the
Year 1500 to the Year 1640, edited by Philip Bliss (3rd edition; London and Oxford: F. C. and J. Rivington, J. Parker,
et al., 1815), col. 45.
25wood, :nie History and Antiquities of the University
of Oxford, II, 32. Supra, p. 38.
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The records and chronicles of these events in 1527 or 1528
fail at times to indicate precisely which Taverner is being
discussed:
further.

"Taverner" is noted, but he may not be identified
The result of this lack of precision is that Richard

Taverner is sometimes identified as the "Musitian" who was
responsible for hiding the books under the floorboards of the
school.

Even Anthony~ Wood may have confused the identities
of the two Taverners. 26 Perhaps the confusion of identities
resulted because both Taverners were involved with the circle
of "Lutherans" at Oxford and contemporaries understood the
reference to Taverner accordingly.

On the other hand, perhaps

only one Taverner was involved and contemporaries knew the
identity of the Taverner to whom reference was made.

These,

however, are only conjectures to explain the confusion.
It would seem that the evidence does not allow an
unequiv~cal assertion of Richard Taverner's involvement with
the circle of "Lutherans" at Oxford.

It is also impossible

to note exactly what the chroniclers mean by "Lutheran,"

26Anthony 1 Wood, The Life and Times of Anthony Wood,
Antiquary, of Oxford. 1632-1695. Described by Himself, edited
by Andrew Clark (Oxford: Printed for the Oxford Historical
Society at the Clarendon Press, 1891), I, 387. Zeeveld,
p. 33, also seems to have confused Richard and John Taverner,
although he protects himself inn. 57, p. 33, by stating that
the hiding of the books would seem more likely for John than
for Richard Taverner. John Gough Nichols, editor, Narratives
of the Days of the Reformation. Chiefly from the Manuscripts
of John Foxe the Mart rolo ist· with Two Contem orar
Biographies of Archbishop Cranmer
London: Printed for the
Camden Society, 1859), p. 293, does not challenge documents
that list Richard Taverner as the musician.
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11

Lutherism,

11

and

11

Lutheranism 11 --which explains why these terms

have appeared in quotation marks in the above paragraphs.
Apparently, a "Lutheran" was an individual who possessed and
read "heretical" books and was familiar with various aspects
of Martin Luther's theology.
Nevertheless, it is possible to draw several conclusions
from the evidence.

Whether or not Richard Taverner was

directly involved with

11

Lutheranism 11 at Oxford is a matter

that cannot be determined, but Richard Taverner was there in
Oxford when the events described above took place.

He would

have known about the activities of Garret and Delaber.

As a

member of Cardinal College, he would have seen and perhaps
even experienced the thorough search of the college and the
university that took place.

He would have been aware of the

punishments that were served on his friends and associates
within the college and the university.

He was an eye-witness

to events that could have taught him some valuable lessons
about survival in the England of his day.

It is not difficult

to suppose that Richard Taverner took to heart the events of
1527 or 1528.

The implications were quite obvious:

circum-

spection and reticence were necessary prerequisites for the
individual who was interested in furthering reform in religion and society.

The alternatives were much too unpleasant:

imprisonment in a place that was foul with the stench of dead
fish, perhaps imprisonment in London ; and perhaps the ordeal
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of public confession and book burning--or even worse.

Perhaps

such were the lessons learned by Richard Taverner in 1527 or
1528.

At any rate, for the remainder of his life Richard

Taverner never succumbed to the temptation of the martyr's
role in religion or politics.
Taverner's career at Oxford came to its proper conclusion in 1528.

The Register of the University of Oxford con-

tains this record of termination:

11

Tavener .[sic], Richard,

sup. for B.A. 21 Apr. 1527, adm. 21 June, det. 1528 •Tevenore. • 1127
This would indicate that Taverner was allowed to supplicate
for the bachelor of arts degree in 1527; the degree itself
was conferred on 21 June 1527.

Apparently he continued at

Oxford until sometime in 1528.
After departing from Oxford, Taverner returned to
Cambridge in 1528 or 1529 and took up residence in Gonville
Hali. 28

Grace Book

r

of the University of Cambridge indi-

cates that Taverner was granted the same status as a bachelor
29
of arts that he had enjoyed at Oxford.
This grace was

27c. w. Boase, editor, Register of the University of
Oxford (Oxford: Printed for the Oxford Historical Society at
the Clarendon Press, 1865), I, 147. Boase, I, [xxviii],
corrects the entry to read 11 Taverner 11 instead of 11 Tavener. 11
28charles Henry Cooper and Thompson Cooper, Athenae
Cantabrigienses (Cambridge and London: Deighton, Bell & Co.,
Macmillan & Co. I Bell & Daldy, 1838), I, 338.

r.

29william George Searle, editor, Grace Book
Containin the Records of the Universit of Cambrid e for the
Years 1501-1542 Cambridge: At the University Press, 1908,
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granted to Taverner by the Congregation of Regen~s and Nonregents at Cambridge on 29 September 1529. 30
A year later, i t would seem, Taverner was granted a
grace to become a master of arts of the University of Cambridge.31

As a master of arts, Taverner's position in the

University of Cambridge is listed under
in 1530. 32

11

professores artium"

The period between 1530 and 1532 in Taverner's life cannot be described accurately.

Obviously, however, he spent

some of that time at Cambridge carrying out his responsibilities within the University.

The only information relating

to this period is found in a letter that Taverner sent to
Thomas Cromwell in 1532:

p. 243, records the entry: 11 In primis conceditur domino
Richardo Tauernar in artibus bachalario vt stet eodem gradu
his apud vos (.!!£.) quo stetit Oxonie [sic]. 11
30 Ibid. This grace was granted by 11 plena congregatione
regencium et non regencium a festo sancti Michaelis archangeli anno Domini m0 ccccc0 xx0 ix0 • • • • 11
31 Ibid., p. 246. The entry reads as follows: "Item
conceditur domino Tauerner vt septem termini post eius
finalem determinacionem in quibus lectiones ordinarias
audiuit licet non secundum formam statuti cum tribus responsionibus prima aput [sic] Oxoniam et duabus alteris hie
aput [sic] vos sufficiant sibi etc."

&

• Part II. Con32Mary Bateson, editor, Grace Book
tainin the Accounts of the Proctors of he Universit of
Cambridge, 1511-1544 Cambridge: At the University Press,
1905), p. 156. The date is provided by the following heading: "Registrum magistrorum Rolandi swynburn et Johannis
blyth procuratorum vniuersitatis cantabri[gi]e anno domini
15210 [1530]." Richard Taverner is listed as "M. tawerner. 11

•
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I am unknown to you, and in great distress. I am
a master of arts at Cambridge, where I have taught,
but was induced to leave it by my friends to become
a student abroad. My friend who supported me is
dead, and I dare not ask for the King's liberality
without first communicating with you.33
Apparently Cromwell replied to Taverner's somewhat hesitant letter, for Taverner wrote another letter to Cromwell
thanking him for his help:
I thank you for offering to speak to the King for
my relief, and that at your instigation the duke
of Norfolk has promised me an annuit~
I wish no
more, as I am content with a little. 4
One additional letter, relating to Taverner's life
between 1530 and 1532, must be noted.

A certain Martin

Tyndall wrote a letter to Thomas Cromwell, dated 2 July 1533,
which refers to Taverner:
Since I came to the city [of London], as the company in Cambridge was dispersed from fear of the
plague, I have translated from Latin into English
the life of the good dean of Paul's, Dr. Collete,
written by his friend Erasmus, at the request of
Jodocus Jones [sic], and found in his Farrago
Epistolarum. I hope you will excuse the faults,
as I am young and only a B.A.; nor have I been
able to buy Greek and Latin books fit for a

33Letters and Papers. Foreign and Domestic. of the
Reign of Henry VIII. Preserved in the Public Record Office,
the British Museum. and Elsewhere in . England, arranged and
catalogued by James Gairdner et al. (London et al.: Longmans
& Co., et al., 1880), V, 727.
This entry is number 1762.
Hereafter, this work will be cited as L & P, followed by
volume, part, page, and item numbers. Thus, this letter
would be cited as L & P, V, 727, #1762.
This letter contains no clues that would indicate its
point of origin.
34L & P, V, 727, #1763. The date for this letter is
1532; the month and day are not given •
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student. I offer it to you, not to improve my fortunes, but for your kindness to my brother, John
Tyndall, now departed, in his troubles. Let Master
Taverner, last year master o Greek in Cambridge,
now your client, oversee it.

35

It would seem, on the basis of this correspondence, that
Taverner spent some time on the European continent, that he
returned in a destitute condition, and that he then associated
himself with Thomas Cromwell; these events took place between
1530 and 1532.

A number of questions suggest themselves.

Who

was the friend who had supported him while he was on the continent?

Why had Taverner gone to the continent in the first

place?

When did he return to England?

at Cambridge?

How long did he stay

And did he return to Cambridge after he returned

from the continent?

Some conjectures have been made about the

events of 1530-1532 in Taverner's life.

Zeeveld has suggested

that Wolsey's death forced Taverner to become a fugitive of
sorts and flee to the continent. 36 Zeeveld goes on to suggest
that Taverner's "description of his life in the interim makes
his presence in Paris while Pole was there plausible • •

. .

Zeeveld cites Taverner's initial letter to Cromwell in 1532,
. conJec
. t ure. 38
quoted above, to support th is

There is reason,

surprisingly enough, to suggest the possibility of a connection

35L & P, VI, 336-337, #751.
36zeeveld, pp. 72-73.
37 Ibid., p. 73.
38 Ibid.; Supra, pp.44-45.
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between Taverner and Reginald Pole, because Taverner at some
time in his life came into possession of a copy of Pole's
will and forwarded it to John Foxe for use in his martyrology:
Mr Ffox I haue sent you the copy of Cardinal! Poles
testamet. Wch if ye haue not alredy I wold wisshe
that when ye com to his death in yo[ur] historie,
ye note his sup[er]stition in erecting ij chaunteris f[or] his sowle & his parent~gs]. &c.
Ri. Tauerner.
Perhaps a connection between Taverner and Pole was begun
between 1530 and 1532, but conclusive evidence is lacking.
Taverner's letter to Foxe remains unexplained.
It would, of course, be interesting to know the identity
of the

11

friend 11 who supported Taverner while he was on the

continent, and it would also be interesting to know the identities of the friends who counseled him to go abroad in the
first place.

Several facts, however, are clear:

Taverner

taught at Cambridge, he traveled to the continent apparently
to further his education, he was forced to return to England
because he lacked financial support, through Cromwell he
received a small annuity from the duke of Norfolk, and as
late as 1532 he was serving as Master of Greek at Cambridge.
While the events of Taverner's life between 1530 and 1532
cannot be described precise1y, i t would seem that Taverner
experienced and perhaps accomplished much in that short period

39 British Museum, London, MS. Harleian 416, Fol. 25r.
This letter is undated.
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of time.

The most important event of this period in Taverner's

life was the contact he established with Thomas Cromwell; this
contact would be developed further.
Taverner's formal educational experience, however, was
not yet completed by 1532.
Taverner

11

Anthony~ Wood indicates that

went to an inn of Chancery near London call'd

Staire-inn, otherwise Strond-inn • • • and thence to the
I nner- T emp1 e • • • • ,.40

In addition to his competence in

Greek, philosophy, divinity, and other liberal arts, Taverner
determined to gain some competence in law.
time that Taverner was associated with
inn11 cannot be determined.

11

The period of

Staire-inn 11 or

11

Strond-

In view of the fact that Taverner

is not noted in the records of the Inner Temple until 1537,
i t would seem plausible to assume that Taverner resided and
studied the law at

11

Staire-inn 11 or

11

Strond-inn 11 from the time

of his arrival in London, about 1533, until about 1537, when
he was admitted to the Inner Temple. 41 The records indicate

40Anthony ~ Wood, Athenae Oxonienses: An Exact History
of All the Writers and Bishops Who Have Had Their Education
in the University of Oxford. To Which Are Added the Fasti,
or Annals of the Said University. edited by Philip Bliss
(3rd edition; London and Oxford: F. c. and J. Rivington, J.
Parker, et al., 1813), I, 419-420.
41
Taverner was admitted to the Inner Temple in 1537, but
the month and day of his admission are not given. This information was supplied by w. w. s. Breem, the Librarian of the
Inner Temple, from the Admission Register kept by the Treasurer of the Inner Temple, in a letter he sent to this writer
dated "March 6th 1 1967. 11 The Treasurer's Admission Register
does not provide Taverner 1 s first name. The records of the
Inner Temple were severely damaged during World War II.
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that Taverner was actively engaged in the affairs of the
Inner Temple from 1537 until 1561, and his association may
42
have continued beyond 1561.
At the Inner Temple, Taverner's legal education would
have been largely self-directed.

The facilities of the Inner

Temple's library would have been available to him.

He would

have been expected to attend a number of moots in which
various legal situations were discussed and debated.

The

Inner Temple periodically elected a Reader, who was required
to read a stipulated number of lectures on a particular legal
question: Taverner would have attended these lectures.

During

the terms of the courts, Taverner would also be expected to
listen to the cases argued before the judges.

In addition,

members of the Inner Temple learned the art of being a gentleman with lessons in singing, dancing, music, and similar accomplishments.

Occasionally, the members devoted themselves to
· t ory. 43 L ega1 t raining
. .
t h e stud yo f sacred an d pro f ane h is
and

education could be quite valuable for a man who wished to
associate himself with the new order of things under Thomas
Cromwell.

42 F. A. Inderwick,
·
editor, A Calendar of the Inner Temple

Records (London: Published by Order of the Masters of the
Bench, 1896), I, 116, 118, 121, 151, 152, 169, 172, 213.
Volume I of this work covers the years from 21 Henry VII
(1505) through 45 Elizabeth (1603).
43This description of the curriculum at the Inner Temple
is taken from Inderwick's Introduction, Ibid., I, xxxvi-xxxvii.
Simon, passim, is also helpful here.

so
Richard Taverner had prepared himself well for life.

He

had attended the universities of Cambridge and Oxford in pursuit of the bachelor of arts degree.

According to available

information, the arts curriculum was mainly traditional, or
medieval, in content.

Nevertheless, academic humanism, sym-

bolized by the study of Greek and the rejection of Scotus and
Aquinas in theology, was broadening the intellectual range of
44
English universities.
Taverner had been privileged to participate in the beginnings of such educational changes.

The

statutory requirement for the master of arts degree was three
years of resident graduate study centering around Aristotle's
metaphysics, natural philosophy (or physics), and moral philosophy.

These philosophical studies made up the medieval quad-

rivium of arithmetic, geometry, music, and astronomy, or
rather had become the recognized substitute for the quadrivium.
The universities' liberality in granting dispensations from
the residence requirements for the master of arts degree com45
promised the original standards for the degree.
Richard
Taverner had been dispensed from such residence requirements
by the University of Cambridge.

Nevertheless, Richard Taverner

was a well-educated man, whose family could remember with
pride that he had been a member of both universities, associated

44craig R. Thompson, Universitie~ in Tudor England
(Washington: The Folger Shakespeare Library, c.1959), p. 11.
45 Ibid., pp. 12-13.
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with Corpus Christi (or Benet) College and Gonville Hall at
Cambridge and with Cardinal College at Oxford.

His sojourn

on the continent added lustre to his curriculum vitae.
legal education at

11

Staire-inn 11 or

11

His

Strond-inn 11 and th·e n at

the Inner Temple could only enhance Taverner's prospects for
the future.

Taverner could be very useful to Wolsey's replace-

ment, Thomas Cromwell.

CHAPTER IV
RICHARD TAVERNER'S GOVERNMENT SERVICE

Thomas Cromwell did not know Richard Taverner before
1532--according to Taverner himself 1 --although both of them
had been associated with Cardinal Wolsey:

Taverner as a

member of Wolsey's Cardinal College, and Cromwell as a member
of Wolsey's staff.

The death of Wolsey in 1530, preceded by

his fall from favor and power in 1529, had changed the situation for both Cromwell and Taverner.

By 1532, apparently,

Taverner understood the significance of Cromwell's new position and role in Henry VIII's court.

This would explain in

part the letter which Taverner sent to Cromwell in 1532 after
his return from abroad.

Cromwell had connections with power-

ful and influential people at court, such as the duke of
Norfolk, whose friendship Taverner might desire to cultivate.
In 1536, according to Pollard, Cromwell secured Taverner's
appointment as a clerk of the privy seal. 2 Between 1532 and
1536, Taverner's occupations remain unspecified, except for

1 supra, p. 44.
2A. F. P[ollard], "Taverner, Richard (1505?-1575),"
Dictionary of National Biography, edited by Sir Leslie
Stephen and Sir Sidney Lee (Oxford: University Press,
1917- ), XIX, 394. Hereafter, this article will be cited
as DNB, XIX, followed by page numbers.
--Ynfra, pp. 58-59, discusses the various seals used in
the government of sixteenth century England.
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his association with

11

Staire-inn 11 or

11

Strond-inn 11 in London.

Only the most generalized of statements can be made about
this four-year period in Taverner's life:

he apparently was

preparing himself for service to the king on the staff of
Thomas Cromwell.
Already in 1532, however, Taverner had provided Cromwell
with some evidence of his abilities and talents.

In 1532,

Taverner published his first book, a translation of one of
Erasmus' epistles dealing with the subject of marriage.

The

title page of Taverner's first literary effort reads as
follows:
A ryght frutefull Epystle deuysed by the moste
excellent clerke Erasmus in laude and prayse of
matrymony translated in to Englysshe by Rychard
Tauernour which translation he bathe dedicate to
the ryght honorable Mayster Thomas Cromwel most
worthy Counseloure to our souerayne lorde kyng
Henry the eyght.3

3A. w. Pollard and G. R. Redgrave, editors, A ShortTitle Catalogue of Books Printed in England, Scotland. &
Ireland And of English Books Printed Abroad 1475-1640 (London:
The Bibliographical Society, 1956), number 10492. Hereafter,
this work will be cited a s ~ . followed by the number of
the work being discussed. Thus, this work would be cited as
STC 10492.
- - There is some question as to the date of this translation's publication. The translation itself is not dated.
The.§.!£ entry suggests 1530, while Professor E. J. Devereux
of the University of Western Ontario, London, Ontario, Canada, suggests 1532. Professor Devereux graciously supplied
this writer with a mimeographed checklist of Erasmus• works
in English, entitled "English Translations of Works by
Erasmus to 1700. 11 This checklist was prepared by Professor
Devereux for a forthcoming article in The Library, and the
list is copyrighted. Professor Devereux has given this
writer permission to use his checklist. Professor Devereux
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Taverner's dedication to Cromwell reads as follows:
To the ryght honorable Mayster Cromwell one of the
kynges moste honorable counsel!, his humble
seruau[n]t Rycharde Tauernour sendeth greating.
Your dayly oratoure (moste honorable syr) ponderyng
with hym selfe your gratuyte bou[n]ty towardes hym,
began besily to reuolue in mynd, howe he, agayne on
hys parte myght somwhat declare his feruent zele of
herte towardes you. Whiche he thus reuoluynge/ loo
sodenly (as god wolde) a certeyne Epystle of Doctour
Erasmus, deuysed in commendacion of wedlocke, offered
i t selfe vnto his syght. Which so sone as he began
to reade, he thought it a thynge full necessarye and
expedyent, to tra[n]slate i t in to our vulgure
to[n]g/ & so vnder your noble protection to co[m]municate i t to the people, namely when he co[n]sidered
the blynd superstition of men and women/ which cease
nat day by day to professe & vowe perpetual! chastyte
before or they suffyciently knowe themselues &
thinfirmite of theyr nature. Which thyng (in my
opinion) hathe bene and is yet vnto this day the
rote and very cause original of innumerable myscheues.
I pray our lorde Iesu of his infinite goodnes to
prouyde som spedy reformatio[n], whan it shalbe his
pleasure. In the meane seaso[n], please it your
goodness (ryght honorable syr) to accepte this rude
and symple translacion of your seruaunt/ and ye so
doynge shall nat a litle encourage him to greater

cites this translation as item 44 on p. 10 of his checklist.
In view of the first 1532 letter that Taverner sent to
Cromwell and the second letter of the same year in which
Taverner thanked Cromwell for his assistance (Supra, pp.
45-46), i t would seem that 1532 is the more correct date for
the publication of this trans1ation. This little book is
Taverner's tangible expression of thanks to Cromwell.
The title page transcribed above is taken from the copy
of the work in the British Museum, London. Its pres~mark is
C.95.a.28. The British Museum's copy is unpaginated, but i t
consists of thirty-four leaves marked with signature numbers.
Signature numbers will be used in referring to this work.
Hereafter, this work will be cited as A Right Fruitful Epistle
• • • in Laud and Praise of Matrimony, followed by signature
numbers.
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thynges in tyme co[m]myng. And thus Christ haue
you alwayse in his keapynge. Amen.4
Of course, i t must be remembered that the normal or
regular way a young man of promise brought himself to the
attention of a potential patron or employer was the publication of a book or booklet dedicated to such a gentleman.
Taverner was following the customary practice.

This little

book, as the dedicatory preface indicates, was also an
expression of gratitude and thankfulness from Taverner to
Cromwell.

The dedication revealed some of Taverner's

thinking about society and religion.

A man of such ability,

espousing the views suggested in the dedication, could be
useful to Cromwell.

Taverner would be remembered.

Perhaps

a close association between Taverner and Cromwell began to
develop immediately in 1532, but this is only a conjecture.·
It was in 1536, supposedly, that Cromwell first brought
Taverner to court and secured his appointment as one of the
clerks of the privy seal, and not before 1536 is there clear
evidence to establish a close official relationship between
Taverner and Cromwell.
However, Anthony

a Wood

provides a different--and

perhaps more correct--chronology for the association of
Taverner with Cromwell at court.

Wood states that Taverner

4 A Right Fruitful Epistle • • • in Laud and Praise of
Matrimony. Sigs. A.i 0 , A.iir, A.iiV.
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became one of the clerks of the signet office, not the privy
seal:

in 1534 Taverner went to court
and was there taken into the attendance of Tho.
Cromwell, then principal secretary to K. Hen. 8, by
whose commendation he was afterwards made by the
said king one o; the clerks of the signet in ordinary, an. 1537.

G. R. Elton states that Taverner's signature does not appear
on signet warrants until June 1540, but he concedes that
Taverner may have been in office earlier than 1540. 6
Taverner himself suggests that 1536 was the year in
which he joined Cromwell's staff at court.

In 1539 Taverner

published a book of prayers and meditations, having this
title page:
AN EPitome of the Psalmes, or brief meditacions
vpon the same, with diuerse other moste christian
prayers, trans.lated by Richard Tauerner.
Cum priuilegio ad imprimendum solum.
1539. 7

5Anthony ~ Wood, Athenae Oxonienses: An Exact History
of All the Writers and Bishops Who Have Had Their Education
in the University of Oxford. To Which Are Added the Fasti,
or Annals of the Said University. edited by Philip Bliss
(Third Edition; London and Oxford: F. C. and J. Rivington,
J. Parker, et al., 1813), I, 420.
6 G. R. Elton, The Tudor Revolution in Government:
Administrative Changes in the Reign of Henry VIII (Cambridge:
At the University Press, 1960), p. 306 and p. 306, n. 3.
7sTC 23710. The copy of this work in the British
Museum--;--r;ondon, was used in this study; its pressmark is
C.53.i.25. This · work in unpaginated; consequently, signature
numbers will be used to cite material in this work. Hereafter,
this work will be referred to as An Epitome of the Psalms.
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In Taverner's dedication and preface to this work, he indicates that he was brought up to the court in 1536.

This work

is dedicated to King Henry VIII:
Please i t your excellet Maiestie to vnderstande,
that where as, more than thre yeares passed, my
verye good lorde and olde mayster my lorde Priuie
seale for such qualities as he thought to haue
espyed in me (whych I my selfe neuertheless
acknowlege not) preferred and delyuered me vp vnto
your graces seruice, and sythens that tyme, to
thintent he wolde make me the more hable & mete
to serue your hyghnes in my callyng, hath enured
me with dyuerse translacions and other exercises:
So it is moost gracious and most redoubted soueraigne lorde, that amoges other thynges, he hath
comytted thys boke of prayers to my pennynge &
translatynge into the Englysh tongue.a
Taverner's remarks in this dedicatory preface, printed
in 1539, suggest 1536 as the year in which Cromwell brought
him into the service of the king.

These remarks also suggest

several facets of his official duties or activities, but a
discussion of his work in preparing

11

dyuerse translacions and
9
other exercises" will have to be deferred for the present.

First, Taverner's official duties and activities as a clerk
of the privy seal and/or signet must be reviewed.
The history of the privy seal and the signet has been
10
studied in detail by G. R. Elton.
These two seals, plus

8 Ibid., the first and second pages of the dedicatory
preface. This preface is unpaginated and no signature numbers are given. Apparently, the preface was printed separately and then attached to the front of the book.
9 Infra, Chapters VI, VII, and VIII, PP• 99-209.
lOElton, pp. 259-315 ( 11 Privy Seal, Signet, and Secretary,"
Chap. IV) is helpful here. In addition, see Chapter III,

I
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the Great Seal of England, served to authenticate the government's orders in the administration of the realm.

These

three seals were the instruments of bureaucratic control and
administration.

Elton describes the way in which these seals

were to be used:
By custom, and by a Council ordinance of 1444, all
grants made by the Crown were supposed to follow a
strict bureaucratic routine. The prospective
grantee put in his petition which would receive
the king's approval expressed by his signature;
this signed bill was then a warrant to the signet
office to make out a warrant to the privy seal
office, which in turn authorised the Chancery to
issue the actual grant under the great seal--for
this alone carried legal force.ll
The signet office authenticated the orders of the king, and
the signet was in the keeping of the king's principal secretary; Thomas Cromwell became the king's principal secretary
in 1534.

In 1536 Cromwell became the Lord Privy Seal as well.

Thus, by 1536 Cromwell held and was in control of both the
signet and the privy seal offices; the effective administrative
center of the government was occupied by Thomas Cromwell.
When G. R. Elton writes of "the Tudor revolution in government,"
he is describing Cromwell's use of his position in providing

"The Seals and the Secretary," of G. R. Elton, e d i t o r , ~
Tudor Constitution: Documents and Commentary (Cambridge: At
the University Press, 1962), pp. 116-127, for a helpful introduction to the history and usages of these seals. The following discussion is greatly indebted to Elton's research.
11Elton, The Tudor Constitution, p. 116.
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England with a modern, in contrast to a more medieval, form
of administrative government.
Cromwell reorganized both the offices of the signet and
the privy seal.

On 20 June 1534, Cromwell issued orders for

the regulation of the signet office; in 1536 an act of parliament reorganized the office of the privy seai. 12
In the fifteenth century, the signet office had developed
0

a fairly precise structure.

The office was staffed with four

clerks, and there may have been some

11

underclerks 11 who were

serving a kind of apprenticeship; also, there may have been
some servants in the office to do the rough or heavy work of
the office as need arose.

In the fifteenth century, the

office was simply a collection of clerks doing their work in
common and in attendance on the secretary whose special staff
they were.

While the structure of the office may have been

somewhat precise, Cromwell discovered that the purpose and
routine of the office was less than precise.

The 1534 regu-

lations of the signet office attempted to organize the four
clerks into a genuine office with proper bureaucratic instruments and a proper office routine.
First, Cromwell ordered that the work of the office
should not suffer through the inattention or unavoidable

12Elton, The Tudor Revolution, reproduces Cromwell's
orders for the signet office in Appendix II, D, pp. 439-441.
The act of parliament reorganizing the office of the privy
seal is 27 Henry VIII, c. 11. The discussion of the significance of these reorganizations depends heavily on Elton.
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absence of its clerks.

He established a duty roster which

insured that two of the four clerks would always be available
for the work of the office.

At the beginning of each month,

two clerks would take over the operation of the office; at
the end of the month, they would be relieved by the other two
clerks.

Thus, each clerk of the office would be on duty

every other month; this freed the clerks not on duty so that
they could carry out special tasks assigned to them by the
secretary.

Cromwell's regulation specifically prohibited the

clerks from working for the signet office during their month
off duty.
In addition to the provisions of the duty roster, Cromwell also ordered that the two clerks on duty would keep for
themselves the fees they received for writing bills and
warrants, but the fees for sealing such documents would be
set aside in a special fund to be divided equally among the
clerks at the beginning of each month.

In conjunction with

this regulation, Cromwell ordered that a special book be kept
for the purpose of recording all the documents that passed
through the signet office.
These regulations for the signet office accomplished
two purposes:

they insured the regular attendance of two

clerks at all times in the office, and they regularized the
income of all four clerks since the clerks received no salary
and depended solely upon the writing and sealing fees for
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their income.

Perhaps the most significant aspect of these

regulations is that they freed two clerks for extraordinary
assignments.

As the chief administrator of the government,

Cromwell could make good use of the two clerks for special
assignments.
The reorganization of the privy seal office in 1536 by
act of parliament followed in general the lines laid down by
the regulations for the signet office.

The reorganization

stipulated that all grants had to pass through all three
seals, signet, privy seal, and great seal, and that the fees
for each seal had to be paid without exception.

Even in the

case of an immediate grant--so-called because it bypassed
the signet and the privy seal and was implemented directly
by the great seal--the fees for the signet and the privy seal
still had to be paid.

Also, no one but clerks of the signet

and the privy seal were to be allowed to do the work of the
respective offices.

The importance of this act was that the

signet office specifically entered the chain of the seals and
took over from the privy seal some of its power to initiate
administrative action.

The real significance of these develop-

ments, however, is to be seen in the person of Thomas Cromwell.
As principal secretary to the king, Cromwell supervised the
signet office; as Lord Privy Seal, he also supervised the
privy seal office.

Cromwell organized and regulated both

offices ~nd used them to govern.

I
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The theory of the operation for the signet and privy
seal offices had been established by the regulations of 1534
and the act of 1536.

But during Cromwell's tenure, practice

did not follow theory in the operation of these offices.
Elton summarizes what happened:
In charge as he [Cromwell] was, and in strict control, of signet and privy seal, he found i t
unnecessary to insist on the details of the
bureaucratic process; what counted, as i t so often
does in a government dominated by one man, were
efficiency and speed, and not the letter of the
law. Since • • • fees continued to be paid even
when the regulations were evaded by the use of
immediate warrants, the ostensible purpose of the
act was not necessarily offended by the practice
of cutting down the administrative process. There
was the less need for attention to the regular
routine, and, as far as the evidence goes, it was
ignored freely enough. Signet clerks were frequently employed on other work, for their chief
was so much busier than he had ever been, and the
signet was, temporarily, used only rarely for its
proper function of authorizing letters under the
privy sea1. 13
In addition, Elton notes that clerks of both the signet and
the privy seal offices were frequently intermingled with
members of Cromwell's private office staff for the accomplishment of various assignments.

In theory the structure

and the routine were clearly defined; in practice clerks
from the different offices and staffs could be engaged in a
common project, working as a unit.

Elton cites an illustra-

tion of such a practice when the administration of the
northern borders was . reorganized after the Pilgrimage of

13 Ibid., p. 279.
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Grace.

A paper was drawn up, appointing officers for the

defense of the borders to assist the deputy warden.

In one

copy of the paper, the names of these men were bracketed in
groups, and opposite each group the name of a clerk appears.
These clerks apparently were to write out the commissions of
the men in the group to which they were assigned.

The clerks,

according to Elton, were Taverner, Huttoft, Jermyn, A. Roke,
Godsalve, Derby, and Thomas Soulemont.
were clerks of the signet office.

Godsalve and Derby

Taverner and Huttoft became

clerks of the signet somewhat later, and probably were only
underclerks of the signet office.

Jermyn, A. Roke, and Thomas

Soulemont held no position in the official bureaucracy.

Thus,

one piece of work was being shared among two clerks of the
signet, two underclerks of the signet, and three clerks from
Cromwell's personal staff. 14 In some respects i t is a matter
of indifference to identify the specific clerks of the signet,
of the privy seal, and of Cromwell's personal staff:

all of

them worked together on occasion at the direction of Cromwell.
Nevertheless, Pollard's statement that Taverner was a
clerk of the privy seal after 1536 seems to be a mistake;
15
moreover, Pollard does not document his statement.
That
Taverner eventually became a clerk in the signet office is

14 Ibid., pp. 305-307. The document referred to by Elton
has been seen by this writer: British Museum, London, MS.
Calig. B. iii, Fols. 246-247.
15DNB, XIX, 394.
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more certain.

Wood, as was noted above, states that Taverner
became a clerk in the signet office in 1537. 16 While this
statement also cannot be documented, i t is certain that

Taverner was a clerk of the signet office by 1540. 17

Assuming

that Taverner occupied a position at court in 1536--according
to Taverner's own recollection--and assuming that Wood is correct about the date of 1537, i t would seem that Taverner was
first associated with Cromwell's personal staff and then was
preferred to one of the four clerkships in the signet office
in 1537, as Wood indicates.

Perhaps prior to his appointment

to the clerkship, Taverner served an apprenticeship as an
underclerk in the signet office.
Few traces remain of T~verner•s work in the signet office.
This is not surprising, as Elton indicates, for the files of
both the signet and the privy seal offices from 1533 to 1540
are very meager and do not at all reveal the continuing activities of the clerks in fulfilling their duties. 18

16supra, pp.55-56.
17 Ibid. See also Letters and Papers, Foreign and Domestic. of the Reign of Henry VIII. Preserved in the Public
Record Office. the British Museum. and Elsewhere in England,
arranged and catalogued by James Gairdner et al. (London:
Printed for Her Majesty's Stationery Office by Eyre and
Spottiswoode, 1898), XVI, 604, #1308. This is a grant, dated
20 October 1541, which reserves the next vacancy among the
four clerks of the signet to one "Will. Honnyng 11 and then
lists the current clerks: "John Godsalve, Will. Paget, Ric.
Taverner, and Thos. Knyght. 11
Hereafter this work will be referred to as L & P, followed by volume, part, page, and item numbers.
18Elton, The Tudor Revolution, pp. 276-277, pp. 286-287.
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Taverner's closeness to the administrative center of the
government by 1537 is suggested by a letter he sent to Thomas
Wriothesley on 9 August 1537.

It is a report on an investiga-

tion he conducted to discover the patronage of Brisley Church
at Brisley, Norfolk, where Taverner was born.

In the letter,

Taverner also refers to "Mr. Godsalf" who was already one of
the clerks of the signet office in 1537.

The letter was

written from London where Taverner was "being busy preparing
for his marriage" to Margaret Lambert. 19
~

According to Anthony a Wood, Taverner continued as a
clerk in the signet office through the reigns of Henry and
Edward VI, and until the first year of the reign of Queen
20
Mary.
Because evidence to the contrary is lacking there
is no reason to doubt Wood's statement. 21
While the records from 1533 to 1540 do not reveal the
fulness of Richard Taverner's activities, records after 1540
suggest the scope of activities that Taverner undertook.

At

19L & P, XII, ii, 188-189, #487. ,!lli!!, XIX, 394, is
probably correct when he suggests that Taverner was enabled
to marry Margaret Lambert in August of 1537 because he had
been appointed to a position at court: now he could afford
marriage.
20 wood, Athenae Oxonienses, I, 420.
21 The Patent Rolls of Edward VI's first year reveal in
a grant to "Nicasius Yetswert" and then after him to "John
Cly££" that Richard Taverner was still a clerk of the signet
office: the date is 20 August 1547. Calendar of the Patent
Rolls Preserved in the Public Record Office: Edward VI, edited
by R. N. Brodie (London: His Majesty's Stationery Office,
1924), I, 216.
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times, Taverner was used to convey sums of money to garrison
commanders.

On 19 September 1544 Taverner took three thousand

pounds from the Queen, regent during Henry's absence from
the realm, 22 to Sir Ralph Sadler, the high treasurer of the
23
wars against Scotland.
On 12 September 1545 Taverner took
another three thousand pounds to Sir Ralph Sadler ~for garrisons and other charges in the North parts. 1124

On 28 May 1550

the Exchequer was ordered to deliver funds to Taverner for
delivery elsewhere:
A warraunt to thexchequier to deliver cccxxxiijli
xiijS iiijd in prest unto Richard Taverner, towardes
the payment of waiges unto such English souldeours
lately comme from Bulloigne as for divers consideracions have been entretaigned here.25
The Exchequer warrant was not Taverner's first association with Boulogne.

In the 1544 war that secured Boulogne

for England, Taverner had been assessed to provide support
for the English armies.

Taverner was included in a list of

names of
such noblemen, knights, gentlemen and others as be
appointed to go in person into France with the King's
Majesty in his Grace's battle, with the numbers and
sorts of horsemen which each bringeth with them.

22Henry was in France, leading his troops in the conquest of Boulogne. G. R. Elton, England Under the Tudors
(London: Methuen & Co., Ltd., 1963), p. 197.
23L & P, XIX, ii, 132, #257.
24L & P, XX, i, 268, #557.
25Acts of the Pri
Council of En land, edited by John
Roche Dasent New Series: London: Her Majesty's Stationery
Office, 1891), I, 38.
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"Ric. Tavernour 11 is to bring two horsemen with him, and in
the list of horsemen "appointed to the Master of the Horse"
"Ric. Taverner" is listed among those who will supply 139
26
javelins.
Taverner's ability to finance such an assessment was obvious to his contemporaries; by 1544 Taverner was
a man of some wealth. 27
While serving as a clerk of the signet office, Taverner
also involved himself in matters that were somewhat extraneous
to the signet office.

As an "old man" of Cambridge, he con-

tinued to interest himself in the well-being of the university.

Thus, in 1546 when the government--and particularly

individuals within the government--became interested in
securing additional revenue for the crown, and inquiries were
directed to the universities about their endowments and
sources of income, Taverner corresponded with the vicechancellor of the university, Matthew Parker.
In February 1546 the vice-chancellor and university
wrote to the king and expressed their readiness to put their
possessions at his service.

At the same time, however,

anxious letters were dispatched to Cambridge men in the
government, reminding them of the importance of the universities to the state and asking their help.

Cambridge did

26This list is printed in L & P, XIX, i, 159-160, 163,
#275.
27 Infra, pp. 86-94.
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not fear the king:

Cambridge feared the members of the court

who were eager to exchange their possessions and lands for
the better possessions and lands of Cambridge colleges. 28
Members of the University of Cambridge were commissioned by
the crown to survey the financial holdings of the colleges.
The commission consisted of Matthew Parker, Master of Corpus
Christi College and the University's vice-chancellor, William
May of Queens• College, and John Redman, the Master of King's
Hall, assisted by eleven clerks borrowed from the Court of
Augmentations. 29
Taverner had become acquainted with Parker when both of
them were students at Corpus Christi College, Cambridge.
21 January 1546 Taverner sent the following letter

11

On

to the

right worshipfull and his singular freend mr Matthew P[ar]ker
vichauncel[or] of the King[es] ma[jes]ties vniu[er]sitie of
Cambrige 11 :
Mr vicechancel[or] after most hartie co[m]mendations/ These shalbe to adwertise you that on Twesday last mr Chancel[or] of thaugme[n]tacons sent
twise for me/ & at my arrival vnto him he declared
vnto me the King[es] ma[jes]tes co[m]mission
addressed vnto yo[u] w[ith] others co[n]cerning the
S[ur]vey of the collegies in Cambrige. and forasmoche as he knew me to be yo[ur] • • • freend
willed me to write vnto yo[u] that forthw[ith]
vppon[n] yo[ur] affaires expressed in the Co[m]mission depeched and executed by you that ye yo[u]

28Joan Simon, Education and Society in Tudor England
(Cambridge: At the University Press, 1966), pp. 210-212,
discusses these developments.
2 ~Ibid., p. 211.
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self com[m] vp to the court to make the reapport
to the King[es] ma[jes]te in yo[ur] p[er]sone. &c.
Wherfore we doubt not but ye woll so handle yo[u]
self herin as ye shal aunswere to o[ur] yo[ur]
freend[es] expecta[n]ce. Thus fare ye most hartily
well. From Hampton court the xxj of Januar
Richard Taverner 30
This is a letter between friends, and perhaps Taverner was
trying to suggest to Parker that he could expect the acceptance of his survey at court.

The ultimate result of the

survey was that the king expressed pleasure at the University's ability to manage its limited holdings so we11. 31
Cambridge had been spared from the manipulations of those
who might have been planning to exchange some of Cambridge's
choice properties and holdings for less attractive properties.
Perhaps Richard Taverner had been of assistance to the University in the affair.
Richard Taverner lived in exciting but dangerous times,
times of change and upheaval that saw men raised up to power
and glory and later brought down by the executioner's axe.
This happened to Thomas Cromwell in 1540, but not to Richard
Taverner.

In general, Richard Taverner passed through the

times as a circumspect and cautious civil servant.

On one

occasion in 1541, however, Richard Taverner found himself

30sritish Museum, London, MS. Add. 19400, Fol. 23. The
date of 1546 is not supplied by the letter, but i t seems to
be the only year in which this letter could have been written.
L & P, XXI, i, 45, #101, assigns this letter to 1546. The
ellipsis indicates an undecipherable word.
31simon, p. 212.
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imprisoned in the Tower of London.

In a communication from

the Lord Privy Seal and the Bishop of Winchester, writing
for the Council in London, to Sir Anthony Browne and Sir
Ralph Sadler, members of the Council who were with the king
away from London, an explanation of Taverner's imprisonment
is provided.

As improbable as it may seem, Taverner was

imprisoned because he was guilty of spreading the abominable
and slanderous rumor that Anne of Cleves had been made pregnant by Henry VIII. 32 The king demanded an immediate and
thorough investigation of this matter, after he had been

32This initial communication, dated 6 December 1541,
reads as follows:
"We examyned also, partily befor dyner
and partily after, a newe matier, that the Lady Anne of
Cleves should be delyvered of a fayr boye, and whose shuld
it be but the Kinges Majestes, and gotten when she was
at ~ampton-courte; whiche is a most abomynable slander,
and for this tyme, and the case inure, as we thinke,
most necessary to be met with all. This matier was told
to Taverner, of the Signet, more then a fortnight a goo,
bothe by his mother in lawe, Lambertes wief, the goldsmythe, and by Taverners oune wief, who saith she hard
i t of Lilgraves wief, and Lambertes wief hard it, also,
of thold Lady Carewe; Taverner kept it; and they, with
others, have made it a commen matier of talk, and never
reveled it tyl Sonday night; at whiche tyme he told it
Doctour Cox, to be further declared, if he thought good;
who immediatly disclosed it to me, the Lord Privy Seale
[William Fitzwilliam, Earl of Southampton]. We have
commytted Taverner to the custody of me, the Bishop of
Winchester [Stephen Gardiner], and Lambertes wief, who
seamethe to have been a dunse in it, to Mr the Chauncelour of thAugmentacions [Sir Richard Rich]." . State
Pa ers Published under the Authorit of His Ma·est 's
Commission, edited by Robert Lemon London: n.p., 1830),
I, ii, 697-698. L & P, XVI, 660-661, #1414, presents a
digest of this letter.
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informed. 33

The members of the Council in London immediately

went into action.

On 9 December 1541 i t was reported to the

king and the members of the Council with him that
We have, allso, sent for thofficers of the ladie
Anne of Cleves, and for Dorothe Wingfelde, Jhon
Wingfeldes wife, whiche is of her privy chamber;
and ha~e committed Tavernour, and Lylgraves widdow,
who apperith Yftt the first authour off the bruit,
to the Tower. 3
Nevertheless, the rumor that Anne of Cleves had been pregnant
was quickly picked up by interested foreign observers and
forwarded to the continent.

Eustace Chapuys, the Imperial

Ambassador in London, reported these developments in a dispatch he sent to Charles Von 11 December 1541. 35

33 The king's response, dated 7 December 1541, reads as
follows:
"to the matier touching the Lady Anne of Cleves,
His Majeste thinketh it requysite to have i t groundely
examyned, and further ordered by your discressions, as the
nature and qualyte of the case requyreth; and semblably to
enquyre diligentlie, whether the said Lady Anne of Cleves
hath, in dede, had any childe or no, as i t is bruted; for
His Majeste bathe ben infourmed that i t is so in dede; in
which parte His Majeste imputeth a grete defaulte in her
officers, for not advertising His Highnes thereof, if i t be
trew. Not doubting but your Lordeshippes will groundely
examyn the same, and fyndeng out the trouth of the hole
matier, woll advertise His Majeste thereof, accordinglie."
State Papers, I, ii, 701.
34 Ibid., I, ii, 706. L & P, XVI, 670, #1433, presents
a digest of this letter.
35chapuys wrote that "Two honest citizens [Richard
Taverner and Frances Lilgrave] were imprisoned three days
ago for having said, since the Queen's misbehaviour was
published, that the whole thing seemed a judgment of God,
for the lady of Cleves was really the King's wife, and
that though the rumour had been purposely spread that the
King had had no connection with her, the contrary might be
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If Anne of Cleves were pregnant by Henry VIII, the
English government and the king would be gravely embarrassed.
On 9 July 1540 the marriage between Anne and Henry had been
36
declared null and void
for the express reason that the
marriage had never been consummated.

At the time that the

rumor of Anne's pregnancy was being circulated, Henry was
initiating steps to terminate his fifth marriage, to Catherine
Howard, on the grounds of her adultery. 37 November and
December of 1541 was not a propitious time for the circulation of rumors about the king's various marriages.

It is

quite understandable that Taverner was committed to the Tower
for his part in the affair.
There is no record that indicates when Taverner was
released from custody in the Tower.

In this connection, how-

ever, there is a notation among the Letters and Papers of
Henry VIII, dated 22 March 1542, which suggests that Taverner
remained in custody for almost four months:
Meeting at Westm., 22 March. Present: Norfolk,
Suffolk, Southampton, Sussex, Hertford, Russell,

asserted, as she was known to have gone away from London in
the family way, and had been confined last summer,--a rumour
which has been widely circulated. London, 11 Dec. 1541. 11
L & P, XVI, 672-673, #1441.
36F. Maurice Powicke and E. B. Fryde, editors, Handbook
of British Chronoloqv (2nd edition; London: Offices of the
Royal Historical Society, 1961), p. 39.
37Elton, England Under the Tudors, p. 195. This is what
Chapuys was referring to when he spoke of "the Queen's misbehaviour" in his dispatch to Charles V. Supra, pp. 11-72,
n. 35.
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Durham, Winchester, Gage, Browne, Wriothesley,
Sadley. Business:--Order given to Winchester to
dismiss Tavernour•s brother, who had been long
prisoner in his house.38
Since there is no indication in the records that one of
Taverner's brothers had ever been placed in the custody of
Stephen Gardiner, the Bishop of Winchester, it seems probable
that Richard Taverner himself is meant by this notation.

If

Taverner remained in custody until 22 March 1542--sometime
in the Tower and sometime in Gardiner's house--then he paid
dearly for his part in circulating the rumor that Anne of
Cleves was pregnant by Henry VIII.
Richard Taverner continued to be associated with the
court and the government as a clerk of the signet office and
in other positions of trust and responsibility during the
remainder of Henry VIII's reign and through Edward VI's reign.
On 26 May 1547 he was appointed to the Commission of the
Peace for Surrey. 39 Later, on 16 December 1550, he was
appointed to a commission that was empowered to collect "the
third payment of the relief granted by the Parliament begun
4 Nov. 1 Edw. VI. and prorogued to 2 March then next following"
in Surrey. 40

38L & P, XVII, 85-86, #187.
39calendar of Patent Rolls: Edward VI, I, 90.
40 Ibid., v, 357. Taverner's appointments to commissions
in Surrey probably reflect the fact that Taverner owned
property in Surrey.
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The reign of Queen Mary, however, brought a change in
Taverner's relationship to the court and the government.
Anthony~ Wood writes:
as for our author Rich. Taverner, he, for security
sake when qu. Mary came to the crown, did recede to
his house called Norbiton-hall in Surrey, where he
mostly continued all her reign.41
Taverner apparently maintained a quiet existence during
Mary's reign.
When Elizabeth came to the throne in 1558, Taverner
again made himself available for government service.

His

first public reappearance of record took place on 6 August
1559, when Taverner served as a witness to the document in
which Matthew Parker, Taverner's old friend and college contemporary at Cambridge, gave his assent to his election as
the Archbishop of Canterbury by the Dean and Chapter of the
42
Cathedral Church.
Next, on 11 February 1562, Taverner
41

wood, Athenae Oxonienses, I, 421.

42 John Strype, The Life and Acts of Matthew Parker, the
First Archbishop of Canterbury, in the Reign of Queen Elizabeth. To Which is Added an Appendix, Containing Various
Transcripts of Records, Letters, Instruments, and Other
Papers, for the Asserting or Illustrating the Foregoing
History (Oxford: At the Clarendon Press, 1821), I, 106,
provides a copy of the document which Taverner witnessed:
"In nomine Domini, Amen, &c. i.e. 'In the name of God, Amen.
I, Matthew Parker, Professor of Divinity, being in priestly
Orders, and of lawful age, and begotten in lawful matrimony,
rightly and lawfully nominated and elected Archbishop and
Pastor of the cathedral and metropolitan church of Christ in
Canterbury, being instantly pressed and required to consent
to this election of me and my person, made and celebrated in
this behalf, on the part, and by the part of the venerable
men, the Dean and Chapter of the said cathedral and metropolitan
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accepted an appointment from Elizabeth as a member of the
Commission of the Peace for Oxfordshire. 43 Taverner's
membership in the Commission of the Peace for Oxfordshire
was renewed on 1 June 1564. 44
By the time that Elizabeth became England's sovereign,
Richard Taverner had come to be recognized as a member of
the gentry of Oxfordshire, living just outside the city of
Oxford in the little village of Woodeaton.

His appointment

to the Commission of the Peace was normal for a member of
the local gentry.

Membership on such a commission meant that

Taverner was involved in enforcing the laws of the land and
45
ruling the countryside.
The appointment to the commission
was both an honor and a demanding responsibility.

church; relying upon the clemency of Almighty God the Father,
the Son, and the Holy Ghost, do consent; and to the same,
being once and again asked and required, I do yield my consent and assent in this writing'." The witnesses to Parker's
assent are listed as "Richard Taverner, Esq. John Baker, Gent.
Ralph Jackson, and Andrew Pierson, Clerks." Cf. Charles
Henry Cooper and Thompson Cooper, Athenae Cantebrigienses
(Cambridge and London: Deighton, Bell & Co., Macmillan & Co.,
Bell & Daldy, 1838), I, 339.
43calendar of the Patent Rolls Preserved in the Public
Record Office: Elizabeth, edited by J. H. Collingridge and
R. B. Wernham (London: His Majesty's Stationery Office, 1948),
II, 441.
44
Ibid., III, 25.
45Fritz Caspari, Humanism and the Social Order in Tudor
England (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, c.1954),
pp. 4-5, presents a brief summary of the duties of a Justice
of the Peace.
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But greater honor and more responsibility awaited
Taverner.

In 1569 Richard Taverner was appointed by Eliza-

beth to occupy the off.ice of High Sheriff of Oxfordshire. 46
This office was more important and more demanding than was
the office of Justice of the Peace:
A more distinguished office [than that of Justice
of the Peace] was that of the High Sheriff who was
appointed for one year. The most important position he held was that as head of the County Court,
where the two Members of Parliament for the shire
were elected. He, naturally, could exercise considerable influence over their nomination. His
office, more directly controlled by the Privy
Council than that of the Justice of the Peace and
demanding more constant attention, was also voluntary and unremunerated except for a few fines
which could never cover his expenses. He had to
make heavy sacrifices for the honour of serving
the State in such an exalted position: he had to
pay high taxes for the office, and in order to be
able to offer the hospitality of the County he had
to be sufficiently wealthy and prepared to 11 answer
King and people. 11
Besides his civil duties, the Sheriff was entrusted,
in connection with the Lord Lieutenant [for .the
County] or his Deputy lieutenant, w;th the task to
organise and exercise the militia. 4

46 John Marriott Davenport, Oxfordshire: Lords Lieutenant,
High Sheriffs and Members of Parliament. &c., revised by
Thomas Marriott Davenport (Oxford: At the Clarendon Press,
1888), p. 54.
47F. Caspari, 11 The Influence of the Renaissance on t}J.e
English Conception of the State" (unpublished B.Litt. Thesis,
University of Oxford, 1936), pp. 16-17. This thesis is on
file in the Bodleian Library, Oxford, as MS. B.Litt. d. 21.
A thorough study of the continuing development of the
office of High Sheriff is Robin [M.] Jeffs, "The Later
Mediaeval Sheriff and the Royal Household: A Study in Administrative Change and Political Control, 1437-1547 11 (unpublished
D.Phil. Thesis, University of Oxford, 1960). This thesis is
on file in the Bodleian Library, Oxford, as MS. D.Phil. d. 2443.
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As the High Sheriff of Oxfordshire in 1569, Richard Taverner
had reached the pinnacle of local honor and power.
Taverner's last official service to Elizabeth and to
England was initiated in October 1573 when Taverner was
appointed to membership on a special commission for Oxfordshire, "De Commissione speciali ad Audiendum & Terminandum"-a Commission of Oyer and Terminer.

The tasks assigned to

Taverner in particular and the commission in general were
inquiries and investigations to determine the extent of
Oxfordshire's compliance with the provisions of the laws
regulating the uniformity and practice of religion in England.
The commission was directed to seek out those who failed to
comply with the provisions of the laws. 48 Apparently Taverner
was viewed as a "safe" layman who could be trusted to participate in the enforcement of the government's religious
policies.

48The commission was directed to inquire "de omnibus
& singulis Conspirationibus Confoederationibus Aggregationibus Coadunationibus, Conventiculis illicitis, verborum
Prolationibus, Contemptibus Concelamentis Ignorantiis
Necligentiis Misprisionibus Transgressionibus & Offensis
quibuscumque, contra formam cujusdam Actus & Statuti in
Parliamento nostro apud Westm. Anno Regni nostri primo,
intitulati, An Acte for the Uniformitie of Comon Praier
and service in the Churche. and Administration of the
Sacraments • • • • 11 Thomas Rymer, Foedera. Conventiones,
Literae. et Cujuscungue Generis Acta Publica inter Reges
Angliae. et Alios guosvis Imperatores, Reges, Pontifices,
Principes, vel Communitates, ab Ineunte Saeculo Duodecimo,
viz. ab Anno 1101. ad nostra usgue Tempora (London: A. & J.
Churchill, 1713), XV, 724.
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While Taverner's career as a civil servant during the
reigns of Henry VIII, Edward VI, and Elizabeth reveal a
variety of activities and interests, it cannot be said that
Taverner's career was unique or perhaps even ultimately
significant.

Taverner's official career only indicates that

he was a minor cog in the larger machine of government.

But

while serving as a minor public official, Taverner was also
engaged in projects that make him significant for the course
of the English Reformation, particularly from 1536 to 1540.
Taverner was a quasi-official publicist for the government,
working at the direction of Thomas Cromwell.

The amount of

work he accomplished as a publicist in a short span of years
seems very great, but it must be remembered that Cromwell's
orders for the signet office made i t possible for each clerk
in the office to be absent from the office every other month. 49
Taverner as one of the clerks of the signet office had ample
time in which to write, translate, and publish works that
expressed viewpoints favorable to the government's policies.
Since Taverner's published works will be analyzed in
another part of this study, 50 i t will suffice here only to
cite some of the works that Taverner published and indicate

49supra, pp. 58-60.
50 Infra, Chapters VI, VII, and VIII, pp. 99-209.
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something briefly about the purpose for their publication to
illustrate Taverner's role as a publicist. 51
The first work that Taverner published after coming to
court was his translation of the Augsburg Confession and its
Apology.

The title page reads as follows:

The confessyon of the fayth of the Germaynes
exhibited to the most victorious Emperour Charles
the .v. in the Councell or assemble holden at
Augusta the yere of our lorde .153 • [sic]
To which is added the Apologie of Melanchthon who
defendeth with reasons inuincible the aforesayde
confessyon translated by Rycharde Tauerner at the
commaundeme[n]t of his Master the ryght honorable
Mayster Thomas Cromwel chefe Secretarie to the
kynges grace.
Psalmo. 119.
And I spake of thy testimonies in the prese[n]ce
of kynges, and I was nat confounded.52

51To state that Taverner was a "publicist" means to draw
a distinction between "publicist" and "propagandist." Perhaps the distinction is somewhat pedantic, but Taverner's
activities and published works do not fit the picture of the
ordinary "propagandist." He did not write and publish broadsides that cajoled the populace into supporting the government. He published scholarly books that coincided with views
held by the government, or members of the government. His
books are genteel, not crass. His books in general publicized
ideas that were current on the continent, ideas that the
government--that is, Cromwell--wanted to communicate to the
English reading public. For these reasons i t seems proper
to speak of Taverner as a "publicist," rather than as a
"propagandist."
52sTC 908. The copy bearing this title page is in the
British""'"'Fu'seum, London; its pressmark is C.37.c.9. An identical copy is also in the Bodleian Library, Oxford; its pressmark is Tanner 154. Tanner 154, however, is lacking its
title page. Unless otherwise indicated, Tanner 154 is the
copy used in this study. Hereafter, this work will be cited
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The colophon indicates that the book was printed in 1536. 53
After announcing on the title page that he had translated and published the Augsburg Confession and its Apology
"at the commaundeme[n]t of his Master the ryght honorable
Mayster Thomas Cromwel chefe Secretarie to the kynges grace,"
Taverner dedicated the book to Cromwell:
As nowe of late ye haue ~nimated and impelled me to
translate the Confessyon of the faythe and the
defence or Apologie of the same/ which boke after
the iudgemente and censure of all indifferente wyse
and lerned men is as frutful and as clerkly composed
as euer boke was vntyll this day whiche haue bene
publyshed or sette forth.5
Another book that Taverner published, which indicates
Taverner's role as a publicist, is his translation of Erasmus
Sarcerius' Commonplaces of Scripture.

The title page reads

as follows:

as Augsburg Confession and Apology. followed by folio
numbers.
Another copy of this work(~ 909) in the British
Museum, London (pressmark: 1018.i.17.), has changed wording
in the second paragraph of its title page: "To whiche is
added the Apologie of Melancthon who de~endeth [with] reasons inuin[ci]ble the sayde confessyon translated by Rycharde
Tauerner at the co[m]mau[n]dement of Lorde Thomas Cromwell
Lorde Preuy seale and Secretarie to the ki[n]ges gr[ace]. 11
Apparently British Museum copy C.37.c.9. and Bodleian copy
Tanner 154 were published before Cromwell became Lord Privy
Seal in 1536, and British Museum copy 1018.i.17, was published afterwards.
5311 Imprynted at London in Fletestrete/ by me Robert
Redman/ dwellynge at the sygne of the George nexte to saynt
Dunstones Churche. 1536. CVM PRIVILEGIO REGALI." British
Museum copy 1018.i.17. omits the date.
54Augsburg Confession and Apology. Fol. 2r.
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Co[m]mon places of scripture ordrely and after a
compendious forme of teachynge, set forth with no
litle labour, to the great profyte and helpe of all
suche studentes in gods worde as haue not had longe
exercyse in the same, by the ryght excellent clerke
Erasmus Sarcerius Translated in to Englysh by
Rychard Tauerner.SS
This book was published on 12 August 153a. 56
In the dedicatory preface to Henry VIII, Taverner
explains how he came to translate and publish the Commonplaces of Scripture.

Speaking of the "pure and syncere

verite of gods most holy worde," Taverner continues:
To the illustracyon and settyng forth wherof, as i t
is not vnknowen, how moche your most faythfull counseyllour myne olde mayster and synguler good lorde,
my lord priuy seale [Thomas Cromwell] hath conferred
and holpen, so of his studyous procedynges and circumspecte perseueraunce in the same, this onet y
thing sufficiently declareth, that nowe of late he
hath impelled me to translate in to Englysshe this
boke of Erasm[us] Sarcerius, a treasure inestimable
vnto chrysten men, in whiche boke he hath so compendiously, so absolutely & frutfully handeled all
the common places of the chrysten religyon, as
neuer afore th;, tyme hath ben done of any, namely
in such forme.

55sTc 21753. The copy used in this study is in the
BodleianLibrary, Oxford; its pressmark is Mason AA. 161.
A copy of this work is also in the British Museum, London;
its pressmark is 3128.a.33. Unless otherwise indicated,
Mason AA. 161. is used in this study. Hereafter, this work
will be cited as Commonplaces of Scripture, followed by
folio numbers or signature numbers, if no folio numbers
are available.
56The colophon reads: "Imprynted at London by Iohan
Byddell, dwellynge in Fletestrete at the sygne of the Sonne
ouer agaynst the Cundyte. In the yere of our lorde god.
M.ccccc.xxxviij. the .xij. daye of August."
57commonplaces of Scripture, Sig. [A.iiijV].
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In the following year, 1539, Taverner published An
Epitome of the Psalms.

In the dedicatory preface to this

book--he dedicated it to Henry VIII--Taverner stated that
"my lorde Priuie seale • • • amoges other thynges • • • hath
comytted thys boke of prayers to my pennynge & translatynge
into the Englysh tongue. 1158
These three works--the Augsburg Confession and its
Apology, the Commonplaces of Scripture, and An Epitome of
the Psalms--illustrate clearly Taverner's role as a publicist.
No doubt other works as well were published under the direction of Thomas Cromwell as part of a general publicizing campaign in support of government policies and directions, but
these three works state explicitly the reason for their
publication.

While Taverner may have been officially a clerk

of the signet office, a minor civil servant, unofficially he
was a publicist working at the direction of Thomas Cromwell.
Taverner was bringing before the English reading public new
ideas that could become relevant to the on-going course of
the English Reformation; some of them already were.

Taverner

published all but one of the surviving titles for which he
was responsible while he was associated with the government
in London.

58An Epitome of the Psalms, the first and second pages
of the dedicatory preface. Supra, pp. 56-57.

CHAPTER V
RICHARD TAVERNER'S PERSONAL ACCOMPLISHMENTS

By 1575, when Taverner died, Richard Taverner could look
back over a long life with satisfaction and pleasure.

It

had been a productive life, and i t had been a prosperous life.
Within his county of Oxfordshire, he had been respected and
honored with high office.
shire and on England.

He had left his mark on Oxford-

He had not only involved himself in

supporting the religious and social changes of sixteenthcentury England for positive reasons:
involvement as well.

i t had been a profitable

As a member of the gentry he had come

to be a man of substance, power, and influence.
Taverner had gone far in the world.

Yes, Richard

He had gained the bene-

fits of a full education at Cambridge, Oxford, and London.
He had come to be recognized as a man of learning and literary ability.

He had done his duty in all respects.

While

he was neither one of the leaders· of sixteenth-century England
nor a mere follower of those who were leaders, he was a part
of that solid group of "middle people" or the gentry who
governed the counties for London and exacted obedience by
law from the inhabitants of the counties.
There was a certain singularity about Richard Taverner.
He was a man of reforming principle, of genuine concern for
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the purity of Christ's religion, who nevertheless was consciously aware of ways in which reforming principles could
be profitable for him.

A good illustration of this flavor

in Taverner's life is his activity as a lay preacher.

On

13 May 1552 Richard Taverner was licensed by Edward VI as a
lay preacher.

Anthony

l

Wood preserved a copy of Taverner's

license:
Whereas ye people are ignorant through slackness
of pastors, to ye intent yt people may learne how
to use themselves toward God, & us: Having knowledge
of ye learning & honest conversation of our servant
Rich. Taverner sometimes student in Oxenford and
Cambridge, & Mr. of arts, wee have authorized him
to preach in all places of our dominions, co[m]manding all Bps. & officers of ye clergy & laity
to permitt him freely to preach, & to apprehend
all yt shall interrupt him, &c. Geoven under our
hand and seale the 13 May in ye year of our raigne
[1552]. 1
The effect of this license is that it gave Richard Taverner
the authority to preach from any pulpit in England.

There

is nothing to indicate how often Taverner made use of this
license.
Wood has also preserved the introduction to a sermon
that Taverner preached at the University Church of St. Mary
in Oxford.

Judging from the introduction, the sermon that

followed must have been somewhat unusual:

1 Anthony A Wood, Athenae Oxonienses: An Exact History
of All the Writers and Bishops Who Have Had Their Education
in the University of Oxford. To Which Are Added the Fasti,
or Annals of the Said Universit, edited by Philip Bliss
Third Edition; London and Oxford: F. c. and J. Rivington,
J. Parker, et al., 1813), I, 424.
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Arriving at the mount of St. Mary's in the stony
stage [pulpit] where I now stand, I have brought
you some fine biskets baked in the oven of charity,
carefully conserv'd for the chickens of the church,
the sparrows of the spirit, and the sweet swallows
of salvation, &c.2
Shortly after he received his license as a lay preacher,
Taverner apparently realized that the license could be financially profitable--or, at least, useful in his financial
arrangements.

In a letter "To S[ir] Will[ia]m Cecill Knight

one of the two p[ri]ncipall Secretaries and of the King[es]
most honorable Counsell, 113 Taverner reminded Cecil that he
had previously requested 100 pounds per year in "fe simple"
instead of several properties in London.

The properties,

which Taverner appraised at 100 pounds per year, were apparently to be given to him in exchange for his office in the
government.

Even though Taverner's request had met with

strong opposition in the Council, the letter seemed to suggest that Taverner would agree to surrender his office in
the government and devote himself thereafter wholly to
preaching, refraining in the future from accepting any ecclesiastical living, provided that he was allowed the 100 pounds

2 Ibid., I, 421. Wood says that Taverner "appeared in
St. Mary's pulpit with his sword by his side (as 'tis said)
and a chain of gold hanging about his neck. • • • " Wood
dates this sermon during the year 1569, when Taverner was
High Sheriff of Oxfordshire.
3 British Museum, London, MS. Lansdowne 2, Fols. 193r-v,
194r. In a handwriting different from the handwriting of the
letter itself, this entry is written on Fol. 194V: "November
1552 Mr Taverner to sir W. Cecill." This letter is reproduced
in Appendix F, pp. 236-238.
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per year that he had originally requested.

Taverner did make

it clear that he could not surrender his office in the government unless he received compensation in return--at the rate
of 100 pounds per year--because he and his family were finding
it difficult to sustain themselves on his current income.
Taverner would have Cecil believe-- 11 god is my iuge 11 --that
Taverner's income from his position in the government was
absolutely essential for the welfare of his family.

The

letter suggested that Taverner would be so grateful for Cecil's
assistance in furthering his request that Taverner would be
11

in full mynd

• to haue given vp the care of the world &

to haue conformed and applied myselfe holly to thoffice of
preaching • • • • 11
While there is nothing to suggest that Taverner's letter
to Cecil received a reply, i t is highly doubtful that it did.
If a reply was sent, the tone of the letter would quite probably have been out of sympathy with Taverner's request.

By

1552, when the letter to Cecil was sent, Richard Taverner
was a wealthy man.

No doubt, Cecil hims~lf was aware of

Taverner's wealth.

Taverner's contemporaries, and particularly

Cecil, might even have formed the judgment that Richard
Taverner was greedy.
Richard Taverner had become a wealthy man as a result
of the dissolution of the monasteries and other religious
foundations after 1539.

This statement does not discount
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the income in fees and royalties that Taverner received as a
clerk in the signet office and as an author-publisher of books.
Taverner's connection with the properties of dissolved
monastic houses began, according to the records, on 20 January
1539 when he was granted a lease through the Court of Augmentations on "Alvynham priory, Linc., with rectories of Alvyngham
[sic] and Cokeryngton Marye. 114

Other leases and purchases

followed.
It was not until 1544 that Taverner acquired his property
at Woodeaton.

On 30 April 1544 "Sir Edw. Northe" was licensed

to alienate the property of Woodeaton to Richard Taverner:
the property was described as follows:
Manor of Woodeton alias Woodeton Milton, and the
advowson of the rectory of Woodeton alias Wodeton
alias Woodeaton, Oxon, and all lands which belonged
to Eyneshsm [sic] Mon. there.S
A month later, 30 May 1544, Taverner paid "93,!. 12s." for
lands that had formerly belonged to Merton priory: the lands
were located in Surrey. 6

4 Letters and Papers, Foreign and Domestic, of the Reign
of Henry VIII. Preserved in the Public Record Office, the
British Museum and Elsewhere in En land, arranged and catalogued by James Gairdner et al. London: Printed for Her
Majesty's Stationery Office by Eyre and Spottiswoode, 18941895), XIV, i, 607. Leases were usually made for twenty-one
years. The fee that Taverner paid for the property is not
noted in the records.
Hereafter, this work will be referred to as L & P, followed by volume, part, page, and item numbers, where applicable.
5L & P, XIX, i, 287, #440(20). The manor of Woodeaton
originally belonged to Eynsham Monastery. The fee is not
recorded.
6L & P, XIX, i, 382, #610(106).
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It was in the year 1544, also, that Richard Taverner
and his brothers Roger and Robert began a joint engagement
in real estate transactions.

On 17 October 1544 Richard,

Roger, and Robert Taverner paid 11 9801. 21,!_. (sic) 6d. 11 [sic]
for lands and properties in Worcester, Essex, Middlesex, and
7
in the city of London itself.
These lands and properties
had formerly been the possessions of various monastic houses
and parishes.

The fee that the Taverner brothers paid for

these properties is large; i t can qnly be assumed that the
Taverner brothers were capable of accumulating and expending
such large sums.

The financial capability of Richard Taverner

is further illustrated by a notation in the records for
September 1544.

In September 1544 Richard Taverner, by him-

self, owed o:r.: paid the crown 11 599.!_. 3,!_. 6g. 118

These sums,

however, did not drain the brothers' financial resources.

In

an undated grant during 1544, the three brothers paid 11 1,909.!_.
11.!,. 5d." for various properties in the counties of Northampton,
Leicester, Warwick, and Cambridge.

The properties included

in this grant had formerly belonged to various monastic houses.

7L & P, XIX, ii, 316-317, #527(25).
BL & P, XIX, 11, 352-354, #586. The heading for the list
is ambiguous: Taverner either owed or paid the crown this
amount.
9 L & P, xx, i, 307-311, #621(12). The monastic houses
included St. Andrew's priory, St. James's monastery, Chacombe
priory, and the Augustinian Friars' monastery in Northampton;
Priory of the White Canons and Swaffhame priory in Cambridge;

9
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The partnership of the three brothers apparently did
not bind any or all of the partners to act in concert with
each other.

One brother could make purchases independently

of the other brothers, or two of them could make a joint
purchase.

For example, Richard and Robert Taverner--without

Roger Taverner--paid

11

1, 619.!,. 13s. ld. 11 for lands which

formerly belonged to monastic houses. The two brothers made
this purchase on 3 September 1545. 10 On the other hand,
Richard and Roger Taverner--without Robert Taverner--paid a
total of

11

6261. 2s. 8d. 11 for properties in the city of Oxford

and in Bedfordshire, Suffolk, and Yorkshire. This grant was
dated 3 November 1546. 11 Since i t is not clear that Roger
and Robert Taverner ever made purchases without Richard
Taverner, it would seem that Richard Taverner was the most
important partner.

This would be reasonable, because Richard

was associated with the government in London and would be
aware of the market in properties of dissolved monastic and
religious foundations.

Perhaps Roger and Robert Taverner

were only involved in such purchases as they made because

Monastery de Pratis in Leicester: and Meryvale monastery,
the College of St. Mary, and St. Sepulchre's priory in Warwick. The property of other monastic houses is also included
in this grant, but the location of these houses is not given:
Pynley priory, Kenelworthe monastery, Pollesworthe monastery,
and Delaprey monastery.

lOL & P, XX, ii, 215-216, #g497(7).
11L & P, XXI, ii, 228-229, #476(1). The properties in
Oxford had formerly belonged to Cardinal College.
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Richard Taverner needed their financial resources.

The

records, however, provide no information that would clarify
the relationship between the three brothers as business
partners.
At other times, Richard and his brothers received
licenses to alienate lands and properties which they had
purchased or leased.

The returns that the Taverner brothers

received on their investments, however, have not been
12
recorded.
The buying and the selling of property by the
Taverner brothers--either singly or in pairs or all three of
them together--continued through the reigns of Edward VI,
Mary, and Elizabeth. 13
It is from a grant by Elizabeth on 20 April 1569 to
"John Emlyn alias Jenkyn" that the location of Richard
Taverner's residence in London is discovered.

According to

the terms of the grant, Taverner had occupied the premises

12L & P, XXI, ii, 245, 248, #476(107). The entry here
records three transfers from the Taverner brothers to various
purchasers.
13The interested reader will find some of the Taverner
brothers• business transactions recorded in various collections of printed records. Calendar of the Patent Rolls
Preserved in the Public Record Office: Edward VI, edited by
R.H. Brodie et al. (London: His Majesty's Stationery Office,
1924-1925), I, 3, 154, 222, 311; II, 369; III, 65, 169, 229,
351. Calendar of the Patent Rolls Preserved in the Public
Record Office: Phili and Mar [edited by M. s. Giuseppi]
London: His Majesty's Stationery Office, 1936-1937), I, 226,
373; II, 164, 254-255. Calendar of the Patent Rolls Preserved
in the Public Record Office: Elizabeth, edited by J. H.
Collingridge and R. B. Wernham (London: His Majesty's Stationery Office, 1948, 1960), II, 186-187; III, 80, 251, 344-345.
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by virtue of a lease from

11

28 April, 30 Hen. VIII" and would

continue to occupy the tenement and garden called "'le
Sarsons Hed • 11 until 1578.

Since the original lease was for

forty years, Taverner apparently occupied the premises since
1538.

After 1578 the lease would be issued to John Emlyn or

Jenkyn.

The property is described as

11

a tenement and garden

called 'le Sarsons Hed' in Fletestrete in the Parish of St.
Dunstan in the West, London • •

II

Richard Taverner paid a

yearly rent of nine pounds for the lease on '"le Sarsons
Hed. 11114

Fletestrete in the parish of St. Dunstan in the

West, London, was the center for the book printing and
publishing trades.

This property as a residence was very

convenient for Taverner in view of his own printing and
publishing activities.
Richard Taverner's involvement in the purchase and sale
of real estate is obvious.

He, along with his brothers,

invested large sums of money in real estate and prospered in
the business.

In a study of the disposition of lands that

had formerly belonged to monastic houses, Dr. Alexander
Savine of Moscow University has included the three Taverner
brothers as major recipients of these properties.

A major

recipient according to Dr. Savine's standards is a person who
received monastic lands worth more than 200 pounds yearly. 15

14calendar of Patent Rolls: Elizabeth, IV, 357.

15Dr. Savine•s study is Appendix II in H. A. L. Fisher,
The History of England: From the Accession of Henry VII. to
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Anthony~ Wood, citing the Taverner family records that
he saw, reckons that Richard Taverner had an income of much
more than 200 pounds yearly.
The said Ric. Tav. with Rog. & Rob. his brothers
bought of the King also the priorie of Kilbourne
in Middlesex wch was of antient rent 86#.-7s.-6d.
And afterwards Rich. bought of his Brethren [their?]
2 parts, intending to have kept the same, but wn
he [feared?] the change of times, he sold i t for
wch his [half-] brother James of Norfolke, much
blamed himi who affirmed • • • i t was more worth,
then all ye land Rich. had in Eng1.l6
Wood continues his inventory of the Taverner brothers•
holdings:
The said three brethren also had in the year 1549
undivided in their hands, ye mannor of Walmore in
Glocester, ye mannor of Lynwood in Lyncster, the
mannors of Saltfleteby, Carleton in the Marsh,
Bradley, Clre [Olre?], and of Wayth in Com.
Lyncster. 1 7
The manor of Woodeaton is referred to by Wood in this notation:
Rich. Taverner • • • enriched himself with abbey
Lands at their dissolution. viz. with the mannour
of Woodeaton in Oxfordshire (sometimes belonging
to Eynsham[)] • • • as also the advowson of the
Church [at Woodeaton]. He built the mannor house

the Death of Henry VIII. (1485-1547) (London: Longmans,
Green, and Co., 1906), pp. 497-498.
16Bodleian Library, Oxford, MS. Wood F 31, Fol. 38r.
What the family records mean by 11 the change of times" is
unclear because the entry is not dated. Apparently, James
Taverner did not share his half-brother's fear. The ellipsis
indicates an undecipherable word.

17 Ibid.
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now standing there an[.] 1544 or therabouts. He
bought yt manner of ye king before 36. of H. 8.18
The following properties are also included by Wood in his
inventory of some of Richard Taverner's properties:
Norbiton Hall near Kingston on the Thames in
Surrey • • • •
The manner of Soundess neare Nettlebed in Oxonsh.
wch with Huntercombe [inserted above the line]
Rich Tav • • • bought of ye King for 1069#. 3 Sept.
37. H. 8.
A faire house in Fleetstreet [London] well furnished.
By the favour & procurement of the Duke of Somerset, a lease (in ye raigne of Edw. 6.) from the
Bp of Westminster ye manner of Islip neare Woodeaton
for 99 yeares, having then 100 customarie tenants
belonging thereto, & was Liiij# xixs. ivd. antient
rent of assize.
He had also very good leases of priorie wood in
Middlesex.
He held other leases and properties in Oxfordshire
and in Buckinghamshire.19
After reciting this list of properties belonging to Richard
Taverner, Wood placed this monetary value on Taverner's
holdings:
All wch lands & possessions (Huntercombe excepted)
worth 1500# an. he left to his posteritie.20

18 Ibid., Fol. 39v. It cannot be definitely determined
when Richard Taverner built his manor house at Woodeaton.
The house Taverner built is no longer standing.
19The complete inventory is given by Wood on Fol. 39v
of MS. Wood F 31, in the Bodleian Library, Oxford.
20 Ibid.
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If Wood's evaluation is correct, which would assume
that the Taverner family records are true, then Richard
Taverner was a very wealthy man indeed.

It has been sug-

gested that sixteenth century monetary values should be
multiplied by a factor of thirty or thirty-five 21 to obtain
a conception of buying power in the sixteenth century.

Since

this suggestion was made in a book that was originally published before World War II, i t would seem necessary to use
a factor greater than thirty or thirty-five to obtain an
understanding of the economic potential of Taverner's annual
income of 1500 pounds.

If the factor of fifty were more

realistic, then Taverner's annual income would have had a
buying ·power at the end of the 1960s of 75,000 pounds.

To

say the least, Richard Taverner was financially secure when
he died in 1575.
Richard Taverner died on 14 July 1575.

His death and

burial have been summarized in these words:
This excellent but eccentric person died 14 July
1575, and was buried five days afterwards with
great solemnity in the chancel of the church of
Woodeaton, on the north wall whereof were placed
the pennon, standard and other cognisances belonging
to esquires.22

21 Geoffrey Baskerville, English Monks and the Suppression of the Monasteries (London: Jonathan Cape, 1965), pp.
296-297. This work was originally published in 1937.
22charle~ Henry Cooper and Thompson Cooper, Athenae
Cantabriqienses (Cambridge and London: Deighton, Bell &
Co., Macmillan & Co., Bell & Daldy, 1838), I, 339.
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Since 1575 many changes have overtaken the Church of the Holy
Rood in Woodeaton, Oxfordshire.

Richard Taverner's "pennon,

standard and other cognisances" have been removed from the
north wall of the church, and there is little remaining to
suggest Taverner's close association with Woodeaton.

How-

ever, just above the central chancel step, between the two
ends of the communion rail immediately in front of the altar,
these words are still legible in the stone floor:
LYETH RICHARD.

II

"HERE

The rest of the inscription has been

obliterated by the feet of many clerics over the centuries
as they moved about in the chancel, conducting the worship
of God. 23
Taverner's will, on file in Somerset House, London, is
unusual because i t seems to allow two different interpretations.24

According to one interpretation, Taverner gave

"twoe part[es] of All my Land[es] Tenement[es] and hereditament[es] in three part[es] • • • • " to Peter and Edmond
Taverner, his sons.

This bequest may be understood to mean

that Taverner gave both Peter and Edmond a third of his total

23 This writer has visited the Church of the Holy Rood
in Woodeaton. The history and records of the parish have
been surveyed by J.B. Poxon in a little pamphlet which he
prepared for visitors to the church, entitled "The Church
of the Holy Rood, Woodeaton, Oxon" (n.p., n.d.), 12 pages.
Richard Taverner is referred to on pp. 9-10 of this pamphlet.
24somerset House, London, MS. PCC Wills, s. H. Pickering,
Fol. 32. Taverner's will is reproduced in Appendix G, pp.
239-240.
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estate.

After this bequest, Taverner made various smaller

bequests to selected beneficiaries out of the last third of
the estate; whatever remained after the smaller bequests was
to be divided among Peter, John, and Edmond.

The second

interpretation would suggest that the wording of Taverner's
first bequest to Peter and Edmond could be understood to
mean that two-thirds of the total estate was to be divided
in turn into three parts:

one part to Peter, one part to

Edmond, and the third part would provide the bequests to
selected beneficiaries.

The last third of the total estate,

according to this interpretation, was to be divided among
Peter, John, and Edmond Taverner.

In either interpretation,

it is clear that Peter and Edmond Taverner were the principal
beneficiaries of Taverner's estate.
proved on 3 August 1575. 25

Taverner's will was

Taverner seems to have been less than even-handed in
the distribution of his estate.

Richard, for example,
received only his father's chain of gold. 26 Martha received
300 pounds which would be delivered to her at the day of her

25somerset House, London, MS. PCC Wills, S. H. Pickering,
Fol. 32.
26 rt might be suggested, however, that Richard the
eldest son had already received possession of the manor of
Woodeaton prior to Taverner's death, since he is referred
to as living in Woodeaton and apparently died there. Cf.
Anthony~ Wood, The Life and Times of Anthony Wood. Antiquary, of Oxford 1632-1695. Described by Himself, edited
by Andrew Clark toxford: Printed for the Oxford Historical
Society at the Clarendon Press, 1891), I, [39].
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marriage, plus five pounds yearly until she was married.
Penelope, however, was promised only 200 pounds at the day
of her marriage.

Jane and Margaret Taverner were not men-

tioned in the will.

The will also made no provision for

Harcourt Taverner, Richard's son by his second marriage.
Perhaps the explanation here is that Harcourt as a minor
would participate in Taverner's estate through Mary, his
mother--although Mary's portion of the estate ( 11 my rynge
with the Dyamond and Twentie kyene and a bull 11 ) hardly seems
capable of providing for herself and her son Harcourt.

No

evidence exists that can suggest why Taverner divided his
estate as he did.
As one surveys the life of Richard Taverner in ~etrospect, it is not difficult to marvel at the man.
man of rare intellectual and scholarly gifts.

He was a

He was a man

well-equipped for life in sixteenth century England, having
been educated and trained in Cambridge, Oxford, and London.
He was a cautious man, never revealing too much of himself
and his ideas but revealing enough so that Cromwell recognized him as a useful man.

He was a man of wealth and finan-

cial acumen who took advantage of business opportunities when
they occurred.

He was an important man in his local community,

particularly in Oxfordshire where he resided principally
during the reign of Elizabeth.

He was a man who could view

his life and his participation in his times with satisfaction.
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But i t is neither Taverner's wealth nor his official
position in the government that lets Taverner leave his mark
on the history of sixteenth-century England.

It is the

books that Taverner wrote, translated, and published which
allow Taverner a place in the history of sixteenth-century
England.

CHAPTER VI

THE ANALYSIS OF RICHARD TAVERNER'S PUBLICATIONS
(PART ONE)

Richard Taverner's publications reflect various interests.

In general, however, his writings show two major

emphases:

a concern for the purity of Christ's religion and

a concern for the practical aspects of good learning necessary for the breeding of gentlemen.

However, Taverner was

not an original thinker.
Most of Taverner's publications are translations of
material originally published on the Continent.

This, of

course, constitutes a problem for the analysis of Taverner's
publications.

At times i t will be difficult, if not impos-

sible, to determine Taverner's personal view of the developments reflected in his publications.
is posed by this analysis:

An important question

Does the fact that Taverner pub-

lished certain ideas in translation mean that Taverner
endorsed those ideas?

Various answers will be given to this

question in the course of the following analysis.
Not all of Taverner's publications have survived to
the present time.

For example, Anthony, Wood indicates

that Taverner translated Desiderius Erasmus• De sarcienda
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1
ecclesiae concordia as An Introduction to a Christian
Concord and Unity in Matters of Religion, but no copy of
this translation survives. 2
Taverner concentrated his literary activity during the
reign of Henry VIII, and particularly during Thomas Cromwell's ascendancy.

Taverner did not publish an original

title after the death of Henry VIII: such books as he published during the reigns of Edward VI, Mary, and Elizabeth
were subsequent editions or printings of works that he
originally published during the reign of Henry.

This fact

must be weighed in determining Taverner's significance for
the English Reformation.

1
The true title of this work is De Amabili Ecclesiae
Concordia. Liber: Enarratio Psalmi LXXXIII, published in
Desiderii Erasmi Roterodami Opera Omnia Emendatiora et
Avctiora. ad Optimas Editiones Praecipve gvas ipse Erasmvs
Postremo Cvravit Svmma Fide Exacta. Doctorvmgue Virorvm
Notis Illvstrata, edited by J. Clericus (Leyden: Petri
Vander Aa, 1704), V, cols. 469-506. Erasmus published this
work in August of 1533.
2Anthony ~ Wood, Athenae Oxonienses: An Exact History
of All the Writers and Bishops Who Have Had Their Education
in the University of Oxford. To Which Are Added the Fasti,
or Annals of the Said Universit, edited by Philip Bliss
3rd edition: London and Oxford: F. c. and J. Rivington,
J. Parker, et al., 1813), I, 423.
Professor E. J. Devereux in his copyrighted checklist, "English Translations of Works by Erasmus to 1700, 11
lists this translation on p. 6 as number 28. Relying on
Wood, he gives 1545 as the year in which this work was
published, but he also indicates that no copy is known to
have survived.
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A Right Fruitful Epistle • • • in Laud
and Praise of Matrimony, [1532]
Richard Taverner's first published book was his translation of an epistle by Erasmus.

In this epistle, Erasmus

argued that the imposition of celibacy on the church's religious and secular clergy was without justification.

Taverner's

translation bore this title page:
A ryght frutefull Epystle/ deuysed by the moste
excellent clerke Erasmus/ in laude and prayse of
matrymony/ translated in to Englysshe/ by Rychard
Tauernour/ which translation he bathe dedicate to
the ryght honorable Mayster Thomas Cromwel most
worthy Counseloure to our souerayne lorde kyng
Henry the eyght.
CVM PRIVILEGIO REGALI. 3
The colophon states that this translation was printed by
Robert Redman "at London in Fletestrete at the sygne of the
George."

Erasmus• original epistle is Chapter XLVII,

3A. W. Pollard and G. R. Redgrave, editors, A ShortTitle Catalogue of Books Printed in England. Scotland. &
Ireland And of English Books Printed Abroad 1475-1640
(London: The Bibliographical Society, 1956), number 10492.
Hereafter, this work will be cited as.§.!£, followed by the
number of the work being discussed. Thus, this work would
be cited as STC 10492.
This translation was published in 1532. The date of
this publication has been discussed: supra, pp. 53-54, n. 3.
The title page transcribed above is taken from the copy
of this work in the British Museum, London. Its pressmark
is C.95.a.28. The British Museum's copy is unpaginated, but
it consists of thirty-four leaves marked with signature numbers. Hereafter, this work will be cited as A Right Fruitful Epistle • • • in Laud and Praise of Matrimony. followed
by signature numbers.
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Exemplvm Epistolae Svasoriae, 11 of his De Ratione Conscri4
bendi Epistolas Liber.
11

Taverner dedicated the work to Thomas Cromwell as a
public expression of thanks to Cromwell for the assistance
he had given Taverner. 5 In the dedicatory preface to the
translation, Taverner indicated his reasons for translating
and publishing this epistle on marriage. 6

Taverner thought

it was "full necessarye and expedyent" to translate the work
because of the
were continuing

11

blynd superstition of men and women" who
11

to professe & vowe perpetuall chastyte

before or they suffyciently knowe themselues & thinfirmite
of theyr nature."

Taverner had come to the conclusion that

the practice of making such vows "bathe bene and is yet vnto
this day the rote and very cause original of innumerable
myscheues. 11

He prays "our lorde Iesu of his infinite good-

nes to prouyde som spedy reformatio, whan i t shalbe his
pleasure. 117

4 nesiderius Erasmus, Desiderii Erasmi Roterodami Opera
Omnia Emendatiora et Avctiora. ad Optimas Editiones Praecipve qvas ipse Erasmvs Postremo Cvravit Svmma Fide Exacta,
Doctorvmgue Virorvm Notis Illvstrata, edited by J. Clericus
(Leyden: Petri Vander Aa, 1703), I, cols. 414-424. Erasmus
published this work in June of 1522.
5supra, pp. 52-55.
6 Taverner's dedicatory preface has been reproduced:
supra, pp.54-55.
7A Right Fruitful Epistle • • • in Laud and Praise of
Matrimony. Sigs. A.iir-A.iiv.
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In the epistle itself Erasmus and with him Taverner
advanced ten reasons for the abolition of vows of perpetual
chastity, supporting the right of the secular and religious
clergy to marry.

First, marriage is honorable and honest.

Secondly, marriage is necessary for the begetting of children,
which God has clearly commanded.
and sanctioned matrimony.

Moreover, God has commanded

The failure to approve of marriage

is a violent contradiction of the Law of Nature:

Erasmus

strongly and repeatedly emphasized the divine validity of
the Law of Nature.

Fourthly, Christ--although born of a

virgin--has commanded matrimony; even the Virgin Mary, when
she gave birth to Jesus, was married to Joseph.

Erasmus•

continuing interest in the classic learning of the Hebrews,
the Greeks, and the Romans provided some additional reasons
for entering into matrimony, based on the laws and customs
of the ancients.

For his sixth reason, Erasmus turned to

criticize the lack of chastity among monks, nuns, and the
secular clergy because they were forced to vow what they
naturally were not capable of performing.

Erasmus also used

arguments based on relativism to overcome the view that
Christ supported

11

bachelarshyp. 11

Erasmus maintained that

during Christ's life-time i t was impossible to plan for the
future because of the time's uncertainties: but now--in the
sixteenth century--the times are more certain and should not
hinder matrimonial responsibilities.

For his eighth reason,

Erasmus suggested that both sexes cannot live without the
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other:

neither man nor woman is "a playne stone."

Erasmus

also indicated that children provide a man and a woman with
a kind of immortality.

And, finally, Erasmus acknowledged

that marriage may have its problems, but then so does the
single life.
In view of Taverner's stated reasons for publishing
this little epistle by Erasmus, i t would seem that Taverner
concurred with Erasmus on the necessity or value of vowing
perpetual celibacy:

forced celibacy was contrary to the Law

of Nature and the will of God and could result in great evil.
The most compelling reason for matrimony was the Law of
Nature.

Moreover, matrimony was created by God prior to the

fall of man into sin:
Where as all other thynges be ordeyned by nature
with moste hygh reason, it is nat lykely that she
slumbered & slepte in makyng only this pryue
membre. Nor I here nat hym whiche wyll saye vnto
me that/ that soule ychynge and prycles of carnall
lust haue come nat of nature, but of syn. What is
more onlyke the trowth? As though matrymony (whose
offyce can nat be effecuted without these prycles)
was nat before syn.
Common sense demands the use of marriage:
Ye auaunce bachelarshyp, ye magnifie virginitie.
But neyther bachelars neyther virgyns shulde be
if ye take away the vse of wedlocke. 9
Finally, it is rather ridiculous to criticize the institution
of marriage:

8 rbid., Sigs. [B.viiV]-[B.viiir].
9 Ibid., Sig. [D.viir].
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And wyl nat ye then by matrymony which is, honest,
holy, chaste, without offence, with hygh plesure
mayntayne your stocke, which shal else be vtterly
extyncte?l0
While the publication of Taverner's translation of
Erasmus• attack on clerical celibacy may not have been
unusual--criticism of clerical celibacy was frequently
expressed in sixteenth-century England--it was a part of
the rising crescendo of criticism against various church
practices in England.

In short, this little book was a

forceful expression of anticlericalism which pointed out a
specific area of church-life that needed revision and reform.
There is no reason to doubt that Erasmus• views on celibacy,
expressed in this little epistle on matrimony, were also the
views of Richard Taverner.

Taverner's little book commended

itself and the translator to Cromwell.
The Augsburg Confession and the Apology to
the Augsburg Confession, 1536
The translation of the Augsburg Confession and its
Apology11 was Taverner's first literary effort after he joined

lOibid., Sig. [E.ir].
11sTC 908. The title page reads as follows: "The confessyon"'"'of the fayth of the Germaynes exhibited to the most
victorious Emperour Charles the .v. in the Councell or
assemble holden at Augusta the yere of our lorde .153. [sic]
To which is added the Apologie of Melanc~hon who defendeth
with reasons inuincible the aforesayde confessyon translated
by Rycharde Tauerner at the commaundeme[n]t of his Master
the ryght honorable Mayster Thomas Cromwel chefe Secretarie
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the Court as a member of Cromwell's staff.

Taverner's work

as a publicist began with these translations--which are
largely responsible for stimulating Lutheran curiosity and
interest in Richard Taverner.
Taverner dedicated his translation of the Augsburg
Confession and Apology to his benefactor Thomas Cromwell:
To the ryght honorable Mayster Thomas Crumwell
chiefe Secretarie to the kynges grace/ and mayster
of his Rolles hys humble seruaunt Richarde Tauerner
wysheth continual! helthe and prosperitie.
Who ca nat onles he be mortally infected with the
pestyferous poyson of enuy most hyghly commende
magnifye and extolle your ryght honorable maistershipes most circuspecte godlynes and most godly
circumspection in the cause and matter of our
Christyan religyon whiche with all indifferencie do
not onely permitte the pure true and syncere
preachers of godes worde £rely to preache/ but also
your selfe to the vttermoste of your power do
promote and furder the cause of Christe and nat
onely that/ but also do animate and incourage
other to the same? As nowe of late ye haue animated
and impelled me to translate the Confessyon of the

to the kynges grace. Psalmo. 119. And I spake of thy testimonies in the prese[n]ce of kynges, and I was nat confounded."
The colophon contains this information: "Imprynted at London
in Fletestrete/ by me Robert Redman/ dwellynge at the sygne
of the George nexte to saynt Dunstones Churche. 1536. CVM
PRIVILEGIO REGAL I."

The copy bearing this title page and colophon is in the
British Museum, London; its pressmark is C.37.c.9. An identical copy, except for its missing title page, is to be found
in the Bodleian Library, Oxford; its pressmark is Tanner 154.
Unless otherwise indicated, Tanner 154 is the copy used in
this study. Hereafter, this work will be cited as Augsburg
Confession and Apology. followed by folio numbers; if signature numbers are given, the citation is from the Apology,
not the Augsburg Confession itself.
Another copy of this work (STC 909) is in the British
Museum, London (pressmark: 1018.i.17.). Supra, pp. 79-80,
n. 52, discusses its characteristics.
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faythe and the defence or Apologie of the same/
which boke after the iudgemente and censure of all
indifferente wyse and lerned men is as frutful and
as clerkly composed as euer boke was vntyll thys
day whiche haue bene publyshed or sette forth. But
to thende that the people for whose sakes thys boke
was commaunded to be translated maye the more
gredely deuoure the same/ I do dedicate and commende it to your name/ and yf any faultes haue
eschaped me in this my translation I desyer nat
onely your maystershype but also all that shal
reade thys boke to remember the sayng of the poete
Horace which I arte poetica saythe. In opere longo
fas est obrepere somnum. That is to saye/ in a longe
worke i t is lawefull for a man to fall some tymes a
slepe. But as touchynge your ryght honorable maystershype I doubte nothyng (such is your inestimable
humanite) but that ye wyll accepte thys my lytle
seruyce & take it in worth whome I beseche the
hyght god that he wyll vouchsaue to furder in all
your affayres to the glorie of god and auauncement
of bys name. Amen.12
Taverner expressed two reasons for the publication of
these translations.
himself:

The first reason was Thomas Cromwell

he is an upright, religious man concerned with the

furthering of true religion, evidenced by the fact that he
has "animated and impelled" Taverner to translate these
materials.

Secondly, Taverner noted that

11

indifferente wyse

and lerned men" extoll this book "as frutful and as clerkly
composed as euer boke was vntyll thys day. 11

Taverner him-

self would concur with the view that these confessional
writings are worthy of serious consideration by the people
"for whose sakes thys boke was commaunded to be translated."
Taverner, however, may have been less than candid in explaining

12Augsburg Confession and Apology, Fols. 2r-2v.
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the translation and publication of these Lutheran confessional
writings.
Political and diplomatic concerns may have been primarily
responsible for prompting the translation and publication of
the Augsburg Confession and its Apology.

During the 1530s,

extensive official contacts between the German Lutheran
princes and Henry's court had been initiated. 13

In 1531 the

association of German Lutheran princes--the Schmalkaldic
League--dispatched a letter to Henry which urged him to refrain
from forming a judgment on the reformation in the League's
territories which was based on the opinions of those who
opposed that reformation.
fashion on 3 May 1531.

Henry responded in a conciliatory

These beginnings, however, were of

little significance: most Lutheran princes and theologians
could not support Henry in his divorce proceedings against
Catherine of Aragon.

13

The history of these contacts has been examined by
various scholars. A.G. Dickens presents a concise record
in his The English Reformation (London: B. T. Batsford, Ltd.,
1966), pp. 174-178, but he provides greater detail in his
Thomas Cromwell and the English Reformation (London: The
English Universities Press, Ltd., 1966), pp. 153-165. Neelak
Serawlook Tjernagel provides the most extensive rehearsal of
these diplomatic and political contacts in his Henry VIII
and the Lutherans: A Stud in An lo-Lutheran Relations from
1521 to 1547 St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, c.1965),
pp. 135-227. G. R. Elton, 11The Reformation in England, 11
The New Cambridge Modern History. edited by G. R. Elton
(Cambridge: At the University Press, 1962), II, 238-242,
also discusses these developments. The following resume is
based on the work of these scholars.
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After Henry's marriage to Anne Boleyn in 1533, the
princes of the League and Henry attempted to initiate serious
negotiations.

Christopher Mont and Stephen Vaughan were

dispatched to Germany in August 1533.
contact, apparently, was two-fold:

The purpose of this

Henry wanted to vindicate

his divorce and remarriage with support from the Schmalkaldic
League, and he wanted to do as much as possible to disrupt
the relationship between Emperor Charles and the German
Lutheran princes.

To Henry's suggestion that the princes

should renounce their allegiance to Charles, the princes
responded negatively.

Although Mont and Vaughan were not

able to accomplish the purposes of their mission, Henry
seemed to be satisfied and made plans to send Archdeacon
Nicholas Heath to Germany in 1534 to continue the negotiations.

The fact that both Henry and the German Lutheran

princes viewed the pope as their common adversary seemed to
suggest that such negotiations could be productive.

The

tangible results of these preliminary negotiations, however,
were minor:

John Frederick, the Duke of Saxony, stated that

an alliance with England could be considered only on the basis
of subscription to the Augsburg Confession.
Henry might have discontinued his contact with the League,
except for the fact that France was attempting to establish
an alliance with the League.
occur.

Henry could not allow that to

Consequently, Robert Barnes was sent to Wittenberg

in March 1535 to resume negotiations.

During 1535 the pawn
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in the diplomatic endeavors of both England and France was
Philip Melanchthon.

Both Henry and Francis wanted to stop

each other from receiving Melanchthon as a guest in their
respective kingdoms.

Barnes was sent to entice Melanchthon

to visit England and forestall or overcome the blandishments
of the French emissaries.

Neither the French nor the English

efforts to bring Melanchthon to their respective countries
was successful.

Barnes was joined by Edward Fox, the king's

almoner, in the conduct of the negotiations.
Barnes managed, with the assistance of Luther himself, 14
to arrange a meeting with Duke John Frederick.

The meeting

between Barnes and the duke took place in September 1535.
As a result of the meeting, the duke promised Barnes that he
would receive Edward Fox as the king's ambassador, but he
refused to permit Melanchthon to travel to England.

Further-

more, he indicated that he could not provide a place for
Henry in the Schmalkaldic League without consultation among

14Luther wrote a letter, dated 12 September 1535, to Dr.
Pontanus [Chancellor Bruck] urging him to assist Barnes in
arranging a conference with the duke. A digest of Luther's
letter is printed in Letters and Papers. Foreign and Domestic,
of the Reign of Henry VIII. Preserved in the Public Record
Office. the British Museum. and Elsewhere in England, arranged
and catalogued by James Gairdner et al. (London et al.: Longmans & Co., et al., 1886), IX, 119. This entry is number 355.
Hereafter, this work will be cited as L & P, followed by volume, part, page, and item numbers. Thus, this letter would
be cited as L & P, IX, 119, #355.
Cf. Martin Luther, D. Martin Luthers Werke: Kritische
Gesamtausgabe: Briefwechsel (Weimar: Herman B8hlaus Nachfolger, 1937), VII, 267-270, for a discussion of his letter
and its ~ircumstances.
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all League members.

The duke made i t clear that Henry would

have to subscribe to the Augsburg Confession before he would
be permitted to join the League.
On 15 December 1535 the English representatives--Edward
Fox, Robert Barnes, and Nicholas Heath--presented articles
containing Henry's views to the German representatives.

The

articles were intended to stimulate discussion on the nature
of the proposed relationship between Henry and the Schmalkaldic
League.

The German position in the negotiations became clear

on Christmas Day 1535 when Duke John Frederick of Saxony,
during the ceremonies renewing the Schmalkaldic League for
ten more years, repeated that the theological basis of the
League would remain the Augsburg Cdnfession.

On that same

day, the duke and Philip of Hesse presented a petition to
15
Henry--the so-called Christmas Articles --which constituted
a tentative statement on the basis of which negotiations were
to continue.

The eventual result of these negotiations was
the Wittenberg Articles of 153616 which represented the agreement between the English and German theologians.
The negotiations of 1535 and 1536 did not produce lasting
results.

Henry would not allow others, even German Lutherans,

15L & P, IX, 345-346, #1016, presents a digest of the
thirteen statements which constituted the Christmas Articles.
Tjernagel, pp. 155-160, presents a description and analysis
of these articles.
16Tjernagel, pp. 160-163, presents a description and
analysis of these articles.
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to impose a theology on the English Church.

Moreover, Henry's

continuing desire to receive some sort of ex post facto support from the German Lutherans for his divorce and remarriage
began to exasperate the negotiators.

The news of Anne Boleyn's

death on 19 May 1536 did nothing to stimulate Lutheran interest
in an alliance with Henry.

Nevertheless, the formulations of
the Ten Articles and the Injunctions of 153617 in England

reflect the theology of the Schmalkaldic League and are among
the first statements defining English protestant theology.
At the end of 1536, with both Catherine of Aragon and Anne
Boleyn dead and the diplomatic and political situation in
Europe returning to a greater measure of stability, Henry
came to the conclusion that an alliance with the Schmalkaldic
League was no longer of primary importance.
While there is no evidence to link the publication of
Richard Taverner's translation of the Augsburg Confession and
its Apology in 1536 with the course of the negotiations
between Henry's agents and the German Lutheran princes, i t
seems plausible to assume that there was a connection between
the two events.

Perhaps Cromwell and Taverner concluded that

a translation of the two Lutheran confessions would demonstrate

17 Ibid., pp. 163-169. For the Ten Articles, see Charles
Hardwick, A History of the Articles of Religion: To Which
Is Added A Series of Documents. from A.D. 1536 to A.D. 1615,
revised by the Rev. Francis Proctor (3rd edition; London:
George Bell & Sons, 1876), pp. 31-51 and Appendix I, pp.
237-258.
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the nature of the responsible reformation being carried out
in the lands of the Schmalkaldic League and thus sway Henry
to accept the League's terms for an alliance.

Perhaps Crom-

well and Taverner wanted to get these confessional writings
into the hands of the clergy and other learned men so as to
build a base of support for an alliance between Henry and
the Schmalkaldic League.

Perhaps Cromwell and Taverner

determined to translate and publish these writings because
they accepted the theology of these confessions and wanted
others to accept it as well.

Perhaps Cromwell and Taverner

translated and published these documents in an effort to convince the German Lutheran princes that the English were negotiating in good faith.

In view of Taverner's subsequent work

as a translator and writer, i t is difficult to escape the
conclusion that Taverner was "animated and impelled" to translate the publish these documents by Cromwell for political
and diplomatic reasons.

Some of those who have studied the

negotiations between Henry and the Schmalkaldic League suggest
that Cromwell, not Henry, wanted an alliance with the German
Lutherans and that Cromwell's desire for such an alliance
eventually caused his own arrest and execution. 18 Viewing

18see particularly Dickens, Thomas Cromwell and the
English Reformation, pp. 154-155. Tjernagel, pp. 204-219,
however, would cite a more immediate cause for Cromwell's
arrest and execution: Henry let Cromwell be destroyed because
Cromwell had involved Henry in an unwanted foreign alliance
with the Duke of Cleves and in marriage with Anne of Cleves.
J. J. Scarisbrick, Henry VIII (Berkeley and Los Angeles:
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the matter from a different perspective, one scholar has
suggested that the translation of the Augsburg Confession and
its Apology was part of a deliberate program of propaganda,
directed by Cromwell and utilizing the linguistic and literary
talents of Taverner and others, to further "the Henrician
settlement. 1119
H. A. L. Fisher in his study of the reign of Henry VIII
has summarized the reasons why Henry could not accept the
Augsburg Confession for England.

Fisher concludes:

The idea of adopting the Augsburg confession,
though proposed in parliament, had never been
seriously entertained by the government, and would
have been open to three objections in Henry's mind.
It would have interfered with the autonomy which he
was determined to assert for the English Church; it
would have committed him to a dogmatic alliance
with men who upheld his marriage with Catharine, and
whose views upon matrimonial questions he considered
to be unsound; and in the third place i t would have
been a barrier to a political understanding with the
emperor. Henry regarded himself as fully capable of

University of California Press, 1969), pp. 375-383, would
attribute the cause of Cromwell's fall and execution to the
plotting of the Duke of Norfolk and his allies who seized
on the fact that Henry was without a queen and Catharine
Howard was available to rid themselves of Cromwell. Scarisbrick notes on p. 379 that "the decisive charge [against
Cromwell], the one which seems to have moved Henry most and
which formed the bulk of the [bill of] attainder, was that
he was a detestable heretic who had spread heretical literature, licensed heretics to preach, released them from
II
prison, rebuked and refused to listen to their accusers • • •
Scarisbrick presents a convincing case for his interpretation.
19 James Kelsey McConica, English Humanists and Reformation Politics under Henry VIII and Edward VI (Oxford: At the
Clarendon Press, c.1965}, pp. 150-199. McConica's evidence
and arguments will be reviewed in detail, infra, pp. 210-214,
because they relate directly to Taverner's significance for
the English Reformation.
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defining the belief and ceremonial of the Church,
without assistance from foreign divines • • • • 20
However, Fisher's conclusion does not eliminate the importance of Taverner's translation and publication of the
Augsburg Confession and Apology.

As D. B. Knox suggests,

the two translations must have had "considerable influence
in educating theological opinion" in England. 21

Knox points

to the fact that the translations bore the imprimatur of the
king's most powerful servant, and they appeared on the market
at a time when the English government was negotiating with
the Lutheran princes.
Taverner's translation and publication of the Augsburg
Confession and Apology has not received critical attention
by reformation scholars.

The existence of the translation

has been no secret, but only a few students have been
inclined to analyze Taverner•s work thoroughly.

Neverthe-

less, in 1888 a joint committee of the General Council, the
General Synod, and the United Synod of the South--Lutheran
church bodies in nineteenth century America--published a
reproduction of Taverner•s translation and noted the ways in
which various English translations of the Augsburg Confession

20a. A. L. Fisher, The History of England: From the
Accession of Henr VII. to the Death of Henr VIII.(14851547
London: Longmans, Green, and Co., 1906, p. 390.
21David Broughton Knox, The Doctrine of Faith in the
Reifi of Henry VIII (London: James Clarke & Co., Ltd.,
1961, p. 151.
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that were dependent upon Taverner's work had changed his
22
translation.
In the preface to this reproduction, Taverner
and his translation were evaluated very favorably:
In this translation of the Augsburg Confession,
the marked individuality and versatile genius of
the accomplished classical scholar who fluently
cited the statutes of the land in Greek, of the
well-versed lawyer and diplomat, of the diligent
student of theology, of the industrious writer of
sermons and lay preacher, of the skilful translator of many evangelical books who had learned
by much experience how well the Lutheran faith
could find utterance in the old English tongue,
before its simplicity was corrupted by stilted
Latinisms, of the dauntless confessor of the
Gospel who bore bonds and imprisonment, and was
ready to lay down his life also, for the faith
which he so zealously advocated, even of the
slightly eccentric recluse, as quaint as he is
sharp, terse and forceful, are most plainly seen.
_As loyal to the original as to the Gospel which
i t declares, his demands for exactness are such
that frequently, according to the usage of his
profession as a lawyer, he calls to his aid a pair
or more of synonyms in order to e~ress the full
contents of a single Latin word.23
The editor states further that
The translation was made by Taverner, not from the
Editio Princeps, found in the Book of Concord • • •
but from the second Latin, or octavo edition of
1531. The variations, however, are mostly small,

22Henry E. Jacobs, editor, The Augsburg Confession.
Translated from the Latin. in 1536. By Richard Taverner,
Translator of "The English Bible" of 1539. With the Variations of the En lish Translations directl or indirect!
dependent thereon Philadelphia: Lutheran Publication
Society, 1888). The copy of Taverner's translation reproduced in this volume corresponds to a copy in the British
Museum, London (pressmark: 1018.i.17.), STC 909. Cf.,
.
Supra, pp. 105-106, n. 11, and pp. 79-80, n. 52, for a discussion of this copy.
23 Jaco bs , pp. v-vi.
.

The preface was written by Jacobs.
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many of them not sufficient to appear in a translation. Where they affect the translation, they
are indicated in the footnotes.24
While the editor's comments about Richard Taverner do
not reflect a thorough knowledge of Taverner the man, his
evaluation of Taverner's linguistic ability cannot be challenged successfully.

Taverner apparently possessed the rare

gift of being able to make foreign theological documents
speak intelligible English.
It is almost impossible to know precisely what edition
or printing of the Augsburg Confession and the Apology
Taverner used for his translations.

No inventory of Taverner's

library, which might have contained a copy of the Augsburg
Confession and the Apology, has been discovered.

The British

Museum, London, lists several early printings of the Augsburg
Confession and the Apology among its holdings; perhaps one
of them was used by Taverner as the text for his translation. 25
There is no reason to challenge Jacobs' conclusion that

24

Ibid., p. vi.

25 In particular, the British Museum catalogue contains
this listing: "Confessio fidei exhibita inuictiss. Imp.
Carolo V • • • in Comicijs Augustae. Anno M.D.XXX. Addita
est Apologia Cofessionis [by P. Melanchthon]. 2 pt. G.
Rhau: Witebergae, 1531. ao. 11 The British Museum pressmark for this volume is 844.e.18. Another copy--pressmark:
1351.a.6.(l.)--contains a "Few MS. notes." This writer has
seen neither copy. British Museum: General Catalogue of
Printed Books (Photolithographic edieion to 1955; London:
The Trustees of the British Museum, 1965), VIII, col. 445.
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Taverner used a copy of the second Latin or octavo edition
of 1531 for his translation. 26
Taverner's translation of the Augsburg Confession and
its Apology contains few surprises.

It is, in general,

faithful to the original text that Taverner used.

There are

some lapses, however, which reflect the fact that the translation was prepared for England.

For example, already in

the translation of the preface which the Lutheran confessors
addressed to Charles V, Taverner as an obedient subject of
Henry VIII referred to the pope three times as "the byshope
of Rome. 1127

The Latin gave him the title "Romanus Pontifex. 1128

At times, Taverner attempted to clarify the meaning of
the Augsburg Confession for his readers.

For example, in

the first article, dealing with the Trinity, Taverner found
it necessary to explain several words.

In the second half

of the article, where the confessors listed those whose
teachings they condemn, the Latin refers to "Manichaeos, qui
29
duo principia ponebant, bonum et malum."
Taverner translated

26nie Bekenntnisschriften der evangelisch-lutherischen
Kirche (4th revised edition; Gottingen: Vandenhoeck &
Ruprecht, 1959), pp. XX and XXIII, discusses the various
printings of these confessional writings.
27Augsburg Confession and Apology, Fol. 4v. Throughout
this translation the pope is only, as far as Taverner was
concerned, the "bishop of Rome."
28Bekenntnisschriften, pp. 47-48.
29 Ibid., p. 51.
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this phrase as follows:

"ye Manichees who did put two pryn-

CYplis or begynnynges one good and an other badde. 1130

In

the same paragraph, Taverner found i t necessary to identify
explicitly who the 11 Word 11 was in the Trinity.

He translated

that the confessors condemn the 11 Samosatens 11 because
they dispute the worde (whiche we cal the
seconde parson) and of the holy goste craftely and
wyckedly saynge that they be nat distincte persons
but that the worde (which we as I sayde do call
the seconde parson) signifyeth a worde pronounced
with the voyce/ and the gost or spirite signifieth
a mouynge which is created in thinges.31
Taverner also found i t helpful in the second article, on
original sin, to translate "cum concupiscentia" by "with a
concupiscence or luste. 1132
The second article on original sin also demonstrates
Taverner's sense of freedom in translation.

He expanded the

second paragraph of the article which lists those false views
condemned by the confessors.

While the inserted or expanded

material does not do violence to the content of the paragraph,
it does indicate that Taverner did not view translation
primarily as an exercise in wooden literalism.

Taverner's

version read as follows:

30Augsburg Confession and Apology, Fol. 5V . Italics
supplied by this writer.
31
.
V
r
Ibid., Fols. 5 -6 . The phrases in parentheses [( )]
were supplied by Taverner. Cf. Bekenntnisschriften, p. 51.
32Augsburg Confession and Apology, Fol. Gr.
Bekenntnisschriften, p. 53.

Cf.
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They dampne the Pelagians and other which denye
that this vice originall is synne/ and (to the
vtter defacynge and abbrydgige the glorie of
the merites and benifytes of Christ) they dispute that man of hys owne naturall powers without the holy goost may satisfye the lawe & be
pronounced and declared ryghtwyse in the syght
of god for the honest warkes of reason.33
Taverner was concerned that the reader understand the
text and its thought.

Thus, when one of the church fathers

was quoted in the Augsburg Confession, he gave the quotation
in full and then translated it for the reader. 34

The same

concern for the reader's comprehension is also exemplified
by his habit of translating Latin words with English synonyms.
Thus, Taverner translated 11 coena Domini" as "the souper or
maudy of the lorde. 1135

Again, 11 retinenda sit" was translated

by "ought to be retayned & kepte. 1136
When Taverner came to the article on civil or political
matters, Article XVI, he apparently concluded that a more
specific admonition urging obedience for the king's laws
should be included.

He slightly expanded the phrase,

33Augsburg Confession and Apology, Fol. 6r. Cf.
Bekenntnisschriften, p. 53. The words in italics, supplied
by this writer, were inserted by Taverner.
34Augsburg Confession and Apology, Fol. 1r. The quotation here is from St. Ambrose's comments on I Corinthians 1:4.
Cf. Bekenntnisschriften, p. 60, n. 4. Taverner did the same
with Bible passages, quoting them in Latin and then providing
an English translation; Augsburg Confession and Apology. Fol.
1sv, passim.
·
35 rbid., Fol. ar.

Cf. Bekenntnisschriften, p. 64.

36Augsburg Confession and Apology. Fol. ar.
Bekenntnisschriften, p. 70.

Cf.
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11

iudicare res ex imperatoriis et aliis praesentibus legibus, 11

so that i t read:

11

to iudge thinges accordinge to themperours

lawes or other preset lawes of kynges and rulers/ 11 • 37

In

other words, Taverner wanted the English reading public to
see clearly that the Christian is enjoined to obey the king's
law, Henry's law.
Taverner's concern that his readers understand the
theological meaning of the Augsburg Confession was illustrated in his rendition of a paragraph from Article XX, "De
fide et bonis operibus. 11

Man is saved by Christ's merits

and for Christ's sake:
Also men be monished & warned that here the name
of faythe doth not signifye only the knowledge of
the historye/ suche as is the faythe in wycked men
and deuylles/ but doth signifye the faythe that
beleueth not only the history/ but also/ the effecte
of the hystorye/ that is to say/ this artycle
remyssion of synnes/ I meane (to speake more planly)
that thorough Christ/ by Christes merytes/ and for
Chrystes sake/ we maye h,Me grace/ ryghtuousnes/
and remission of synnes.
At times Taverner's translation may seem somewhat stiff
and unimaginative.

For example, his translation of

37Augsburg Confession and Apology. Fol. ar.
Bekenntnisschriften, p. 70.

11

sola

Cf.

38Augsburg Confession and Apology. Fol. 12r. The
original read as follows: 11Admonentur etiam homines, quod
hie nomen fidei non significat tantum historiae notitiam,
qualis est et in impiis et in diabolo, sed significat £idem,
quae 9redit non solum historiam, sed etiam effectum historiae, videlicet hunc articulum, remissionem peccatorum,
quod videlicet per Christum habeamus gratiam, iustitiam et
remissionem peccatorum. 11 Bekenntnisschriften, p. 79.
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fide" in Article IV, "De Iustificatione, 11 of the Apology to
the Augsburg Confession became "by the only faith":
by the only fayth in Christ nat by loue or by loue
~f wark[es], we obtayne remission of sines, although
loue foloweth fayth. Ergo by only fayth we be
iustified • • • • 39

r

Taverner was a careful translator.

In one instance where

the Latin Apology included a quotation in German, Taverner
inserted this note in the margin:

"This is traslated out of

the Duche. 1140
There were occasions, however, when Taverner's personal
and/or official views were allowed to intrude on the text.
In a passage from Article XXVIII,

11

De potestate ecclesiastica, 11

Taverner referred to the "bishop of Rome":
Let it [the power of the church] nat breake into
anothers office/ let it nat translate & altere the
kyngdomes of the worlde as the byshops of Rome
haue done; let i t nat abrogate and defete lawes of
princes/ let i t nat take awaye due and laufull
obedience of the subiecte to his prince/ let i t
nat interrupte iudgementes of any ciuile ordenaunces
or contractes • • • • 41
There is no reason to challenge Jacobs' judgment of
Taverner's translation of the Augsburg Confession; his
judgment applies equally as well to the translation of the

39Augsburg Confession and Apology. Sig. C.iiijv.
Bekenntnisschriften, p. 175.

Cf.

40Augsburg Confession and Apology. Sig.• A.iiij'~.
Bekenntnisschriften, p. 146.

Cf.

41 Augsburg Confession and Apology. Fol. 29v.
Bekenntnisschriften, p. 122.

Cf.
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Apology. 42

The question that must be considered, however,

is almost incapable of an answer:

Of what significance was

it that the Augsburg Confession and its Apology were available in English as early as 1536?

There is no way to estab-

lish the number of copies of this translation sold to serious
students of theology or its circulation in England in the
1530s.

Undoubtedly, it was read by a number of Englishmen

who knew theology; its formulations and understandings are
to be found in various English protestant theological documents during the sixteenth century.

However, the question

of the significance of the Augsburg Confession and its Apology
for the English Reformation is still a matter of some debate
among historians.

Suffice it to say that Richard Taverner

provided his colleagues in sixteenth century England with a
reliable and readable translation of the Augsburg Confession
and its Apology.

How others used this translation is beyond

the scope of this investigation.
Erasmus Sarcerius• Commonplaces of
Scripture, 1538
The third work that Taverner published was Erasmus
43
Sarcerius• Commonplaces of Scripture in 1538.
Erasmus

42

Supra, pp. 115-117.

43 sTC 21753. The title page of this copy of Taverner's
translation reads as follows: 11 Comon places of scripture
ordrely and after a comp~ndious forme of teachynge, set
forth with no litle labour, to the great profyte and helpe
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44 h
.
. 1501 and died in
' 1559, did much
S arcerius,
w o was b orn in
to further the reformation in various parts of Germany.
studied at Leipzig and Wittenberg.

He

Until 1536 he occupied

of all suche studentes in gods worde as haue not had longe
exercyse in the same, by the ryght excellent clerke Erasmus
Sar~erius[.] Translated in to Englysh by Rychard Tauerner.
Iohn Byddell. 11 The colophon provides this information:
11
Imprynted at London by Iohan Bydell, dwellynge in Fletestrete at the sygne of the Sonne ouer agaynst the Cundyte.
In the yere of our lorde god. M.CCCCC.xxxviij. the .xij.
daye of August. CVM PRIVILEGI0. 11
Subsequent editions or printings of this same work
were published in 1553 by N[ycolas] Hyll ( ~ 21754), in
1553 by Nycolas Hyll for John Walley (STC 21755), in 1553
by Nycolas Hyll for Robert Toye (.§.!f_ 21755a), and in 1577
by Thomas East (STC 21756) • .§.!£ 10465, corresponding to
.§!£. 21753 above, has been erroneously included in the STC
list of works written by Desiderius Erasmus that were
translated into English. This writer has seen various
printings of this work at the Bodleian Library, Oxford,
and at the British Museum, London. The pressmarks of the
copies studied by this writer at the Bodleian Library,
Oxford, are as follows: Mason AA. 161 (STC 21753), Tanner
61 ( ~ 21755a), and Tanner 114 and Wood 803 (.[!£ 21756).
The pressmarks of the copies studied by this writer at
the British Museum, London, are as follows: 3128.a.33.
(.§.!f_ 21753), 3128.aa.22. (STC 21754), 696.a.18. (.[!£ 21755),
and 3905.a.84. (STC 21756).
For this study, the Bodleian Library copy of the 1538
printing of this translation (pressmark: Mason AA. 161
[STC 21753]) will be used. This work will be cited as
Commonplaces of Scripture, followed by folio numbers, or
signature numbers when necessary.
44various encyclopedia provide information about
Sarcerius. A concise article is available in Christian
Gottlieb Jocher, editor, Allgemeines Gelehrten-Lexicon
(Leipzig: Johann Friedrich Gleditschens Buchhandlung, 1751),
IV, 145-146. A more complete review of Sarcerius• life is
provided by G. Kawerau, 11Sarcerius, Erasmus," Realencyklopadie
fur rotestantische Theolo ie und Kirche, edited by Albert
Hauck 3rd improved and enlarged edition; Leipzig: J. c.
Henrichs'sche Buchhandlung, 1906), XVII, 482-486. An extensive discussion of Sarcerius is provided by [Johann Georg
Veit] Engelhardt in his article, "Erasmus Sarcerius in seinem
Verhaltniss zur Geschichte der Kirchenzucht und des Kirchenregiments in der lutherischen Kirche, 11 Zeitschrift £Ur die
historische Theologie, XX (1850), 70-142.
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himself professionally as a schoolteacher at Ltrbeck, Rostock,
Vienna, Gritz, and Siegen.

In 1536 he was invited by Count

William of Nassau-Dillenburg to become the rector of the
school in Siegen; shortly thereafter he came into prominence
for the course of the reformation in William's territories.
By 1539 Sarcerius was the Court Preacher and Superintendent
in William's lands.

He remained in this position until 1548

when he concluded that he could not accept the Interim of
1547.

He resigned his positions and returned to his home-

town of Annaberg.

In 1549 he was called to become the pastor

of St. Thomas• Church in Leipzig; in 1553 he was advanced to
the position of Superintendent of Eisleben.

He moved in 1559

to Magdeburg to become the pastor of St. John's Church there.
He died shortly after arriving in Magdeburg.
Theologically, his movement toward and arrival in
Magdeburg symbolized his gradual alienation from Melanchthon
and his followers.

At the end of his life, he had come to

be identified as an ally of Flacius in the intra-Lutheran
strife after Luther's death.

Sarcerius was a prolific writer

of biblical commentaries and handbooks; his bibliography is
extensive.

The work that Taverner translated comes from that

moderate period in Sarcerius' life before the intra-Lutheran
struggles became so bitter.
Taverner translated the Commonplaces of Scripture from
Sarcerius• work,
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METHODVS IN PRAECIPVOS SCRipturae diuinae locos,
ad nuda didactici generis praecepta, ingenti labore
in Theologorum- non exercitatorum usum composita I
quo certa ratioe sanctam Scripturam syncere tractare
possint.

ERASMO SARCERIO ANnaemontano autore.
FARRAGO LOCORVM COMmunium adiecta est.
BASILEAE EX OFFICINA/ Barptholomaei Vuesthemeri.

ANNO D. M. XXXVIII. 45
According to Taverner's preface to the Commonplaces of
Scripture, this translation of Sarcerius• work came about
because Thomas Cromwell instructed Taverner to do it.

At

one place in the preface, Taverner declared:
To the illustracyon and settyng forth wherof [that
is, the pure truth of God's Word], as i t is not
vnknowen, how moche your most faythfull counseyllour myne olde mayster and synguler good lorde, my
lord priuy seale [Thomas Cromwell] hath conferred
and holpen, so of his studyous procedynges and
circumspecte perseueraunce in the same, this onely
thing sufficiently declareth, that nowe of late he
hath impelled me to translate in to Englysshe this
boke of Erasm[us] Sarcerius, a treasure inestimable
vnto chrysten men, in whiche boke he hath so compendiously, so absolutely & frutfully handeled all
the common places of the chrysten religyon, as
neuer afore th¼g tyme hath ben done of any, namely
in such forme.

45 This writer has studied a copy of Sarcerius• work in
the British Museum, London (pressmark: 1O2O.k.l.). It is a
book of 459 pages, using page enumeration rather than folio
enumeration. Taverner appar~ntly was an industrious translator. In his preface, Sarcerius provided the date 11 Basileae,
Mense Februario. ANNO D. M. XXXVIII. 11 Taverner's translation was dated 11M.CCCCC.xxxviij. the .xij. daye of August."
Supra, pp. 123-124, n. 43.
46commonplaces of Scripture, Sig. [A.iiijV]. Taverner
dedicated the work to Henry VIII.
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Toward the end of the preface, Taverner repeated himself
with embellishments:
But what so euer this boke is (for to your graces
most exacte !ud2emet I refer it) lyke as by the
Ipulsion & comaudement of my said old maister my
lorde priuy seale, I haue traslated i t in to our
vulgare tonge, So his lordshyp hath wylled me
(where as els I wolde not haue ben so bolde) to
offre & dedicate the same vnto your most noble &
redoubted maiestie, to thinte~ that where as he
dyd lately p[re]ferre me vnto your graces seruice
I the offyce of y signet (for what qualities he
espied in me I can not tell) I might at leest
testifye and declare vnto your highnes my prompte
and redy mynde to do your grace such poore seruice
as to my habilite may extent.47
Taverner's dedication of the Commonplaces of Scripture
to Henry VIII may have occurred for reasons other than those
stated by Taverner in the preface.

It is possible that Henry

himself ordered the translation of Sarcerius' work into
English.

In a letter which Sarcerius sent to Henry on 10

March 1539, Sarcerius recounted a meeting with Christopher
Mont and Thomas Paynell, Henry's agents, in Frankfort-am-Main.
At this meeting, Sarcerius was asked if he were "Erasmus ille
Sarcerius, qui Methodum in praecipuos Scripturae locos
edidisset. 1148

Replying that he was that Sarcerius, he was

47 Ibid., Sig. [A.vJr].
48 British Museum, London, MS. Cleop. E. V. 230. This
letter has been printed in John Strype, Ecclesiastical
Memorials, Relating Chiefly to Religion, and the Reformation
of It, and the Eme~gencies of the Church of England,_Under
Kin Henr VIII. Kin Edward VI. and Queen Mar I. With Lare
Appendixes, Containing Original Papers, Records, &c. Oxford:
At the Clarendon Press, 1822}, I, ii, 404-405. Cf. Strype's
discussion of this letter in Ecclesiastical Memorials, I, i,
524-526.
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informed that "meam methodum, Serentitatis tuae mandato, in
linguam Anglicam esse versam, et jam anglic~ loqui.

. . . .,49

If Mont and Paynell told the truth and if Sarcerius heard
correctly, then Henry himself was responsible for the translation of Taverner's Commonplaces of Scripture; the order
had thus been passed through Cromwell to Taverner.
The preface to the Commonplaces of Scripture is important
for another reason:

it contained Taverner's, and perhaps

Henry's, evaluation of both Erasmus Sarcerius and Philip
Melanchthon.

Taverner wrote:

A daugerous peace of worke doubteles, and full of
diffycultie it is, so to handle these maters as
shall in all poyntes satisfie the expectacio· of
the readers, as declareth eloquetly wryting to
your most redoubted maiestie, the exce~lent clerke
Philip Melanchthon in his eEystle before his [own]
common places, whose iudgemet this Sarcerius
foloweth welnere in al thinges. Onely in this
they differ, that Melanchthon dyrecteth his style
to the vnderstandyng only of the lerned persons
well exercysed in scriptures. This [Sarcerius]
tempereth his penne also to the capacitie of
yonge student[es] of scripture and suche as haue
not had moch exercyse in the same.SO
In other words, Sarcerius was the layman's Melanchthon.
Moreover, there were specific theological reasons for Taverner's,
and perhaps Henry's, appreciation of Melanchthon and Sarcerius:
As for exeple, It is not vnknowne what great altercacyon bathe lately ben amonges lerned men concernyng

49 aritish Museum, London, MS. Cleop. E. V. 230. Cf.
Strype, I, ii, 404.
50commonplaces of Scripture, Sigs. [A.iiijV]-[A.vrJ.
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fre wyl, Some haue put fre wyll in no thynges, some
on the contrarye parte haue gone about to meyntayne
fre wyll in all thinges. Agayne other goynge in
the meane betwen both these extremes, as Melanchthon & this Sarcerius, with many other excellent
clerkes, haue denyed fre wyll onely in spirituall
mocyons, and that also in suche persons as be not
yet regenerate and renued by the holy ghost, & yet
in the meane season they take i t not so away, but
they leue them also in spirituall mocions acerteyn indeuour or wylling, which indeuour neuerthelesse can fynysshe nothing, onles i t be holpen by
the holy ghost. This (after my pore iudgement) is
the ryghtest and truest waye.51
In the preface Taverner expressed his feelings toward
the papacy and the Roman ~hurch.

He stated that Socrates

was "a man more worthye to be reputed a saynte then many of
our Romysshe saintes • •

.. s2

He commended Henry and Crom-

well for striving to curtail the pope's power:
Wherfore where so euer throughout the worlde the
abolysshement of the bysshop of Romes vsurped
power shall be bruted or cronycled, there also
shall be reapported the moost gloryous actes of
Henrye the eyght kynge of Englande, as chefe
furderer and worker of the same. And semblably
wher so euer his maiestyes noble actes shall be
bruted, there also shall not be forgotten the
memorye of certayne his counsayllours, namely of
the lorde Crumwell, so worthye a counsellour of
so worthy a prynce. 53
Speaking of those who "be yet styll roted in their popysshe
supersticyon," he referred to

51 Ibid., Sigs. [A.vV]-[A.vjr]. Cf. the analysis of the
chapter on free will: infra, pp. 131-135.
52commonplaces of Scripture, Sig. A.ijv.
53 Ibid., Sig. A.iijV.
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the bisshop of Romes priuey adherent[es] who without questyon do hate all thynges that tend to the
aduauncement of gods honor, & detection of theyr
cloked hypocrisye.54
Taverner prayed "the lord of hoostes 11 to pour out His grace
upon the king's loving subjects so that
followyng your highnes as our heed and myghty
shepeherd [we] may vtterly vomyt out of vs all
papisticall venym, and hartely at last imbrase
the pure and syncere verite of gods most holy
worde.55
Taverner concluded the preface with this prayer:
only I beseche our lorde, that lyke as your hyghnes hath hythervnto with moost prudent, godly and
gracious meanes, wonderfully holpen the state and
publyque weale of your graces moost florysshynge
realme, so your maiestie maye procede and to
thende perseuer in the same, to the glorye of god,
your highnes honour, vnitie of your subiectes, welth
of your realme, derogacion of the bysshop of Romes
vsurped power, reioyse of your welwyllers, confusyon of your graces aduersaryes. Thus moost
myghty, most hyghe, and mooste gracyous souereygne
lorde I commytte your hyghnes to the holy Trinite,
to whome be all honoure, prayse, and glorye for
euermore. Amen. Domine saluum fac regem.56
The topics in the Commonplaces of Scripture were treated
according to a basic outline.

First, a definition of the

item under discussion was presented.

A section called

"Probacions of this diffinition 11 followed.
of the outline was often called

11

Partes,

11

The third part
in which the sub-

ject was analyzed according to its constituent divisions;

54 Ibid., Sig. [A.iiijrJ.
SSibid., Sigs. [A.iiijr]-[A.iiijV].
56 Ibid., Sig. [A.vjV].
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this section of the outline might be omitted if the topic
was incapable of division.

The fourth part of the outline

dealt with the causes of the topic (for example, the cause
of sin), and the fifth part dealt with the effects of the
topic (for example, the effect of sin).

The last part of

the outline listed doctrines and ideas that were
to the topic that had just been explained.

11

Contraryes 11

As a result of

this arrangement, which Taverner found in Sarcerius• original
work, each topic was treated thoroughly.
The topic of free will, which Taverner touched on in
57
the preface to the Commonplaces of Scripture,
illustrated
Sarcerius• method of treatment.

At the beginning of the

discussion, Sarcerius departed from his usual procedure by
announcing that he would divide the topic.
Fre wyl, by the waye of teachyng, may be thus
deuided, in to free wyll before the fall or free
wyll p[er]fyte, and in to £re wyll after the fall
or imperfyte. And this also is of two sortes, the
one in spiritual! thinges, the other in outwarde
thinges subiecte to reason.SB
He defined free will before the fall of Adam as
a full libertie to imbrase aswell good thinges as
badde, to kepe the commaundementes of god as not
to kepe them, at his franke and £re wyll geuen in
creation of god.59

57supra, p. 129.
58commonplaces of Scripture, Fol. xxxiiijr.
59 Ibid.
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The operation of free will before the fall was described in
this way:
Reason iudgeth, the wyll obeyeth or repugneth to
the iudgement of reason & ruleth the lower powers,
the lower powers be the senses and the appetytes
of the senses or affections.GO
Operating in this way, free will before the fall was neutral.
The effectes of free wyll before the fall were these.
To haue power to loue god and to hate him. To trust
in god and not to trust. To kepe the comaundement
of god, & not to kepe. To enbrace god & not to
enbrace. To receyue euyll and not to receyue, &
such lyke.61
Free will after the fall of Adam, however, was a different matter.

Sarcerius provided this definition:

Fre choyse after the fall in spirituall thinges is
nothynge elles but a wyll desyrynge good or
spirituall thynges, whiche yet it can not atteyn
ne bryng to passe, onlesse the holy ghost cometh
and helpeth our wyll and endeuours. As perteynyng
to outwarde thinges free choyse is a wyll, in a
maner of efficacye and strength of outwarde thynges
without the renuynge of the spiryte, which nothwithstandynge may be letted of the deuy11.62
In proving his definition, Sarcerius referred to St. Paul 1 s
words in Rom. 7:15, 11 The thynge that I allowe not, and that
I wyll not, I do/ and that I hate, I do. 1163 Continuing this
line of thought, Sarcerius asked a rhetorical question and
then proceeded to answer it at length.

GOibid., Fol. xxxiiijv.
61 Ibid., Fol. xxxvr.
62 Ibid., Fol. xxxvv.
63 Ibid.
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Ye wyll aske then what is lefte vnto our free wyll
in thynges spirituall? I answere in fewe ·wordes:
A certeyn desyre of thynges or goodes spirituall,
a wyll, an attemptate [sic], a study, a runnynge,
a thynkyng, all whiche neuerthelesse be nothyng
neither to attayne thy desyre, neyther to performe
the same. Therfore thapostle alwayes prayeth for
the churches, to whiche he wryteth that god wyll
p[er]forme the good that he hath begon in them, as
to the Philippians. cap. l[:6]. knowing this
thing certeynly, that he which hath begon in you
a good worke, shall performe the same. It is therfore to be thought vniuersally that our desyre and
endeuours vnto spirituall goodes can do nothynge,
onlesse fyrst the holy ghost approcheth and helpeth
our desyre & longynges, whiche holpen so, they
shal ensue those effectes in receyuin9 and performynge the sayd spirituall thing[es]. For as
Paule saythe [in Romana 8:14], they whiche be ledde
with the spirite of god, be the sonnes of god. that
is to saye, they that haue the holy ghost may performe that thinge whiche besemeth sonnes to do.
Nowe, i t besemeth the sonnes of god with ioye to
receyue and execute the commaundementes of theyr
father.
Item where the spirite of the lorde is,
there is libertie, that is, there is truly doone
the wyll of god, there our. endeuours be truly made
free, where the holy ghost is helper, which is
called
spirite of the lorde, forasmoch as our lorde
Chryste gyueth hym, and without Chryste he is not
resident, for who so hathe not Chryste, the same
can not haue the holy ghost. And contrarily who
hath not the holy ghost the same is none of Chrystes
man. Now to be Chrystes man, is nothyng els, but
to receyue his worde, and beleue hym, which to do,
thou hast nede of the holy ghost to gyue the light
to the worde, that worketh fayth.64

9

Further along in the discussion, Sarcerius made this
observation:
Neuertheless all these thynges we do so, that yet
alwayes they be couered with some infirmitie, which
god gladly wynketh at bicause of his Chryst the
restorer of our lost iustyce.6 5

64 Ibid., Fols. xxxvjr-xxxvjv.
65 Ibid., Fol. xxxviijv.
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Sarcerius would understand free will to exist in two
different dimensions:

the temporal and the spiritual.

With

reference to temporal affairs, man has a will that is free
to choose between eating and not eating, sleeping and not
sleeping, and similar options.

In spiritual affairs, Sarcerius

suggested that . man had a limited free will prior to conversion.
In Taverner's translation, Sarcerius declared that
the holy ghost dothe therfore helpe our wyll and
endeuour, that we myght receiue Chryst, and that
by hym, our wyll myght remayne effectuall, the holy
ghost workynge togither with vs, whiche fyrste
helpeth our endeuours and maketh the same of efficacie, wherby we may receiue Chryste, and afterwarde
gyuen vnto vs of Christ kepeth our wyl mighty vnto
all good thynges to be reteyned and done.66
In his preface to the Commonplaces of Scripture, Taverner
indicated that he agreed with the view that man possessed a
limited free will in spiritual matters prior to conversion. 67
Sarcerius' views on free will in spiritual affairs, with
which Taverner concurred, are similar to Philip Melanchthon•s
views on free will after 1535; these views were rejected by
the Lutheran confessors in Article II, Epitome and Solid
68
Declaration, of the Formula of Concord.

66 Ibid., Fels. xxxvjV-xxxvijr.
67 Ibid., Sigs. [A.vV]-[A.vjr].
Taverner's statement on free will.

Supra, p. 129, reproduces

68 Bekenntnisschriften, pp. 778; 871-872; 871, n. 3;
907-909· 907 1 n. 3. Melanchthon•s 11 new views 11 on free will
in spiritual matters were first published in the 1535 edition
of his Loci Communes, which was dedicated to Henry VIII of
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Notwithstanding Sarcerius' comments on free will,
particularly with reference to temporal matters, free will
in life-situations is limited.
will in temporal affairs is law.

One limiting factor on free
Sarcerius' comments on

"humane lawes" supported the law of king and prince with God
Himself.
The causes and the authours of mannes lawes be (as
I sayd [in the definition of man's laws]) the
superiour and inferyour magistrates: as emperours,
kynges, prynces, common welth, cityes. &c. But
forasmoche as men be here offended and greued,
thynkynge that they ought not to kepe these lawes
bicause they be but the ordinauces of men: Therfore

England. Cf. Philip Melanchthon, "Loci Communes Theologici
Recens Collecti et Recogniti a Philippo Mel.anthone," Corpus
Reformatorum, edited by c. G. Bretschneider and H. E. Bindseil. (Brunswick: c. A. Schwetschke & Son [M. Bruhn], l.854),
XXI, cols. 333-334, for Mel.anchthon's l.535 Loci: his views
on free wil.l. are printed in col.s. 373-378. Apparently,
Sarcerius had a copy of Melanchthon's l.535 Loci before him
as he was preparing his own treatment of free wil.l for his
Methodvs in praecipvos Scripturae diuinae l.ocos (supra,
p. 126). Thus, Sarcerius woul.d suggest that several. causes
work together to produce conversion: the will. of man l.ongs
for God and does not reject the Hol.y Spirit as He gives the
Word its saving (or converting) effect in man. Clyde Leonard
Manschreck, Melanchthon: The Quiet Reformer (New York:
Abingdon Press, c.l.958), pp. 82-91, 293-302, discusses
Mel.anchthon's emerging views on free wil.l.. A more recent,
and better, treatment of Mel.anchthon on the question of free
wil.l. is provided by Michael. Rogness, Phil.ip Mel.anchthon:
Reformer Without Honor (Minneapol.is: Augsburg Publishing
House, l.969), passim. In addition, Hans Engel.l.and's
"Introduction" to [Phil.ip Mel.anchthon], Melanchthon on Christian Doctrine: Loci Communes l.555 , · transl.ated and edited by
Cl.yde L[eonard] Manschreck (New York: Oxford University
Press, l.965), pp. xxv-xlii (particu~arl.y pp. xxxvii-xxxix,
Engel.l.and's treatment of "The Rel.ation of the Acts of God
and the Acts of Men"), helps il.l.uminate Mel.anchthon's views
on free wil.l. in spiritual. matters.
In some Lutheran circl.es,
"synergism" was the l.abel. given to Mel.anchthon's "new views"
on free wil.l..
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we must haue respect to the pricipal cause of the
magistrate which is god as wytneseth Paule [in
Romans 13:1-7], So that god whiche bathe institute
and ordeyned the rulers to be his ministers and
vicars, doth also consequently alowe theyr lawes.
Therfore it were not greatly amysse ne vnprofytable
to make god hym self in maner the cause and author
of humane lawes, whiche lawes god do publysshe and
promulgate by them, as by his instrumentes and
meanes. 69
This theme was taken up again at the end of the book, where
Sarcerius provided this definition of rule:
Rule is gods ordinaunce, to appoynt good and
profytable thynges to be done, to punysshe the
fauty and saue the vnfauty, whiche is to be
obeye~ not onely for wrath but also for conscience
sake. 0
Sarcerius made it very clear that only rarely was i t legitimate for subjects to disobey their divinely constituted rulers
and law-givers.

Only when the ruler or magistrate commanded

something that was contrary to the revealed will of God was
. b e d'ience permissi
·
'bl e. 71
d iso
Sarcerius dealt with some very significant topics for
the course of the reformation in both Europe and England.
For example, the discussion of the sacraments attempted to
follow the path of moderation.

The discussion affirmed that

Christ instituted only two sacraments, but i t also allowed

69commonplaces of Scripture, Fol. lxiijv.
7 o b' d
1 c 1 XXX1J
' •V •
I 1 . , Fo.

71 Ibid., Fols. clxxxiiijV-clxxxvijr.
of "Contraries and errours. 11

This is the listing
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the reader to conclude that there might be more than two
sacraments.

Under the heading "Diuision of sacramentes, 11

Sarcerius expressed this view:
Accordynge to the variety and diuersitie of sacramentes we diuyde them in to signes vniuersall, and
signes particular. Uniuersal signes be suche as
perteyne to all men a lyke and be not bounde to
certayne persons, as baptisme, and the souper of
the lorde. Under baptysme we may copryse absolucyo.
which properly belongeth to penitentes or repentaunte persons for baptysme also is a signe of repentaunce. Truly these signes I meane baptysme (vnder
which I also compryse absolucyon) and the souper
of the lorde be proprely called sacrametes bycause
besides that they be signes of grace they haue also
remissyon of synnes annexed. But forasmoche as we
se that all those thynges in a generaltye maye be
called sacramentes which conteyn promyses to them
annexed, as be prayer, the crosse, almes, matrimonye, gouernauce, and suche lyke, therfore these
& semblable ought to be referred to the vniuersal
sacramentes. For prayer perteyneth to all men
indyfferently like as also the rest namely in
respecte of power. Sygnes particuler be suche as
be gyuen to pryuate or peculyar persons, or to
some certayne people, as circumcysion was gyuen to
the Iues. Also there were sygnes dyue to Gedeon,
Ezechias, and to other. In dede these particular
sygnes althoughe they were sygnes of grace, yet
they had not promyses annexed vnto them of remyssyon of sy92es as haue the sacramentes of the newe
testament.
The understanding of the effects of the Lord's Supper
in the Commonplaces of Scripture is Lutheran in its discus73
sion of worthy and unworthy reception of the sacrament
and
74
the benefits received by a worthy recipient.
In this

72 Ibid., Fols. cxiijv-cxiiijr.
73 Ibid., Fols. cxxr-cKXY..
74 Ibid., Fols. cxxV-cxxjr.
"This souper forasmoche as
it is a sacrament of the newe testament, therfore remission
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discussion of the Lord's Supper, the

11

papistical masse 11 was

sharply criticized because it viewed the sacrament as

11

an

oblacyon or sacrifice 11 for the sins of both the living and
the dead; furthermore, the

11

priuate and papistical masse 11

was a conscious contradiction of the

11

common and euangelicall

souper 11 which Christ had instituted. 75
The criticism of the Roman Church in the Commonplaces
of Scripture was directed not only to its teachings on the
Lord's Supper. 76 Taverner translated Sarcerius• strong words
about

11

popysshe ecclesiastycall power 11 :

The power of the churche whiche hythervnto the pope
hath vsurped is a dominyon in thynges spirytuall
and temporall, yea rather a power aswell vpon all
the laytye as vpon the cleargye with authoritye of
makynge and statutynge lawes to rule men withall,
aswell in spirytuall as temporall thynges, & where
lawes haue no place there to exercyse the swerde
for the mayntenauce and defense of the goodes bothe
spirytuall & temporall of the churche milytaunt. 77
Furthermore,
Of this power the causes be, Tyrannye and a mere
luat to raigne • • • • Finally, I call the popysshe
~ower a tyrannye, forasmoche as i t is a power gotten
~out ryght and vnryghtly possessed of them, namely
sythens they also glory and boost to be the vicars

of synes is the p[ro]pre effect therof, which is purchased
by faith or credit giuen to these wordes of Chryst the
promyser.
Gyuen for you, and shedde for the remission of
synnes. 11 Ibid. , Fol. cxxv.
75 Ibid., Fol. cxxjV.
76supra, pp. 129-131.
77commonplaces of Scripture, Fol. cliijr. ·
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of Chryst, by which facte they declare them selfes
to be very antichrist[es] that is to saye agaynste
Chryste. 78
The table of contents of the Commonplaces of Scripture
listed sixty-four topics, such as
and others.

11

0f god,

11

11

0f resurrection,"

In this analysis only a small sampling of topics

has been possible.

Nevertheless, i t should be apparent that

the Commonplaces of Scripture could serve as a useful compendium of biblical theology.

Taverner's translation of

Sarcerius' work was the first full exposition of protestant
79 Thus, the publication of
theology to appear in English.
Sarcerius• work in English was a milestone in the development
of the English Reformation.

The theology expressed in the

work was moderate, but also sharply critical of the Roman
Church and the papacy.

It was a work that gave the developing

English Reformation the kind of theological undergirding i t
lacked and needed.

78 Ibid., Fols. cliijv-cliiijr.

79 This is the assertion of David Broughton Knox, p. 180.
Knox discusses Taverner's translation of Sarcerius' work on
pp. 180-182.

CHAPTER VII

THE ANALYSIS OF RICHARD TAVERNER'S PUBLICATIONS
(PART TWO)

The years 1539 and 1540 were extremely busy and productive for Richard Taverner.

During those two years, he pub-

lished a complete revision of the Holy Bible, a catechism, a
prayerbook--in two editions--based in part on the Psalms,
several volumes of proverbs and gentlemanly learning taken
from the writings of Desiderius Erasmus, and several volumes
of "postils" based on the epistle and gospel lessons for
each sunday and festival of the church year.

In this chapter,

Taverner's revision of the Holy Bible, his catechism, and his
prayerbook will be analyzed. 1
The Revision of the Holy Bible, 1539
The most ambitious work that Taverner undertook to
publish was his revision of the Holy Bible in its entirety.
It bore this title page:
The most sacred Bible, whiche is the Holy Scripture,
·conteyning the Olde and New Testament, translated
Ito English, and newly recognised with great diligence after most faythful exemplars. by RYCHARDE
TAVERNER.

1 The translations of Erasmus' writings and the postils
will be analyzed in Chapter VIII, infra, pp. 174-209.
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Praye for vs, that the worde of God maye haue fre
passage and be gloryfied. ii. Tessa. iii.
Prynted in the yere of oure lorde God M. D. XXXIX. 2
According to some scholars, Taverner's Bible was published in a variety of editions.

There was a folio and a

quarto edition published by John Byddell for Thomas Berthelet
in 1539, a duodecimo and a quarto edition of the New Testament alone published by T. Petit for Thomas Berthelet in 1539,
an undated quarto edition published by J. Nicholson, and an

2

A. w. Pollard and G. R. Redgrave, editors, A ShortTitle Catalogue of Books Printed in England. Scotland. &
Ireland And of English Books Printed Abroad 1475-1640
(London: The Bibliographical Society, 1956), number 2067.
Hereafter, this work will be cited as STC, followed by the
number of the work being discussed. Thus, this work would
be cited as STC 2067.
The title page transcribed above is taken from the copy
of this work in the Bodleian Library, Oxford. Its pressmark
is S. Selden d. 36. The copies of this work in the British
Museum, London (pressmarks: 4.c.5. and c.18.b.14.), have an
altered title page. The first paragraph is identical to s.
Selden d. 36; the rest of the title page, except the date,
is different: "Harken thou heuen, and thou earth gyue eare:
for the Lorde speaketh. Esaie. i. Prynted at London in
Fletestrete at the sygne of the sonne by Iohn Byddell, for
Thomas Barthlet. CVM PRIVILEGIO ad imprimendum solum.
M.D .XXXIX.

II

The Bodleian Library copy of this work (pressmark: s.
Selden d. 36) will be used in this study. This work will be
referred to as Taverner's Bible, followed by folio numbers.
Taverner's Bible used four sets of folio enumeration to
correspond to the four parts of his revision: the first half
of the Old Testament, the Old Testament prophets, the
Apocrypha, and the New Testament. Unless otherwise indicated, all citations of Taverner's Bible in this analysis
refer to his New Testament revision. For example, a reference to the New Testament would be cited as Taverner's Bible,
Fol. xxxr. Signature numbers will be given when reference
is made to the introductory materials in front of Taverner's
revision.
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octavo edition in five parts published by John Daye and w.
3
Seres in 1549-1551.
Questions have been raised, however,
about the existence of some of these editions or printings.
For example, it is doubtful that a quarto edition published
by John Byddell for Thomas Berthelet was printed because no
copies of such an edition can be traced. 4 Doubts have also
been raised about the undated quarto edition published by J.
Nicholson. 5
Taverner dedicated his version of the Bible
TO THE MOST NOBLE, MOST MYGHTYE, AND MOST redoubted
prynce, kynge HENRY the .VIII. kynge of Englande
and of Fraunce, defensour of the fayth, lorde of
Ireland, and in erth supreme heed immediatly vnder
Chryst of the churche of England • • • • 6
Taverner had high words of commendation for Henry because he
was making provision for the dissemination of the Bible in
English throughout the land.

He wrote:

3
These editions have been listed and described as accurately as possible by T. H. Darlow and H.F. Moule in their
Historical Catalogue of the Printed Editions of Holy Scripture in the Library of the British and Foreign Bible Society
(London: The Bible House, 1903), I, 20-21, 24, 32-33, 43-44,
48, 51-53. A similar listing and description is provided by
Henry Cotton in his Editions of the Bible and Parts Thereof
in English. from the Year MCV. to MDCCCL. (2nd edition, corrected and enlarged; Oxford: At the University Press, 1852),
I, 15-16, 21-22, 27.
4 Darlow and Moule, I, 21.

Cotton, I, 15, note n.

5Cotton, I, 16, note o.

Cotton acknowledged that he
included this edition in his listing on the basis of assertions
made by others; he had not seen a copy of this edition.
6 Taverner's Bible, Sig.-;:;- ijr.
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Wherfore omittinge or rather leauinge to some other
the iust Encomye and commendacion of your graces
most ample dedes, worthy of eternall memorie, yet
this one thing I dare full well affirme, that
amonges all your maiesties deseruinges, vpon the
christen religion (then which surely nothing can
be greater) your highnes neuer did thing more
acceptable vnto god, more profitable to J auaucemet
of true christianitie, more displeasaut to the
enemies of the same, & also to your graces enemies,
then when your maiestie lycenced and wylled the
moost sacred Byble conteynyng the vnspotted and
lyuely worde of God to be in the Englysh tong set
forth to your hyghnes subiectes. 7
Taverner was pleased to present his revision to Henry,
but he apologized for the fact that there were probably mistakes in his translation.

He continued with this suggestion:

For assuredly i t is a worke of so great difficultie,
I meane so absolutely to translate the hole bible
that it be faultlesse, that I feare i t can scace
be doone of one or two persons, but rather requyreth
bothe a deper confarrynge of many lerned wittes
8
togyther, and also a iuster tyme and longer leysure.
Taverner then announced to the king why his revision had been
published:
Wherfore the premisses wel cosidered, forasmoch as
y printers hero£ were very desirous to have this
most sacred volume of the bible com forth as faultlesse & emendatAY, as the shortnes of tyme for the
recognising of y same wold require, they desired
me your most huble seruat for default of a better
lerned, diligetly to ouerloke & peruse the hole
opy:
and in case I shold fynd any notable default
neded correctio, to amed the same, according to
true exeplars. Whiche thynge accordyng to my
talent I haue gladly done. 9

i

7 Ibid.
8 Ibid.
9 Ibid.
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Taverner's revision was apparently produced under the
pressure of time at the request of the printers.

He did not

claim that his revision was thorough or comprehensive.
merely attempted to follow the printers• directions:

He
to

inspect and review the copy placed before him and to correct
any "notable default" in the copy.
It is noteworthy that Taverner did not refer to Thomas
Cromwell as the one who urged the publication of Taverner's
revision.

Some scholars have not paid sufficient attention

to Taverner's preface:

if they had, they would not assert

that Cromwell commissioned Taverner to prepare his revision
of the Bible. 10
The history of Taverner's revision is intertwined with
the history of the Great Bible of 1539. 11 In June of 1538,

10
See, for example, David Broughton . Knox, The Doctrine
of Faith in the Reign of Henry VIII (London: James Clarke &
Co., Ltd., 1961), p. 205. J. F. Mozley, Coverdale and His
Bibles (London: Lutterworth Press, 1953), p. 347, states
that "Most writers assume that Taverner was put to this work
by Cromwell, but he himself merely says that the printers
of the bible (i.e. Berthelet) asked him to revise it. 11
11
The following resume is based on the research and
conclusions of these scholars: Charles C. Butterworth,!!!.!,
Literary Lineage of the King James Bible. 1340-1611 (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, c.1941), p. 125;
W. T. Whitley, The English Bible Under the Tudor Sovereigns
(London: Marshall, Morgan & Scott, Ltd., [1938]), pp. 75-78;
Brooke Foss Westcott, A General View of the History of the
English Bible, revised by William Aldis Wright {3rd edition:
London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1905), pp. 83-84: British
Museum, Guide to the Manuscripts and Printed Books Exhibited
in Celebration of the Tercentenary of the Authorized Version
(London: Printed by Order of the Trustees, 1911), pp. 13-14,
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Cromwell sent Richard Grafton and Edward Whitchurch to Paris
to work with the printer Regnault in publishing a new and
authoritative English Bible.

In September of 1538, Cromwell

issued injunctions instructing the clergy to make certain
that every parish church possessed a copy of the Bible in
English which would be available to the members of the parish
for their use.

At joint cost to the clergy and the members

of the parish, "one book of the whole Bible of the largest
volume in English" was to be placed in each parish church;
the clergy was instructed to "expressly provoke, stir, and
exhort every person to read the same. 1112

The version

prepared by Grafton and Whitchurch in Paris, which came to
be known as the Great Bible, was intended to enable obedience
to Cromwell's injunctions.
While Grafton and Whitchurch were working in Paris to
produce an English Bible for sale to all the parishes of
England, Thomas Berthelet, the King's Printer since 1529,
made hasty plans to publish a version of his own.

He retained

Taverner to correct and prepare a version of the Bible for
printing.

Perhaps Berthelet viewed Cromwell's plans as an

infringement on his rights and privileges as the King's Printer.

40-41; A.G. Dickens, Thomas Cromwell and the English Reformation (London: The English Universities Press, Ltd., 1966),
pp. 145-146; and A.G. Dickens, The English Reformation
(London: B. T. Batsford, Ltd., 1966), pp. 133-135.
12c£. British Museum, p. 14.
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Another version of the origin of Taverner's Bible can
be constructed.

Grafton and Whitchurch, after arriving in

Paris and starting work on their version, ran into 9pposition
from the French government.

Perhaps Stephen Gardiner, the

English Ambassador to the French Court who was opposed to
the developing reformation of the English Church, was involved
in this obstruction.

Eventually, Grafton and Whitchurch

moved what they had finished in Paris to London where the
printing was completed.

The interruption of the work in

Paris, however, may have resulted in the decision to prepare
another edition in England to take the place of the GraftonWhitchurch version if it were not possible for that version
to be completed.

Thus, Taverner ' s hasty revision may have
been commissioned. 13 The complete explanation of the origin
of Taverner's version must remain somewhat obscure.
Taverner's Bible was a revision of Matthew's Bible,
published in 1537. 14

Taverner's revision was organized

13nickens, The English Reformation, pp. 133-134, suggests
this reconstruction. Cf. Charles c. Butterworth, The English
Primers (1529-1545): Their Publication and Connection with
the English Bible and the Reformation in England (Philadelphia:
University of Pennsylvania Press, c.1953), pp. 181-182.
14This conclusion is based on an extensive comparison
of Matthew's Bible with Taverner's revision. The copy of
Matthew's Bible in the Bodleian Library, Oxford (pressmark:
Bib. Eng. 1537 c. 1.), was used by this writer for this
comparison: hereafter, this work will be cited as Matthew's
Bible, followed by the appropriate signature or folio numbers.
All scholars consulted by this writer on this point have
arrived at the same conclusion. See, for example, s. L.
Greenslade, editor, The Cambridge History of the Bible: The
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according to the pattern of Matthew's Bible, with some
exceptions.

For example, Matthew's Bible contained "The

Prologe to the Epistle of Saynct Paul to the Romayns," based
on Luther's famous prologue to this letter which Tyndale
included in his translations; Taverner omitted this prologue
from his revision. 15 Taverner incorporated into his revision
much of the introductory materials that were contained in
Matthew's Bible:

a summary of the contents of Holy Scripture,

an elementary concordance or bible dictionary entitled "A
Table of the Principal Matters Conteyned in the Byble," a
listing of the epistles and gospels for each Sunday and major
festival of the church year according to the Use of Salisbury,
and marginal notations which attempted to explain difficult
or obscure passages.

"A Table of the Principal Matters

West from the Reformation to the Present Day (Cambridge:
At the University Press, c.1963), p. 154; J. Isaacs, "The
Sixteenth-Century English Versions," The Bible in Its Ancient
and English Versions, edited by H. Wheeler Robinson (Oxford:
At the Clarendon Press, 1940), pp. 180-181; Cotton, I, 15;
Knox, p. 205; Butterworth, The Literary Lineage of the King
James Bible, p. 125; Whitley, pp. 76-77; Westcott, pp. 83-84;
British Museum, p. 13; Richard Lovett, The Printed English
Bible 1525-1885 (London: The Religious Tract Society, 1894),
pp. 86-87; and Mozley, p. 347.
15cf. Darlow and Moule, I, 21. In Taverner's New Testament revision, Sig. K is missing. These leaves would have
been located between the end of Acts and the beginning of
Romans.
In the copies of Taverner's Bible seen by this
writer at the Bodleian Library (pressmark: s. Selden d. 36)
and at the British Museum (pressmarks: 4.c.S. and C.18.6.14.),
Sig. K was missing. This writer did not discover who suggested-or, perhaps, ordered--the removal of Sig. K from Taverner's
revision.
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Conteyned in the Byble 11 and the marginal notations illustrate
most clearly the differences between Matthew's Bible and
Taverner's revision.
Taverner's changes in "A Table of the Principal Matters
Conteyned in the Byble" were somewhat unusual.

Often, he

did not radically revise what was contained in Matthew's
Bible, but he did change the thrust of the material in
Matthew's Bible by using the technique of omission.

Thus,

for example, under the topic "Annoyntynge, 11 Matthew's Bible
had stated that
The annointynge of christ is the holy gost/ the
which all faythfull men do receaue i. Iohn ij. d/
and which doth teache vs all thynges for oure
healthe. We haue then no more corporall annoyntynge made of oyles/ but spirituall by the holy
goost.16
Taverner omitted the last sentence of this entry, thereby
preventing this entry from attacking the practice of anointing
with holy oii. 17

The entry "Fre choyse or fre wyll" in

Matthew's Bible was omitted from Taverner's listing.

Perhaps

Taverner was compelled to omit the entire article because
the entry in Matthew's Bible began with these strong words:
This worde: fre choyse/ or (as some men call it)
fre wyll/ is not in all the holy scripture: but
is inuented by proude men/ which wolde set vp their
awne rightwesnes/ & put downe the ryghtwesnes of
God. 18

16Matthew's Bible, Sig.** ijr-.
17Taverner's Bible, S i g . ~ ~
18Matthew•s Bible, Sig.*** iijr.

[iv].
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The article on 11 Confessyon 11 in Matthew's Bible was changed
in Taverner's listing.

In one paragraph, Matthew's Bible

contained this statement:

"Confession/ for knowledgyng of

our synnes/ which we do/ onely to God/ lokinge for absolucyon
of the by christ. 1119

Taverner gave this entry a different

tone by omitting the phrase "which we do/ only. 1120

In the

same article on confession, Taverner omitted this paragraph:
"Judas/ which confessed hym selfe to the prestes o f ' lawe/
and not to God/ is damned.

Mat. xxvij a. 1121

Some entries

in Matthew's Bible are completely missing in Taverner's
listing: the articles on the "Masse I 1122 on "Meryte I 1123 and
on "Purgatorye . ,1124

In the article on "Sacrifice, 11 Taverner

omitted these sentences, which are contained in Matthew's
Bible:
The bread & wyne receaued in the supper of Christ/
are no sacrifice (for Christ was offered once sufficiently for oure synnes. Heb. x. b) but an holy
memory of the death of Christ. Mat. xxvi. No sacrifice then is leafte vs after the death of Christ.
·
c • • • • 25
H eb . v·i ·i i· . a. ix.

19 Ibid., Sig.** iijv.
20Taverner's Bible, S i g . ~

Y

21Matthew's Bible, Sig.** iijv.
Sig.-:_,'~ iijr.

iijr.
Taverner's Bible,

22Matthew's Bible, Sig. [** viijv].
23 Ibid.
24_
Ib"d
_
J._•

I

s·J.ge

*** iJ.v •

25Matthew's Bible,~.*** iijvi Taverner's Bible,
Sig.

t-::T ~ : 7

vv]-[-=:7

J

:.:yvj ] •
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In Matthew's Bible, the article on vows had stressed the
free, voluntary, and non-perpetual nature of biblical vows.
Taverner omitted this paragraph from his entry under

11

Uowes 11 :

Uowes are fre & at the liberte of man. An exaple
of Hanah/ which vowed for to geue vnto God/ the
sonne which god had geue her. This vowe was not
perpetual: for Samuel was the mynyster of Eli/
which ought to haue mynystred in the teple fro
the .xxx yeare/ to the .L. (accordyng to the lawe
of God/ which is wryte Nu. iiij) And then afterwarde i t was lawfull for hym to withdrawe him
self/ as the story doth declare: for afterwarde
he dwelt in the possessyon of hys father in
Ramoth(_and ias Iudge many yeares in Israel .i.
Reg. Vl.l.. g 2
Taverner's treatment of the articles in his

11

A Table of the

Principal Matters Conteyned in the Byble 11 seems to indicate
that he intended to make his revision of the Bible more
moderate and perhaps more acceptable. to those who could not
support a

11

radical 11 reformation of the English Church.

In

short, Taverner toned down various ideas and positions which
had been asserted in Matthew's Bible.
Taverner's treatment of the marginal notes that he
found in Matthew's Bible followed the pattern of his work in
11

A Table of the Principal Matters Conteyned in the Byble. 11

For example, in the margin at St. Matthew 23 where Jesus
spoke of the scribes and the pharisees who sit in Moses•
seat, Matthew's Bible contained this lengthy note:

26Matthew•s Bible~ Sig.
Sig. [-:::,
iiij ] •

-::r J

***

iijv: Taverner's Bible,
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The Scribes and Pharisee syt in Moses seate &c.
Erasmus in his annotacios noteth the that wresteth
thys tex~ to that purpose/ that we shuld obaye all
thynges y bisshoppesecommaunde/ or rulers (though
they be wicked) for y offyce sake wherin they are:

~~t~:

;~~r;st;~~~:ty(~:!!11o~e~o:~:ik:!~
:~~ed~s
wrappe them in tge costytucyons of Jen. And euen
now haply/ musty bysshop be heard f doth truly
teache y gospel!/ though he lyue skant Gospell
lyke: But who can soffer them agaynst Christes
doctryne for their awna projytes to make & vnmake
lawes/ exercisyng vpo y people playne tyrannie/
and measuryng all thing[es] for their awne
aduauntage & aucthrote? They that with tradycios ymagyned for their awne lucra & tyrannyl do
hamper the people/ do not syt in y chere of y
Gospel!/ but in the chayre of Symon Magus and
Cayphas. These are the very wordes of Erasmus
vpon this place.27
In Taverner's. revision, this marginal note was much abbreviated:
To sit in Moses chair, is to teache, not theyr own
dremes, but the lawe of god, promulgate by Moses.28
Again, at Acts 10:4, where the angel of God told Cornelius
that God had accepted his prayers and works of charity,
Matthew's Bible inserted a lengthy note in the margin to
explain that Cornelius was saved, not by his works and his
29
prayers, but by his faith in God.
Taverner omitted any
marginal notation at this point. 30 Taverner modified and
moderated Matthew's Bible by removing that which might cause
offense to sensitive readers while providing them with a

.v
27Matthew•s Bible, Fol • xi.
28Taverner•s Bible, Fol. xr.
29Matthew's Bible, Fols. lv-lir.
30Taverner•s Bible, Fol. XLVIIv.
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readable, understandable and reliable revision of the Bible
in English.
After studying Taverner's complete revision, Bishop
Westcott concluded that Taverner had used no help but the
Vulgate in his revision of the Old Testament, since he did
not know Hebrew, but that Taverner had made ample use of
Greek in preparing his revision of the New Testament. 31 In
both the Old and New Testaments, Westcott noted that Taverner
had edited his revision so that it spoke with more clearness
and force than earlier revisions of the Bible. 32 Nevertheless, Westcott rendered this final judgment on Taverner's
revision:
It would be tempting to dwell longer on this version,
but it appears to have exercised no influence whatever on the later revisions. It remains simply as
a monument of one man's critical power, and in the
very sharp personality of its characteristics is
alien from the general history of the English
Bible.33
Only two scholars have challenged Westcott•s evaluation
of Taverner's revision.

In 1939, to commemorate the 400th

anniversary of Taverner's revision, Harold H. Hutson and
Harold R. Willoughby published an article which asserted

31westcott, pp. 207-208.
32 rbid. Thus, for example, "but and if" became "but if"
and "like as a branch" became "like a branch" in Taverner's
revision.
33 Ibid., p. 211.
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Taverner's unique significance for the history of the English
Bible. 34
Hutson and Willoughby judged Taverner to be
no mere eccentric, but an excellent scholar, a
cultured gentleman, and a responsible official.
The offices he held and the books he published
prove him to have been a man of exceptional
ability. 35
Proceeding from this point of view, Hutson and Willoughby
attempted to show Taverner's remarkable influence on the
Rheims New Testament of 1582 and the King James Version of
1611.

Pointing to Taverner's "certain tendency to employ

Greek derivatives in preference for Latin or even sound
native words on occasion," Hutson and Willoughby noted that
Taverner preferred "parables" rather than "similitudes" for

"'l('tAfo,.~o)..~ at Matt. 13: 35. 36

What the two scholars failed

to note in Matt. 13:34 was that Taverner used "similitudes"
twice for the same Greek word,. Trol.faC.

A 01\a,.
l I 31

1

Then, in a

listing of Taverner's "more significant Anglo-Saxon substitutions for terms derived from the Latin language • • • • "
Hutson and Willoughby failed to note that every one of the

34Harold H. Hutson and Harold R. Willoughby, "The
Ignored Taverner Bible of 1539, 11 The Crozer Quarterly. XVI
(July 1939), 161-176.
35

Ibid., XVI, 167.

36 Ibid., XVI, 171.
37Taverner•s Bible, Fol. VIv.
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Anglo-Saxon substitutions had already been printed in Matthew's
Bible of 1531. 38
It would be a mistake to conclude that Taverner's revision greatly influenced either the Rheims New Testament or
the King James Bible. 39 Of course, Taverner's revision
included some significant translations.

For example, at

1 John 2:1-2, Taverner used the words "spokesman" and
"mercystocke" to describe Jesus' ministry in the forgiveness
of sins. 40 But the publication of the Great Bible in April
of 1539, its second edition of 1540 which contained Archbishop Cranmer's preface, and three more editions of i t by
the end of 1541 made it practically impossible for Taverner's
revision to exert a lasting influence or capture a large
market.

The Great Bible, not Taverner's, was the first
authorized English Bible. 41 Hutson and Willoughby called

for the complete reversal of Bishop Westcott's judgment on
42
Taverner's Bible, but they were not justified.
Taverner's

38Hutson and Willoughby, XVI, 172. Cf. Matthew's Bible,
passim.
39 James G. Carleton, The Part of Rheims in the Makinq
of the English Bible (Oxford: At the Clarendon Press, 1902),
p. 29. Carleton made an extensive study of the problem and
produced his results in this work. He shows very clearly
that Taverner's revision had only minor significance for the
Rheims and Authorized versions.
40westcott, pp. 207-208.
41nickens, The English Reformation, p. 134.
42Hutson and Willoughby, XVI, 175.
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Bible remains a curiosity in the history of the English
Bible.

Nevertheless, Taverner's version exemplified his

linguistic ability--particularly in his revision of the New
Testament--and testified to the wide range of his interests
and abilities.

It was a moderate revision of the Bible--

moderate in the sense that Taverner attempted to make i t
acceptable to a broad spectrum of English readers by removing
the biting protestantism of Matthew's Bible, particularly in
the accessories printed with the Bible.

Taverner's Bible is

interesting, but not ultimately significant for the history
of the English Bible.
A Catechism or Institution of the
Christian Religion, 1539
In 1539 Richard Taverner also published a catechism,
bearing this title page:
A CATECHISME or institution of the Christen Religion.
Newly setforthe by Richard Tauerner.
Anno. M.D.XXXIX.
Cum priuilegio, ad imprimendum solum.

43

43sTC 23709. The title page transcribed above is that
of the copy in the British Museum, London. Its pressmark is
1018.h.14.(l). According to the.§.!£, this copy is the only
surviving copy of Taverner's catechism. The copy is imperfect, lacking Fols. 46r-64v . and everything after Fol. 85.
The colophon is missing, but the book was probably published
in London in 1539. The material that is missing would have
dealt with Christian hope and prayer (Fols. 46r-64V); the
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In his preface to this little work, Taverner expressed two
reasons for his publication of this catechism.

He published

this catechism because parents and godparents were so ignorant
of Christ's doctrine that they could not instruct children
in the fundamentals of the Christian faith, and because the
clergy were so unlearned that they could not teach their
44
flocks.
Taverner made this statement:
I therfore moued of christen charitie to vtter the
lytle talent that God bathe endowed me with, am
enforced, accordynge to the example of lerned men
in other coutreis, to set forthe vnto my coutrey
men some handsome and compendiouse Catechisme
(which is so called because it instructeth, and
bryngeth vp the yoge christia in Christes lawe).
For vndoubted suche one is to be setforthe in the
churche to be lerned and as it were droken in of
chyldren, to be ofte reuoulued of men and ~omen,
yea and to be continually carryed in the hades or
bosomes (but much rather I the hertes) of all a2es,
for an instruction to the ignoraut persons, a coforte to the troubled, reioyce to the faythfull,
spurre to the slouthful, brydell to the arrogant,
relief to the desperate, occupation to the ydle,
refreshyng to the occupied, to be shorte, an
argumet and mater for s~!ender shepherdes whervpon
to instruct theyr cure.
Taverner also took the opportunity in his preface to
commend Henry VIII for the way in which he was striving to
banish "all poprie and Romyshe marchaundyse within this his

material after Fol. 85 would have contained Taverner's concluding paragraphs on 11 ciuile rulers and gouernours. 11
Hereafter, this work will be cited as Catechism, followed
by folio numbers, or signature numbers when necessary.
44Catech ism,
.
. •A
. . r A . .v A . . . r
Sigs
• iJ
- .iJ - .iiJ •
45
.
.
. . v A ... r A .. . v
Ibid., Sigs. A.iJ - .iiJ - .iiJ •
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graces realme • •

He rejoiced that Henry exercised

the supremacy of the Church of England, and then he exhorted
his readers:
So semblably it shalbe your parte to embrace suche
pure, true and sincere doctrine of Christe as
setteth forth the same, & so vtterly to renouce
nat only the Romisshe byshop our arch-enemie and
the most pestilet ouerthrower of al godlynes, but
also his deuelyshe lawes, constitutions and supersticious thynges whiche haue heretofore intangled
our consciences contrary to the Euangelicall
libertie and trouthe of gods worde.47
Taverner seemed to equate the theology of his catechism with
the theology of Henry's Church of England.
Examination of Taverner's catechism disclosed that
Taverner's catechism was really another translation.

Taverner's

catechism was a translation of John Calvin's An Instruction
in Faith, written in 1537 in French for the people of Geneva
and translated by Calvin into Latin for other churches in
48
1538.
The fact that Taverner did not acknowledge Calvin's

46 Ibi' d. , S '
. ' ' .r
ig • A
• 111J

•

47 Ibid., Sigs. A.iiijr-A.iiijv.
48 Knox, p. 182, announced this fact.
In 1949, Calvin's
catechism was translated for the second time into English:
John Calvin, Instruction in Faith (1537), translated with a
Historical Foreword and Critical and Explanatory Notes by
Paul T. Fuhrmann (London: Lutterworth Press, 1949). Fuhrmann
assumed that his was the first translation of Calvin's 1537
catechism. With reference to Fuhrmann's translation, Knox,
p. 182, n. 8, wrote that "The English style of Taverner's
sixteenth-century translation is much superior in clarity
and vigour to the modern counterpart and from this point of
view i t is to be regretted that i t was not available as a
help to the translator of our own time." Knox analyzes
Taverner's catechism on pp. 182-184.
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authorship and the fact that most of Taverner's alterations
were minor suggest the extent of Taverner's appreciation for
Calvin's catechism.
The most significant change that Taverner introduced
in his translation of Calvin's catechism dealt with the
sacraments. Calvin's 1537 catechism49 and his 1538 Latin
50
translation
concluded with the notation that the Christian
Church knows only two sacraments, baptism and the eucharist.
Taverner, however, made this change:
Now there be dyuers holsome sacramentes in the
church, and namely seuen recounted of the fathers,
Matrimonie, Baptisme, Confirmation, Penaunce,
Eucharistia comonly called the sacrament of the
aultare, Orders, and extreme vnction.51
Taverner then proceeded to define or describe briefly the
sacraments of matrimony, penance, confirmation, orders, and
extreme unction. 52

49

John Calvin, Le Catlchisme Francais de Calvin publ'e
en 1537. Reimprim, pour la remi~re fois d'apr&s un exemlaire nouvellement retrouv & suivi de La Plus Ancienne
Confession de Joi de L' glise de Gen ve, edited by Albert
Rilliet and Theophile Dufour (Geneva: H. Georg, 1878),
pp. 84-85.
50John Calvin, "Catechismus sive Christianae Religionis

3

Institutio Communibus Renatae nuper in Evangelia Genevensis
Ecclesiae Suffragiis Recepta, et Vulgari quidem Prius
Idiomate, Nunc vero Latine Etiam, quo de Fidei Illius
Sinceritate passim Aliis etiam Ecclesiis Constet, in Lucem
Edita," Corpus Reformatorum, edited by G. Baum, E. Cunitz,
and E. Reuss (Brunswick: c. A. Schwetschke & Son [M. Bruhn],
1866), XXXIII, col. 349.
51catechism, Fol. 47v [misprint for Fol. 74v].
52 Ibid., Fols. 65r-65v [misprint for Fols. 75r_75v].
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Why Taverner decided to ' insert these brief paragraphs
in his catechism cannot be determined with precision.

Per-

haps Taverner inserted this material to make his catechism
conform with the Institution of a Christian Man (or _!h!.
Bishops• Book) of 1537 which included an exposition of the
53 Perhaps the Terror of 1539, with its
seven sacraments.
54 made i t clear to Taverner
stringent Act of Six Articles,
that some reference to the former system of seven sacraments
would insure a measure of safety for himself.

The third

option, which seems unlikely, is that Taverner had never
really forsaken a belief in the seven sacraments or had
returned to such a belief by 1539 when he published his
catechism.
Apart from the changes made in Calvin's treatment of
the sacraments, Taverner refrained from altering Calvin's
views in his translation of the catechism.

In view of the

fact that Taverner did not indicate that his catechism was
a translation, and not an original work, i t is difficult-if not impossible--to escape the conclusion that Taverner
was a plagiarist in 1539 when he published the catechism.
Perhaps i t is not too wide of the mark to suggest that for
the moment, at least, Taverner was a Calvinist.

53xnox, p. 183, makes this suggestion.
54c. H. Williams, editor, English Historical Documents:
1485-1558 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1967), pp.
814-817.
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The Sum or Pith of the 150 Psalms and
An Epitome of the Psalms, 1539
In 1539 Taverner also published a prayerbook in two
similar, but not identical, versions.

The first version

was entitled
THE SVMME, OR PITH of the .150. Psalmes of Dauid,
reduced in to a forme of prayers and meditations,
with certayne other godlye orysons, very necessary for all sortes of people to say dayly, translated by RICHARD TAVERNER.
Cum Priuilegio Ad imprimendum solum. 55
The colophon provided this pertinent information:
Imprynted at London in Fletstrete, at the signe
of the Sonne by Ihon Byddell. the .v. daye of
Apryll. M.D.xxxix.56
The second version bore this title page:
AN EPitome of the Psalmes, or briefe meditacions
vpon the same, with diuerse other moste christian
prayers, translated by Richard Tauerner.
Cum priuilegio ad imprimendum solum.
1539. 57

55The copy from which the title page above was transcribed
was discovered in the Lambeth Palace Library, London. Its
pressmark is 1539.2. As far as this writer knows, this is
the only surviving copy of this edition.
Hereafter, this edition will be cited as The Sum or Pith,
followed by signature numbers.
56The Sum or Pith, Sig. [R.iiijv].
57sTC 23710. The copy from which the title page above
was transcribed is found in the British Museum, London. Its
pressmark is C.53.i.25. The colophon provides this inf0rmation: "Imprinted at London in Fletestrete at the signe of the
whyte hart. 1539. Cum priuilegio ad imprimendum solum. 11 The
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The second version must have been printed toward the end of
1539.

In his preface to An Epitome of the Psalms, Taverner

stated that
Thys lady moost excellente [Anne of Cleves] is
prepared of thalmyghtye for your maiestye, she is
in iorney readye to be transported into your graces
realme.58
Anne of Cleves arrived in England on 27 December 1539, and
she was married to Henry on 6 January 1540. 59
Both versions of this prayerbook depended to some extent
on Wolfgang Capito's work,
PRECATIONES CHRISTIANAE ad imitationem Psalmorii
compositae, & aliae quaedam interiores pretatis
affectus exprimentes, e Germanico uerse in Latinum. Quibus egregie quaedam accesserunt, pro
formandis tum conscientijs tum moribus electorum,
cum Calendaria per qi utili.
ARGENTINAE ANNO M. D. XXXVI. 6 0

"signe of the whyte hart" was the address for printer R.
Bankes.
Hereafter, this edition will be cited as An Epitome of
the Psalms, followed by signature numbers.
58An Epitome of the Psalms, Sigs. [iiir]-[iiiv].
59 Butterworth, English Primers, p. 194. Cf. F. Maurice
Powicke and E. B. Fryde, editors, Handbook of British Chronology (2nd edition; London: Offices of the Royal Historical
Society, 1961), p. 39.
60The copy of this work studied by this writer is in
the British Museum, London. Its pressmark is C.53.a.36.
The colophon provides this information:
"Argentinae, per
Vuendelinum Rihelium, Mense Febr. 1536."
Hereafter, this work will be cited as Capito, Precationes, followed by folio numbers, or signature numbers when
necessary.
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Wolfgang Capito,

61

who was born in 1478 and died in

1541, studied at the universities of Ingolstadt and Freiburg,
where he earned degrees in theology and medicine.

At Basel

he became a doctor of ..canon law, and at Mainz he received
his doctorate in theology.

In 1515 Capito was called from

his post as preacher to the chapter of Bruchsal to become
preacher to the cathedral and professor of theology at Basel.
The move to Basel was important for Capito, because Erasmus
was there working on his edition of the Greek New Testament.
In 1516 Capito established his reputation as a Hebraist by
publishing Institutio in Hebraicam Literaturam and an edition
of the psalms in Hebrew.

While in Basel he worked with

Erasmus on his New Testament, verifying the citations and

61 The most complete study of Capito is the work of
Johann Wilhelm Baum, Capito und Butzer: Strassburgs Reformatoren. Nach ihren handschriftlichen Briefschatze, ihren
gedruckten Schriften und anderen gleichzeitigen Quellen
(Elberfeld: Verlag von R. L. Friderichs, 1860). A recent
assessment of Capito is found in the work by Miriam Usher
Chrisman, Strasbour and the Reform: A Stud in the Process
of Change New Haven: Yale University Press, c.1967 , passim.
Various encyclopedia contain helpful information on
Capito: R. s tupperich, 11 Capi to, Wolfgang, 11 Die Religion in
Geschichte und Gegenwart, edited by Kurt Galling (3rd revised
edition; Tu'bingen: J. c. B. Mohr [Paul Siebeck], c.1957), I,
col. 1613, and Paul GrUnberg, "Capito, Wolfgang," Realencyklopadie fur protestantische Theologie und Kirche, edited
by Albert Hauck (3rd improved and enlarged edition; Leipzig;
J. c. Hinrichs'sche Buchhandlung, 1913), XXIII, 294-295. See
also E. G. Rupp and Ernest A. Payne, "The Swiss Reformers and
and Sects," The New Cambridge Modern History. edited by G. R.
Elton (Cambridge: At the University Press, 1962), II, 96-97.
The brief discussion of Capito, here following, is based
on the work and conclusions of the above scholars.
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proper names from the Old Testament.
soon became known beyond Basel.

Capito•s reputation

In 1519 Albrecht, Archbishop

of Mainz, appointed Capito to the post of chancellor and
preacher in the cathedral at Mainz.

At Mainz Capito preached

as an Erasmian, not as a Lutheran, because he opposed Luther
as hasty, rude, and bitter in his attacks on the hierarchy.
He helped prepare the case against Luther at the Diet of
Worms.

The action of the Diet of Worms against Luther, how-

ever, distrubed Capito:

he did not agree with the strong

action taken, and, moreover, some of his Basel friends criticized him for serving as Albrecht's chancellor.

In 1522 he

traveled to Wittenberg in an effort to effect a reconciliation between Luther and Albrecht.

Increasingly frustrated

by the intrigues of Albrecht's court at Mainz, he resigned
his posts in 1523 and departed for Strasbourg to assume the
office of provost at St. Thomas, which the pope had already
given him in 1521.

Strasbourg seemed to offer Capito a place

of tranquility where he could pursue his scholarly work.
Capito saw no contradiction--unlike some other reformers-between humanism and reform when he arrived in Strasbourg.
Shortly after Capito took up his duties as provost at St.
Thomas, he had to question Matthew Zell about a riot which
had occurred in the city in July 1522 after the preaching of
a radical Anabaptist; Zell was accused of sheltering the
Anabaptist preacher.

In the confrontation, Zell got the

better of Capito, convincing him that his humanist bent had
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hardened his heart against Christ and a god-pleasing reformation of the church.

From then on, Capito dedicated himself

to the preaching and teaching of God's pure Word, urging the
reconciliation and reformation of the church.

The disruptive

factionalism of the church--Lutherans against Roman churchmen, Anabaptists against both, and so forth--disturbed Capito.
He was an irenic man who strove to bring about the unity of
the one, holy, catholic, and apostolic church on the basis
of God's Word.

Capito spent the last part of his life, after

1525 when he resigned as provost of St. Thomas, as a preacher
for reform in Strasbourg and as a lecturer on the Old Testament.

Gradually, as a result of the combined efforts of

Martin Bucer, Zell, Capito, and others, Strasbourg became a
theological center of the middle or moderate way between the
warring factions in the church.
In his preface to The Sum or Pith, Taverner had this to
say about Capito and his Precationes:
consideryng that amonges diuerse & sundry sortes
of Prymers, which haue ben hertofore setforth and
prented, very fewe, or none haue throughly satisfied mens myndes in all poyntes, I was compelled
to translate in to our Englysh langage this very
frutefull boke of prayers, lately set forth by the
right excellet clerke Capito, a boke doubtles
neuer to be layde out of your hades, but contynually to be redde, reuolued, and deuoured
gredily euery daye, yea euery houre, aswell in
chambers & closettes priuilye, as in churches &
assemblyes openly, and not onelye to be deuoured
outwardly with the lyppes, but inwardlye also to
be chawed, eaten downe, and digested in the harte. 62

. .r
. .v
62The Sum or Pith, Sigs.
a.iJ -a.iJ •
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Taverner continued with this exhortation:
Wherfore gentle readers go to, take here louingly
this litle boke, litle, I say, in quantitie, but
whiche conteyneth vnder £ewe wordes no litle
matier, but treasures inestimable. If ye shall
lyke it, (as I trust surelye ye shall) thank not
me for it, but gyue the hole thankes and glory to
god, whiche by his myghty hande hath raysed vp
oure mooste drad soueragyne Lorde Kynge Henrie
the eight with such godly cousaillors and
furtherers, as my Lorde priuie seale is, (at
whose requeste I haue translate it,) to set vp
agayne his fallen and decayed glory, maugre the
hed of our capital! enemye the byshop of Rome,
with all his vngodly lymmes, conspiratours, &
adherentes.63
The Sum or Pith was dedicated to no one, but An Epitome
of the Psalms was dedicated to Henry VIII. 64

In the dedi-

catory preface to An Epitome of the Psalms, Taverner again
noted that Thomas Cromwell

11

hath comytted thys boke of

prayers to my pennynge & translatynge into the Englysh
tongue. 1165

The reference to Anne of Cleves

66

in the dedi-

catory preface and the fact that the volume was dedicated to
Henry suggests the conclusion that Taverner's An Epitome of
the Psalms was a quasi-official publication printed to celebrate the forthcoming marriage of Anne and Henry.
Both The Sum or Pith and An Epitome of the Psalms contain similar, but not always identical, materials.

Both

63 I b'd
.
. .v- [ a.11J
... r] •
1 ., Sigs.
a.iJ
64An Epitome of the Psalms, Sigs. [ir] and [iir].
65 Ibid., Sig. [iv].
66supra, p. 161.
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contain a general confession of sins; 67 the Lord's Prayer,
the Ave Maria, the Apostles' Creed, and the Ten Commandments;68 and, of course, the prayers or meditations on the
150 psalms. 69 However, each of them contains materials not
found in the other version.

The Sum or Pith contains an

almanac, a prayer to be said upon arising in the morning,
and a collection of extended prayers based upon each petition
of the Lord's Prayer. 70 An Epitome of the Psalms includes
"THE PRINCIPAL PRAYERS OF THE BYBLE moste necessary for
christen men, gathered out by RICHARD TAVERNER, 1171 "A PRAYER
VNTO THE Lorde Iesus for the peax of the church, made by the

most excellent clerke Erasmus, 1172 and a concluding section
of prayers before and after meals, for spiritual joy, and for
73
the keeping and defense of one's reputation.
After

67Te
h
· h S igs
.
. . . . r - b .vJ;
.r An E pi. t ome o f
Sum or Pit,
• b• iiiJ
the Psalms, Sigs. A.j 1 -A.iiijr.
68The Sum or Pith, Sigs. [b.vijri-[b.viijv]; An Epitome
of the Psalms, Sigs. [P.vijv]-[P.viij ].
69The Sum or Pith, Sigs. A.jr-Q.jv; An Epitome of the
Psalms, Sigs. A.iiij 9 -[P.vijv].
70 The Sum or Pith, Sigs. [a.iijv]-b.iiijr, [b.vjr][b.vijr], and Q.ij 1 -[R.iiijr], respectively.
71An Epitome of the Psalms, Sig. A.jr-E.iiijv. With
thi s section of the book, the printer started reusing the
signature numbers he had used at the beginning of the book.
Perhaps this section was printed separately and then attached
to the forepart of the book.
72 Ibid.,
.
.
.. . v •
Sigs.
E.vr - F .11J
7 3__
lb.1_.,
d
S 1gs
.
. . . v - [F .VJ. r] •
• F• i1J
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comparing both of Taverner's versions with Capito•s original
work, it is obvious that Taverner only included Capito's
prayers or meditations on the psalms in both of his versions.
The remainder of the material in each version does not depend
on Capito•s work.
In both versions, Taverner included a general confession of sins.

The two confessions are not identical.

They

both begin the same way, recounting all kinds of sins which
should be confessed to God, but the conclusion to the confession is different in each version.

In The Sum or Pith,

Taverner finally threw himself on the mercy of God in Christ:
Neuerthelesse nowe sythens the ryghteuousnes of
God is opened and manifested for Iesus Christes
sake, vnto all and vpon all, euen to as manye as
beleue in hym, so that all such for the raunsome
payed in Christes bloude, £rely shall be iustifyed,
which Iesus Christ, God the father hath setforthe
to all men for a reconcyler and obteyner of mercy
to all that trust in the sheddyng of his bloud.
Therfore in this tyme of grace and mercye, I
miserable synner come and praye the, O most mercyfull Lorde, my God to graut me a ryght, pure, and
true fayth, as thou tenderst that same our Lorde
Iesus Christe thy deare sonne, and that for his
sake thou woll v9~chesaulfe to pardon me of all
my synnes • • • •
In An Epitome of the Psalms, Taverner concluded the confession by affirming his sorrow over his sins, beating his
breast in remorse, and asking God for His mercy: the extended
75
reference to Christ's saving work was not included.

74The Sum or Pith, Sig. [b.vv].
75An Epitome of the Psalms, Sigs. A.iijv-A.iiijr.
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A close comparison of the common materials to be found
in both versions of Taverner's prayerbook justifies the conclusion that Taverner did not make many significant changes
in the second version of the work.

To be sure, there were

some minor changes--changes from the singular to the plural
and from the plural to the singular in personal pronouns,
changed relative pronouns, different conjunctions, and
changes in punctuation--but none of the changes affected a
major shift in thought.

A typical example of Taverner's

minor changes can be seen in his opening lines for the
prayer on Psalm 7.

In The Sum or Pith, Taverner's first two

sentences read this way:

o Lorde my God, we haue trusted in the, defende vs
from persecutions, Kepe me, For yf thou ceasesti it
is certayne I shal be troden vnder fote • • • • 7
In An Epitome of the Psalms, a few changes were made:
0 Lorde my God, we haue trusted in the, defende vs
therfore from persecutours, kepe vs. ~or if thou 77
ceasest, it is certayne we shalbe trode vnder fote.
Aside from punctuation and capitalization changes, the only
significant change in this passage was the replacement of
"persecutions" with "persecutours" in An Epitome of the
Psalms.

Capito's original Latin for the two passages above

was

76The Sum or Pith, Sig. [A.vjr].
77An Epitome of the Psalms, Sig. B.jr.
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DOmine Deus meus in te sperauimus defende nos a
persecutoribus, serua me. Nam te cessante, certum
est, pessum ibo.78
On occasion, Taverner dealt rather freely with Capito•s
original prayers.

When Taverner came to Psalm 74 in Capito•s

work, he failed to translate half of Capito•s original
79
prayer.
Usually, however, Taverner faithfully translated
Capito•s prayer:

even a prayer on Psalm 137, which Capito

had entitled "Pro captiuis sub Antichristo," did not elicit
a denunciation of or even a reference to the bishop of Rome
in Taverner's translation. 80
A good example of Taverner's treatment of the psalms is
his prayer on Psalm 128, which he entitled "To be blessed of
the Lorde. 11
Geue vs grace, swete Lorde, to feare the, to walke
in thy waies and footesteppes, and well to prosper
in our iorney. Moreouer vouchsaue to blesse vs

78
capito, Precationes, p. Sr.
79The Sum or Pith, Sigs. [H.vijr]-[H.vijv]; An Epitome
of the Psalms, Sigs. [H.vijr]-[H.vijv]. Taverner failed to
translate the first half of Capito•s original: "QVamobrem
nos Deus tantopere profligas & abijcis, cur aduersus oues
pascuae tuae ira tua desaeuit? Ecclesiae memineris, quam
elegisti antequam fundameta mundi iacerent, quam redemi!ti
per s-anguinem Christi, quae est nominis tui inhabitaculu.
A raptoribus suis eam defende, ne auxiliatricem manu subtrahas.
Intuere quam hostes omnia depopulentur, bestijs
animam turturis lugentis populi tui ne tradideris, nee tantopere obliuisceris animarum pauperum. 11 Capito, Precationes,
p. sor.
80capito, Precationes~ pp. 87r-87v.
Psalms, Sigs. O.iijr-0.iij -0.iiijr.

An Epitome of the
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and all thynges belongynge vnto vs, so as we also
maye se many children of fayth and peace in Israel.
Amen.Bl
In general, Taverner did not attempt to press a point of
view or make a polemical point in his prayers on the psalms.
In this respect, he followed the pattern established by
Capito.
One of the most interesting sections in both versions is
Taverner's collection of prayers from the Bible, which he
included only in An Epitome of the Psalms.

This section

included the prayers of Moses in behalf of the people of
82
Israel in Exodus 32, Numbers 14 and 16, and Deuteronomy 9,
Prayers of Jeremiah83 and Daniel, 84 and other prayers taken
from the Old Testament.

His selection of New Testament
86
prayers included the Magnificat85 and the Benedictus.

In

general, these prayers were faithful to the biblical material
from which Taverner constructed them.

However, Taverner did

take the liberty to give one prayer this title:

"The prayer

81An Epitome of the Psalms, Sigs. [N.vjr]-[N.vjv].
The Sum or Pith, Sig. [N.vijvj.
82An Epitome of the Psalms, Sigs. A.jr-A.ijv.
83 I b.l. d • , S l.gs.
.
[A .Vl.l.J
. . . v] - B .l.J
. .r •
84 Ibid., Sigs. B.vr-[B.vijr].
85 Ibid., Sigs. D.vv-[D.vjr].
86 Ibid., Sigs. [D.vjr]-[D.vjv].
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of Mardocheus in the pursute of Haman, whome the byshop of
Rome at thys daye resembleth.

Hester. 13. 1187

At the conclusion of An Epitome of the Psalms, Taverner
included his translation of Desiderius Erasmus' prayer for
88
the peace of the church.
In this prayer, God was reminded
of the terrible state to which the church had come and the
need that the people of the church had for deliverance and
defense.

The situation had become so terrible that Christ

must do something:
Ones whe thou slepst in the ship, and a tempest
sodenly arisyng thretned death to all in the shippe,
thou awookest at the out crye of a fewe disciples,
and streight weye at thyn almyghty word the waues
couched, the wyndes fel, the storme was sodenly
tourned into a great calme. The dombe waters knewe
their makers voyce. Now in this farre greater tempest, wherin not a few mens bodies be in daunger,
but innumerable soules, we beseche the at the crye
of th~ hole church which be in daunger of d~owning
that y wolt awake. So many thousandes of me do
crye, lorde, saue vs, we perish. The tempest is
past mans power, yea we se that the indeuours of
them that wold helpe i t do turne clene a cotrarie
wey.
It is thy worde that must do the dede Lord
Iesu. Onlye saye thou~ a word of thy mouth, Cease
o tempest, and forthwith shal the desyered cawme
appere.89

87 Ibid., Sig. c.jr. The prayer itself (Sigs. C.jrC.ijr) did not refer to the bishop of Rome.
88Erasmus' original prayer was entitled 11 Precatio ad
Dominum Jesum, Pro Pace Ecclesiae, 11 published in Desiderii
Erasmi Roterodami Opera Omnia Emendatiora et Avctiora. ad
Optimas Editiones Praecipve gvas ipse Erasmvs Postremo
Cvravit Svmma Fide Exacta. Doctorvmgue Virorvm Notis Illvsstrata, edited by J. Clericus (Leyden: Petri Vander Aa, 1703),
IV, cols. 653-656. An Epitome of the Psalms, Sigs. E.vrF.iijv. Erasmus published this prayer on 5 March 1532.
89An Epitome of the Psalms, Sigs. [E.vijr]-[E.vijv].
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The prayer concluded with this petition:
e

Thou arty maker, repare thy worke that thou hast
fashioned. Thou art the redemer, saue that thou
hast bought Thou arte the Sauiour, suffer not them
to perish that do hang on the. Thou art ~ord and
owner, chaleng thy possession. Thou arty bed,
helpe thy membres, Thou arte the kinge, gyue vs a
reuerence of thr lawes. Thou art the prince of
peax, breath vpo vs brotherly loue. Thou art the
god, haue pytie on thy humble besechers, be thou
accordinie ~o Paules sayng, a~ thinges in al men
to thintet y hole quere of thy church with agreyng
myndes and consonaunt voyces foa mercy obteyned at
thy handes may gyue thankes toy father, son, and
holy gost, whiche after the most perfect exemple
of concord be distincted in propertie of persons
and one in natureA to whom be prayse and glorie
eternally. Amen.~0
Taverner's publication of The Sum or Pith and An Epitome
of the Psalms involved his own efforts in collecting materials
out of the Bible as well as the translation of materials
written by Wolfgang Capito and Desiderius Erasmus.

These

publications are a part of the prayerbook tradition that
characterized the English Reformation: Taverner's contribution to that tradition has been investigated and evaluated.

91

While there seemed to be some "official" reason for the
publication of An Epitome of the Psalms, i t can also be maintained that Taverner published his collection of prayers to
92
aid the devotional life of his contemporaries.
The general

9 oIbi'd. , S '
' ' 'r- F
igs • F• 1.1.J

' ' 'v •
.1.1.J

91 Butterworth, English Primers, pp. 194-199, 227-228,
231-232, 256, 270, 272.
92supra, pp. 165-166.
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absence of a polemical tone in the two versions of Taverner's
prayerbook enhanced their usefulness.

Perhaps these two ver-

sions of Taverner's prayerbook illustrate how easily and
readily Taverner could accommodate himself to new developments.

CHAPTER VIII
THE ANALYSIS OF RICHARD TAVERNER'S PUBLICATIONS
(PART THREE)

In addition to the revision of the Holy Bible, the
translation of John Calvin's catechism, and the two editions
of the prayerbook or primer, Richard Taverner also published
several volumes of Desiderius Erasmus• writings in translation and a series of postils on the liturgical epistle and
gospel lessons for the church year in 1539 and 1540.

This

chapter will conclude the analysis of Taverner's publications.
The Garden of Wisdom, I and II, 1539-1540
In 1539 Taverner published a collection of ancient
wisdom in two books.

Appropriately enough, he gave the first

book of the collection this title:
The garden of wysdom wherin ye maye gather moste
pleasaunt flowres, that is to say, proper wytty
and quycke sayenges of princes, philosophers, and
dyuers other sortes of men. Drawen forth of good
authours, as well Grekes as Latyns, by Richard
Tauerner. 1539.1

1 A. W. Pollard and G. R. Redgrave, editors, A ShortTitle Catalogue of Books Printed in England. Scotland. &
Ireland And of English Books Printed Abroad 1475-1640
(London: The Bibliographical Society, 1956), number 23711a.
Hereafter, this work will be cited as .§1£., followed by the
number of the work being discussed. Thus, this work would
be cited as STC 23711a.
The title page transcribed above is taken from the copy
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The second book of the collection was given a similar title:
The secod booke of the Garden of wysedome, wherin
are conteyned wytty, pleasaunt and nette sayenges
of renowmed personages collected by Rycharde Tauerner. Anno. M.D.XXXIX.2

of this work in the British Museum, London.
Its pressmark
is C.38.c.58. The title page also stated that this volume
was to be "Solde in Lomberdstrete at the signe of the Lamb
by Iohii Haruye." The colophon provided this information:
"Londini in aedibus Richardi Tauerneri. Cum priuilegio, ad
imprimendum solum. 11
Subsequent editions or printings of the first book of
the Garden of Wisdom--identified on the title page by the
notation, "newly recognised and augmented 11 --seem to have
been published in 1540 by Edward Whitchurch (STC 23712), in
1547 by William Middleton (STC 23714), in 1550 by William
Copland for Richard Kele (.§1'.£_ 23715), and in 1556 by John
Kynge (STC 23716). This writer has seen various printings
or editions of this work at the Bodleian Library Oxford, and
at the British Museum, London. The pressmarks of the copies
studied by this writer at the Bodleian Library, Oxford, are
as follows: Tanner 38 (.§1'.£_ 23712), Douce T 28 (STC 23714),
and Douce T 172 (STC 23716). The pressmarks of the copies
studied at the British Museum, London, are as follows:
C.38.c.58. (STC 23711a), C.40.a.26. (STC 23712), and C.53.h.30.
(STC 23 715).
- - For this study, the Bodleian Library copy of the 1539[1540?] edition of this work (pressmark: Tanner 38 [STC
23712]) will be used. Any significant differences between
this edition and other editions or printings of this volume
will be noted in the text and/or footnotes.
Hereafter, this work will be cited as Garden of Wisdom,
I, followed by folio numbers.
2 sTC 23713. The title page transcribed above is taken
from thecopy of this work in the British Museum, London.
Its pressmark is C.38.c.58. The colophon stated that this
volume was "Prynted at London by Richard Bankes." Subsequent editions of the second book of the Garden of Wisdom
were printed with the first book:.§.!£. 23714, 23715, and
23716. Supra, pp. 174-175, n. 1.
For this study, the Bodleian Library copy of the 1539
edition of this work (pressmark: Tanner 38 [STC 23713]) will
be used. Any significant differences between this edition
and subsequent editions of the work will be noted in the
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The source that Taverner used for the two books of the
Garden of Wisdom has already been determined by several
3
scholars.
Taverner's major source for both books was
Desiderius Erasmus' Apophthegmata, which was originally
published in March 1531. 4

However, Taverner borrowed about

a third of his material for the second book from sources
other than Erasmus' Apophthegmata.

It has been conjectured

that Taverner took this material, which dealt with the Persians, from Herodotus. 5
In Taverner's preface to the first book of the Garden
of Wisdom, he stated that he had wanted to provide more
material than the book actually contained but that he had
been hindered from doing so because he was "otherwyse

text and/or footnotes.
Hereafter, this work will be cited as Garden of Wisdom,
II, followed by folio numbers.
3

charles Read Baskervill, "Taverner's Garden of Wisdom
and the Apophther_iata of Erasmus," Studies in Philol.ogy.
XXIX (April 1932, 149-159.
In addition, see Preserved
Smith, Erasmus: A Study of His Life, Ideals and Place in
History (New York and London: Harper & Brothers, c.1923),
p. 408.
4 nesiderius Erasmus, "Apophthegmata Lepideque Dicta,
Principum, Philosophorum, ac Diversi Generis Hominum, ex
Graecis pariter ac Latinis Auctoribus selecta, cum Interpretatione commoda, dicti argutiam aperiente, 11 Desiderii
Erasmi Roterodami Opera Omnia Emendatiora et Avctiora. ~d
Optimas Editiones Praecipve gvas ipse Erasmvs Postremo
Cvravit Svmma Fide Exacta, Doctorvmgue Virorvm Notis Illvstrata, edited by J. Clericus (Leyden: Petri Vander Aa,
1703), IV, cols. 87-380.
5 Baskervill, XXIX, 158.
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letted. 116

He promised to provide additional material for

the "gentle readers" if they showed him that they found
"delyte and pleasure in this kynde of studyes. 117

Apparently

the response of the "gentle readers" convinced Taverner to
expand the first book and publish the second book.
The Garden of Wisdom was not merely an attempt to bring
the wisdom of the ancients to Taverner's contemporaries.
These two books had a more practical purpose:

to foster

patriotism and support for Henry VIII in his struggles against
the bishop of Rome and various other enemies.

Thus, at the

very beginning of the first book, where Taverner dealt with
11

Agasicles kynge of Lacedemon, 11 Taverner commended Henry most

lavishly:
Agasicles kynge of Lacedemon, being demauded by
what meanes a prynce or ruler maye safly rule without any garde of men, to defende hys bodye:
aunswered. Yf the prynce so ruleth hys subiectes,
as a father hys chyldren. What thing coulde be
spoken of a panyme more chrystianly? Certes thys
sayinge to be true proueth thexperience at this
day of the moost excellent prince our soueraygne
lorde kynge Henry the eyght. Lorde god wit!! what
inwarde ioye, with what hertie loue & reuerece do
al his liege subiectes imbrace the maiestie of his
graces person, and nat only hys liege subiectes,
but also euen the verye ranke traytours, whiche
intended nothyng elles but sedicion, yet the incomparable maiestye of hys owne persone they coulde
nat, but haue in wonderous reuerence? Wherof
shuld this come, but by reaso that his grace
beareth hym so benignely, so gentilly, so louynglye

6 Garden of Wisdom, I, [back of title page]. This is
quoted from Bodleian copy Douce T 28 (STC 23714).
7 Ibid.
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9

to all hys subiectes,
he maye very wel be called
Pater patrie the father of the countrye, or (to vse
the terme of the prophete Esaye) the noursynge
father. Do ye nat thynke, that this so excellent
a prince, so entierlye beloued of his subiectes,
yf it were nat rather for feare of foreyn enemies
then of hys owne subiectes, myghte ryde and go,
where so euer hys hyghnesse wolde, without any
garde.a
Taverner also encouraged his readers to defend their
king and country against all enemies.

Beginning with the

saying of Agis ("the sonne of Archidamus, kyng of

y Lace-

demonians") who declared that the Lacedemonians should not
ask "howe many the ennemies be, but where they be, 11 Taverner
made this application:
I truste in lyke wyse that Englysshemen, when so
euer the defence of our coutrey shal calle vs to
warre agaynste oure ennemyes, wylle nat cowardelye
aske, howe many they be, but lyke fyerse and hardy
champyons, where be they that dare maynteyne anye
false quarell agaynst oure moste drad soueragyne
lorde, and hys people? in a full readynes at a
becke to runne, whether so euer hys maiestye shall
commaunde.9
The king was worthy of such wholehearted efforts on the part
of his subjects.
ical question:

Taverner made his point by asking a rhetor11

For who euer either more prudentlye, or more

vigilauntlye [than Henry] hath gouerned a common weale? 1110

8 Garden of Wisdom, I, Fols. [iir]-[iiv]. Bodleian copy
Tanner 38 (STC 23712) is badly mutilated on this page. This
material istaken from Bodleian copy Douce T 28 (!,!£ 23714).
9 Ibid., I, Fol. [viv].
lOibid., ~. Fol. [xxxiiv].
propagandist.

The publicist was also a
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In the first book of the Garden of Wisdom, Taverner
also leveled charges and criticisms against the Roman Church.
After citing the example of the ancient king Agesilaus, who
had not scrupled to kill a

11

lowse 11 which had bitten him on

some part of his body while he was sacrificing at the altar
of the goddess Pallas, Taverner concluded that "no church
nor saynctuarye ought to be a sauegarde or defence" for

11 manquellours, or insidiatoures of mannes lyfe. 1111

In the

same spirit, Taverner cited the story of the king Lycurgus,
who was once asked why he commanded the Lacedemonians to
offer small and cheap things in their sacrifices to the gods.
At the end of the story, Taverner made this statement:
this prudente paynym vnderstode that god delyteth
rather in frugalytie, then in fatte sacrifyces,
lest vnder pretence of religion (as in our days
it was come to passe) al abhominatio shuld be
maynteyned. 12
Taverner's appreciation of the English friars became clear
when he spoke of

"Y secte

of Cynikes (whych were not moch
e f ryers o f oure t yme.
) • • • 1113 I n th is
" s t ory, a
vn 1 ye
toy
k
Cynic was 11 estemed worthye of no benefyte. 1114
In the preface to the second book of the Garden of
Wisdom, Taverner noted that his first book had been well

11 Ibid., I, Fols. [vr-vv].
12 Ibid., I, Fols. [xv-xir].

13 Ibid., I, Fol. [xxvv].
14Ibid.
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received; consequently, he was publishing the second book.
He apologized for the fact that the second book contained
"myn incondite and grosse phrase" and that the order of
entries was somewhat confused. 15 These deficiencies were
excused with a reference to "my sondry occupations wherwyth
I am dyuersly interrupted. 1116
One of the main themes in Taverner's second book was
the value of the good government which England enjoyed under
Henry VIII.

Taverner declared that government by monarchy

was better than any other form of government:
no rule, no gouernaunce is so stable, so sure, as
is a monarchie that is to saye, where one ruleth
in whose handes is put the charge of the hole
kyngdom • • • • sure it is, that nothynge can be
founde eyther fayrer or more profytable then the
gouernaunce of one person called a Monarchie, for
as moche as it moste resembleth the diuine and
heuenly kyngdome of God.17
England's monarch, according to Taverner, was the best of
all possible monarchs:
The trouthe of thys mater declareth to al the
world the moste noble kyng Henry the eyght, who
toy most royal nobilitie of stocke hath also
ioyned the most true & veray nobilitie that is
to saye renowme [sic] of lernynge, of prudence,
of graue iugement mete for so noble & magn!fYcent a prince. Wolde god al other noble me of
byrth wolde take exemple of h!ft Maiestye to purchase vnto them thys renowne.

15Garden of Wisdom, II, Fols. 2r-2v.
16 Ibid., II, Fol. 2r.
17 Ibid., II, Fol. 22v.
~

18 Ibid., II, Fol. lOv.

18]

But England had not been properly grateful for the gift of
such a monarch and the blessings which attended his reign.
Taverner was bold to write that
England bathe at thys daye a Prynce incomparable
Henry the eyght, she hath vpo his maiestye Counsailours attendant not a fewe euen the moste
prudent and graue parsonagies that could be pyked
out of the realme to gyue holsom counsaile, she
hath bysshops, she bathe teachers a greate manye,
both lerned and godly, yet her ingrate chyldern
haue not refrayned from treasons, from sedicions,
from both preuie and aperte grudges and furies,
fro sklaunderouse reapportes, from blowyng abrade
and brutynge of moste shamefull and detestable
lesynges & thynges neuer doon, spoke, nor yet
ones thought vpon, as they were ymagened to haue
been. O inigate England. O croked & paruerse
generacyon.
Realizing that the citizens of a kingdom--"the blynde
& ignoraunt multytude, whose iudgemente is euer ouerthwart

and croked 1120 --may fail to appreciate the excellence of their
government, Taverner took i t upon himself to offer the government, and perhaps Henry himself, this consolation:
I speake not thys [about the blind and ignorant
multitude] to dyscourage Christen officers and
rulers from doynge theyr mynistration, whyche
is both godlye and gods owne ordinaunce, as
Paule testifyeth, but rather to comforte them
in theyr callynge, remembrynge, that the more
troublesom a charge i t is & subiecte to dyspleasures, enuyes, and grudgynges of the people,
the more thanke it deserueth of hym that at
length reward~fh all thynges done wyth a symple
and pure eye.

19

Ibid., II

Fols. 45V-46r.

2 0ibid., II, Fols. 4lv-42r.
21 Ibid., II, Fol. 42r.
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Taverner reminded his readers that citizens must obey their
rulers because they represent the person of God:
Truely we are very straytly charged by gods_
comaundemet in no wise to rayle nor gest vpo our
rulers forasmoch as they represent vnto us the
parson euen of god him self. Yea & he adourneth
them wyth the honorable title of hys own name
callyng the Goddes.22
The

11

Anabaptystes 11 were overthrowing the Word of God, in

Taverner's view, on this point:
we shuld paye our dueties wyllyngly to our prynce
and obey hym as gods ministre, for so Paule calleth
hym, to the terrible damnacion of the moost cursed
Anabaptystes, whych at thys daye go aboute to
plucke men frome theyr allegiaunce and due obedience
vnto theyr prince.23
Taverner even included portions of advice for the ruler,
the king.

He outlined a curriculum of study for the king

which should prepare him for his high office:
Assuredlye althoughe perchaunce all kynde of letters be not mete for prynces: yet the studye of
Gods lawes, the political! sciences, morall letters,
and the readynge of Cronicles [in the Old Testament]
be so necessarye vnto them, that wythout these, i t
shalbe very hard for them, to furnysh and dyscharge
the offyces whervnto they be appoynted.24
Taverner also suggested that the ruler should attempt to
gain friends who loved him, rather than friends who feared

22 Ibid., II, Fol. 14r.
23 Ibid., II, Fol. 35v. Taverner did not identify whom
he meant by the "Anabaptystes. 11
24 Ibid., II, Fol. 4r.
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. 25
h 1m.

In addition, Taverner stated a goal that every prince

and ruler should strive to accomplish:
a prynce ought with a noble courage to veture vpo
al d3uger!, a!wel for the defence of h¥s.eeo~le as
for y auaucemet of true godlines & rel1g10.2°
The connection between the prince and God was very close
in Taverner's view.

Therefore, the citizens of a country

must obey their prince:

in so doing, they are obeying God.

The fact that the incomparable Henry VIII was England's ruler
should mean that Englishmen everywhere rendered joyful obedience to their government.

To do less, according t9 Taverner,

was inconceivable.
In the second book of the Garden of Wisdom, Taverner
also dealt with various church-reformation themes.

Taverner

advocated the so-called "middle way 11 in such matters.

Thus,

with reference to religious images, Taverner noted that certain dangers exist but that images were also useful.
Assuredlye though pyctures, as wel of the lyuynge
as of the deade do offentymes sturre and moue the
dulle mynde of man, yet i t can not be denyed, but
that pyctures or ymages of the bodye wythout
recordes and monumetes of the mynd to put men in
remembraunce of the noble vertues of suche as be
represented by' ymages, be much more hurtfu!l,
then profytable. Images of sayntes be lay· mes
bokes I graut, so that laye men be taught and
instructed, what great fayth in Christe, wh~t exemple of good lyuyng, what patience what bearing of

25 Ibid., II, Fols ; Sr-Sv.
26 Ibid., II, Fol . Sv.
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Christes crosse, they had, that be resembled by
those ymages, whyle they were conuersaunte here
in earth.27
Since there was a lack of brotherliness among Christians,
Taverner urged Christians
to leaue theyr fowle and detestable raylynges
farre vnworthye for suche as professe Chrystes
doctryne, that forbyddeth vs to calle oure brother
but fole. Some we call Pharisees, we beknaue, we
defye as naughtye papistes; other lyke opprobriouse
wordes, vnmete for Chrysten mens eares, but as for
to fyght agaynste theym, and to confounde them wyth
pure doctryne and good lyuyng, that we woll not.
Agayne other some, we beheretike, we call Lutheranes,
and all that naught is, but to shew them charitably
where they erre, & rightly to instructe them, we
woll not.28
Taverner complained that Christians too often used the persuasion of force, rather than the force of persuasion, in
resolving religious differences:
Assuredly, I am afrayed, lest amonges Christen men
there be not a few whicbe in Councelles & asse!_!bles
seke rather to inforce i threttes and power tha
with approued reasons to parsuade other to agree
vnto them.29
Moreover, the spiritual life of individual Christians would
be better nourished by diligent study of the Holy Scriptures
than by reading the tales of Robin Hood.

Taverner lamented

that
the holy Byble of God, whyche treateth of ernest
maters, that is to wyt, of our belief in Chryste,

27 Ibid., II, Fols. llr-llv.
28 Ibid.,
~

-~

II, Fols. 16r-16v.

29 Ibid., II, Fol. 40r.
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of true repentaunce, of the worthy frutes of the
same, of the difference betwene Gods lawe, and
mans tradition, and of suche other thynges touchyng
our gostly helth and saluacio, we set lytle by, yea
we discourage men and weme from readinge of it. If
we begynne a lytle to talke of scriEture, anone we
be heretiques. But so long as we comon De asini
vmbra [ sic], of Robin good felowe, or of the Fayrye
we be good Chrystians.30
The two books of the Garden of Wisdom illustrate
Taverner's interest in the writings of Desiderius Erasmus.
On the basis of the selections cited in the course of this
analysis, i t is evident that Taverner gave the humanism of
Erasmus a distinctly protestant and English interpretation.
The cumbersome phrase "Richard Taverner's Protestantization
of Erasmian Humanism 1131 adequately expresses the impact of
the two books of the Garden of Wisdom.
Desiderius Erasmus• Proverbs or Adagies, 1539
Richard Taverner's interest in the writings of Desiderius
Erasmus resulted also in 1539 in the publication of a collection of Erasmus• Adages which Taverner called Proverbs or
Adagies.

The title page of Taverner's collection was

PROVERBES OR adagies with newe addicions gathered
out of the Chiliades of Erasmus by Richard Tauerner.
Hereunto be also added Mimi Publiani .

3 oibid., II, Fol. 39v.
31This was the title of a paper presented by Professor
John K. Yost, of the University of Nebraska, at the Central
Renaissance Conference, held at the University of Illinois,
Champaign-Urbana, 16-18 April 1970.
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Imprinted at Ledon in Fletstrete at the sygne of
the whyte Harte.
Cum priuilegio ad imprimendum solum.
1539. 32
Taverner took the material for this publication from
Erasmus• monumental work, Collectanea Adagiorum Veterum,
which contained thousands of proyerbs culled from the

32

sTC 10437. The title page above was transcribed from
the copy of the 1539 printing of this work in the British
Museum, London; its pressmark is C.57.aa.46. STC indicates
that Taverner's publication appeared in several printings or
editions after 1539: in 1545, printed by Whitchurch (STC
10438); in 1550, printed by W. Powell (STC 10439); in""Ts52,
printed by R. Kele (STC 10440); and in 1569, printed by w.
How (STC 10441). This writer has seen a copy of each of
these editions. For this study, most citations will be taken
from the 1545 printing of this work, which is available in
the Bodleian Library, Oxford (pressmark: Tanner 38). Citations from different editions or printings of this work will
be noted in the footnotes. Hereafter, this work will be cited
as Proverbs or Adagies, followed by folio numbers.
The title page above contains the curious phrase "with
newe addicions. 11 It would seem that an edition of this work
was printed prior to the publication of STC 10437. Until
recently, no copy of an earlier edition was known to exist:
see the introduction of DeWitt T. Starnes to his Proverbs or
Adages by Desiderius Erasmus Gathered Out of the Chiliades
and Englished (1569) by Richard Taverner: A Facsimile Reproduction with an Introduction (Gainesville, Fla.: Scholars'
Facsimiles & Reprints, 1956), p. xi. However, Professor E •
.:,. Devereux, "Richard Taverner's Translations of Erasmus, 11
The Library: The Transactions of the Bibliographical Society,
XIX (1964), 212-214, has reported the discovery of another
edition published by Taverner, 11 0f the garden of wysdome the
thyrde boke, 11 in the Harmsworth collection at the Folger
Shakespeare Library. This third book of the Garden of
Wisdom contains more than 130 adages; consequently, i t is
probably the first edition of the Proverbs or Adagies. This
writer has not seen the third book of the Garden of Wisdom.
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writings of the ancients.

33

Erasmus' first edition of this

work, published in 1500, contained 800 adages gathered from
Greek and Latin literature.

In 1508, another edition of

this work appeared; i t contained 3,260 adages.

By 1517,

Erasmus had increased the number of adages and proverbs to
34
5,151.
Taverner's selection from Erasmus' work was quite
limited:

his 1539 edition contained 187 proverbs, and his

1545 edition was expanded to 235 proverbs. 35
Erasmus' aim in collecting and publishing the proverbs
of the ancients and commenting on them was
to recapture, in this handy • • • form, the outlook
and way of life of the classical world, through its
customs, legends, and social institutions, and to
put within reach of g modern public the accumulated
wisdom of the past. 3

33

nesiderius Erasmus, "Collectanea Adagiorum Veterum,"
Desiderii Erasmi Roterodami Opera Omnia Emendatiora et
Avctiora. ad Optimas Editiones Praecipve qvas ipse Erasmvs
Postremo Cvravit Svmma Fide Exacta, Doctorvmgue Virorvm
Notis Illvstrata, edited by J. Clericus (Leyden: Petri
Vander Aa, 1703), II. Clericus printed the fourth edition
of Erasmus' Collectanea Adagiorum Veterum, which was published at Strasbourg in 1517. Erasmus' collection of proverbs has been analyzed by Margaret Mann Phillips,!!!.!!,
"Adages" of Erasmus: A Study with Translations (Cambridge:
At the University Press, c.1964).
34
starnes, pp. v-vi.
3501ive B. White, "Richard Taverner's Interpretation of
Erasmus in Proverbes or Adagies," Publications of the Modern
Language Association of America, LIX (December 1944), 930.
The standard abbreviation for this journal is PMLA.
36Phillips, p. 8.
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The proverb-form, particularly the comments on the proverbs,
was the perfect channel for propaganda.

In her study of

Erasmus• work, Margaret Phillips concluded that Erasmus took
advantage of the propaganda value of the proverbs.

After

1515 Erasmus wrote freely--in his commentaries on the
proverbs--about three subjects which concerned and appealed
to him:

the reform of practical Christian life, the preven-

tion of the misuse of power and money by rulers, and the
ways to avoid war. 37
Following Erasmus• lead, Taverner used the proverbs and
Erasmus• comments on them to support the religious and social
changes occurring in England.

Taverner's publication of

Erasmus• Proverbs or Adagies has been analyzed by Olive B.
White.

She has concluded that Taverner reinterpreted Erasmus•

original work in several significant ways:
The changes [that Taverner made], beyond simple
condensation, fall into two major groups:
those
introducing Erasmus to moderate and devout English
readers of 1539 and the 1540 1 s in a probably more
acceptable guise than he wore in the original;
and, on the other hand, those attributing to him
opinions--religious, political, and social--that
may be described as post-Erasmian or even wholly
inconsistent with Erasmus• views.38
With reference to the first group of changes that Taverner
effected, Miss White pointed to the fact that Taverner's
version of the proverbs had a stronger scriptural coloring

37 Ibid., p. 36.
38White, LIX, 932.
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than did Erasmus• original material.
of the

11

Taverner excised some

pagan 11 references to ancient, non-Christian, philo-

sophers and kings, and frequently inserted additional scriptural references. 39 In addition, Taverner adapted Erasmus•
thoughts about princes to the point that Erasmus seemed to
endorse the reign and rule of Henry VIlI. 40 Secondly,
Taverner adapted Erasmus to England so thoroughly that
Erasmus expressed opinions in translation which were really
post-Erasmian or even inconsistent with Erasmus• genuine
views.

Such adaptations usually dealt with religious, political, and social concerns. 41
Several citations of material from Taverner's publication will serve to illustrate Taverner's changes and adaptations.

On the proverb

11

Multae regum aures, atque oculi, 11

Taverner commented:
Kynges haue many eares, and manye eyes, as who
shulde saye, nothynge can be spoken, nothynge
doone so secretly agaynst kynges and rulers, but
by one meanes or other at lengthe it woll come to
their knowlege. They haue eares y lysten an
hundreth myles from the, they haue eyes that espye
out more thynges, then men wolde thynke. Wherefore it is wysedome for subiectesi not onlye to
kepe theyr princes lawes & ordinauces in the face
of the worlde, but also preuely: namely syth
Paule wolde haue rulers obeyed euen for conscience
sake.42

39 1bid., LIX, 932-935.
4 olbid., LIX, 935-937.
41 Ibid., LDC, 937-943.
...
42 Proverbs or Adagies, Fols. iiiir-iiiiv,
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Erasmus' treatment of this proverb43 contained citations
from Lucianus, Aristotle, Plutarch, Aristophanes and other
ancients; these citations were omitted by Taverner.

The

reference to St. Paul was Taverner's addition. 44
Taverner's treatment of "Frons occipicio prior" contained this conclusion:
There by kynges, there be Cardinalles, there be
Bishops, Prelates and sondry other officers and
magistrates in Christendome, which do all by
vicares and deputies, but them selues lyue in
moost ydelnes and in all kyndes of pleasure lyke
popes. Wold god these wolde take exemple of our
moost vigilat prince and soueraygne lord kynge
Henry the eyght, who not only setteth vigilant
deputies and ministers vnder hym, but also loketh
him selfe right ~usely vpon his charge comitted
vnto him of god. 5
Taverner did not find the commendation of Henry VIII in
Erasmus' treatment of the proverb.
In Taverner's version, Erasmus became an advocate of
English protestantism and a spokesman on English religious
concerns.

Dealing with the proverb "Panem ne frangito"

Taverner made Erasmus express the following points:

43 Erasmus, Opera Omnia, II, cols. 69-70. ·
44Proverbs or Adagies, Fol. iiiiv.
"Roma. 15.", a
printing mistake for Romans 13, was placed in the margin.
45 Ib. d
.. 'r-viii.
... v
E rasmus, Opera Omnia,
.
-~i,,,..,..., F o 1 s. viii
II, col. 78, concluded his treatment as follows: "At hodie
£ere Episcopi & Reges omnia alienis manibus, alienis auribus
atque oculis agunt, neque quicquam minus ad se pertinere
putant quam rempublicam aut privatis suisque distenti, aut
voluptatibus occupati." Aside from the changed conclusion
in Taverner's publication, Taverner also omitted Erasmus'
references to Cato, Pliny, and Plutarch.
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What discorde, what contencion, what mortall hatred,
is betweene Christians, it wo1de make a true Christen mans hart blede to see. And yet Christe with a
farre greater solemnitie taught his Disciples this
concorde, then euer Pithagoras [who spoke this
proverb] did. At a solemne souper the night before
his departure oute of this worlde from vs, he toke
bread, and thankes geuen, brake i t and saide to his
disciples, take, eat, this is my body, which is
betrayed and broken for you. This do ye in remembraunce of me. &c. Lo with how expresse and liuely
a Sacrament he hath incorporate vs into him self.
He maketh vs al one with him, yea, & all one together
with in our selues. And yet setting this most sacred
Symbole and Sacramente at nought, by malice & discorde wee disseuer our selues one of vs from an
other, yea and consequently from him, that thus in
his own body hath knit vs together. Is not the bread
(saith S. Paul) which wee breake the partaking of the
Lordes body? For wee beinge many be one bread & one
body. Wee be all partakers of one bread and of one
cuppe. Christ him self speakinge of Iudas, who
vngentlie betraied him sayde. He that eateth bread
with me, hath lifted vp his hele aygenst me. I pray
you, do not wee Christen men (at least wee which will
so be called) expresse & resemble Iudas? yearlie
by this solemne Sacrament wee be incorporate in
Christ, wee be partakers of his body, wee eate the
misticall breade. This in outwarde apperaunce is
a Symbole and argument of an excedinge vnitie and
brenninge charitie. But inwardely very Iudasses,
yea and outwardly to, wee lift vp our heles, wee
kicke, wee spurne ayenste Christ. Wherfore to
retourne to my purpose, we be breakers & not eaters,
to (speake more truly) wee be vnworthy eaters of
this misticall breade not disceruinge [sic] the
Lordes body. And for this cause I meane for the
prophanacion of this Sacramente, no doubte the terrible threteninges that Paule speaketh of, be igme
vppon vs. Many of vs be weake and many slepe.
Taverner's interpretation of Erasmus in the Proverbs or
Adagies revealed Taverner's ability to adapt Erasmus to

46 Proverbs or Adagies, Fols. 70r-70v-7lr. This citation
is taken from Taverner's 1569 edition (STC 10441) of the work
in the Bodleian L~brary, Oxford (pressmark: Douce T 34).
Taverner added these comments to Erasmus• treatment of the
proverb; cf. Erasmus, Opera Omnia, II, col. 23.
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England.

Miss White's study of Taverner's interpretation
does not require revision. 47
Postils on the Epistles and Gospels, 1540
The last, and perhaps most interesting, theological
work that Richard Taverner published was his large collection of postils or homilies on the liturgical epistles and
48
gospels for the church year.
Taverner's postils were

47
Supra, pp. 188-189.
48
sTC 2967-2970. The bibliographical history of this
publication is somewhat difficult to determine. According
to the copies of this work available in the British Museum,
London (pressmarks: C.10.a.5., C.25.g.8., and C.25.g.9.),
Taverner published this work in four parts: postils on the
liturgical epistles and gospels from 11 Aduent tyll Lowe sondaye,11 postils on the epistles and gospels from "Easter tyll
Aduent, 11 postils on the epistles and gospels from 11 Trinitie
sonday tyll Aduent, 11 and postils on the gospels alone for
all the 11 holy dayes in the yere. 11 The third part, 11 Trini tie
sonday tyll Aduent, 11 seems to have been a division of the
second part, "Easter tyll Aduent. 11 Among the copies of this
work in the Bodleian Library, Oxford (pressmarks: 4° R. 22
Jr. and 4° R. 22* Jr.), this writer did not discover a title
page for the section of postils covering the period from
11
Trinitie sonday tyll Aduent. 11 Nevertheless, comparison
between the two collections of Taverner's postils at the
British Museum and the Bodleian Library did not reveal a
deficiency in content at the Bodleian Library. Consequently,
citations from Taverner's postils in this study will be
taken from the Bodleian Library copy, bearing pressmark
4° R. 22 Jur. Hereafter, this work will be referred to as
Postils, Advent to Low Sunday, or Postils, Easter to Advent,
or Postils, Holy Days, followed by folio numbers.
For a more complete discussion of the bibliographical
questions raised by the publication of Taverner's postils,
the reader is referred to Dr. Cardwell's introductory comments in his reprint of Taverner's postils, Postils on the
Epistles and Gospels compiled and published by Richard
Taverner in the Year 1540, edited by Edward Cardwell (Oxford:
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first published in various editions in 1540; in addition, i t
has been suggested that the postils were republished in 1542
49
and 1545.
Taverner's postils gain significance for the
English Reformation because they were the forerunner of the
first book of Homilies in 1547. 50
The title page for the first section of the postils,
covering the period in the church year between Advent and
Low Sunday, indicated that the postils were
drawen forth by diuerse learned men for the singuler
comoditie of all good christen persons and namely of
Prestes and Curates • • • • 51
In the preface to this same section of the postils, Taverner
explained himself further:
I was instantly reqµired, to thintent the Lorde of
the haruest myght by thys meane thruste forth hys
labourers into the haruests, to peruse and recognize thys brefe postil whych was delyuered me of
certayne godly persons for that purpose & intent
[that is, to meet the need of God's destitute and
scattered people lacking faithful shepherds and
preachers]. Which thing to my lytle power & as
the shortnes of tyme wolde serue, I haue done.
And suche sermons or homylies as semed to want, I
haue suplyed partly wyth myne owne industrye, and

At the University Press, 1841), pp. xi-xiv. A more recent
discussion of the problem has been provided by T. H. L.
Parker, editor, English Reformers, in The Library of Christian Classics (London: SCM Press, Ltd., c.1966), XXVI,
227-229.
49
Parker, XXVI, 225.
5 oibid., XXVI, 223.
51Postils, Advent to Low Sunday, [title page].
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partly wyth the helpe of other sobre men which be
better learned the I my selfe.52
Taverner would suggest that he merely served as editor and
compiler of the postils.

Perhaps, however, Taverner's con-

tribution was more extensive.
It has been suggested that Taverner's postils depend
on Erasmus Sarcerius• Postilla in Evangelia Dominicalia and
Postilla in Evangelia Festivalia of 1538.

In his letter to

Henry VIII on 10 March 1539, Erasmus Sarcerius made this
statement:
Et quia in S[erenitatis] T[uae] regnis vera religio
jam plantatur, idcirco pro gloria Dei, et utilitate
hominum, mittam et postillam in evangelia dominicalia,
et festivalia; item in epistolas dominicales, et
festivales, tuae S[erenitati] inscriptam.53
It is difficult for this writer either_ to challenge or support the suggestion that Taverner used Sarcerius• postils,
because this writer has seen only a 1561 edition of Sarcerius'
pos t 1·1s. 54

52

Ibid., [first page of preface; no page, folio, or
signature numbers given].
53
British Museum, London, MS. Cleop. E. V. 230. This
letter was reprinted by John Strype, Ecclesiastical Memorials,
Relating Chiefly to Religion. and the Reformation of It, and
the Emergencies of the Church of England. Under King Henry
VIII. Kin Edward VI. and Queen Mar I. with Lare A endixes,
Containing Original Papers, Records. &c. Oxford: At the
Clarendon Press, 1822), I, ii, 404-405. Cf. supra, p. 127
and pp. 127-128, n. 48 and n. 49. Cf. Parker, XXVI, 224,
n. 10.
54Henry Eyster Jacobs, The Lutheran Movement in England
During the Reigns of Henry VIII. and Edward VI., and Its
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Another possible source for Taverner's postils has
be~n suggested:

MS. Harleian 6561 in the British Museum,

Literary Monuments: A Study in Comparative Symbolics (Revised
edition; Philadelphia: General Council Publication House,
1916), pp. 179-180, suggests that Taverner used Sarcerius'
volumes in the preparation of the postils but he admits that
he had not seen copies of Sarcerius• volumes.
The 1561 edition of Sarcerius' postils on the epistles
and gospels was found in the Bodleian Library, Oxford (pressmarks: a 0 s. 57. Th. [postils on the epistles] and ao s. 37.
Th. [postils on the gospels]). This writer could not locate
a copy of the 1538 edition of Sarcerius• postils so that a
valid comparison could be made. Any comparison between
Taverner's 1540, 1542, or 1545 editions of the postils and
Sarcerius• 1561 edition would be beset with methodological
difficulties.
However, Sarcerius' 1561 edition of the postils on the
gospels included his preface, dated 1538, which dedicated
the 1538 edition to Henry VIII. In this preface, Sarcerius
indicated that he intended to provide a concise exposition
of the various epistles and gospels for the Sundays in the
church year (Sigs. A4v-A5r), which is what Taverner set out
to do in his postils. There might be a substantial connection between the postils of Sarcerius and Taverner. For
example, in the postil on Matt. 21:1-9 for the First Sunday
in Advent (Postils, Advent to Low Sunday, Fols. iijr-iijV),
Taverner included this lengthy statement: "And nowe at this
tyme (my brethren and systers) are fulfylled and accomplished
the prophecyes which were long before spoke by the holy
prophetes, as that of Zacharie wrytten in the nynth chapter
elleged here by saynt Mathewe, sayeng: Reioyce thou greately
o daughter Syon. Be gladde O daughter Hierusalem. For loo
thy kynge commeth vnto the, euen the ryghtuous and Sauiour,
lowly and simple is he, he rydeth vpon an asse and vpon the
foale of an asse. By these wordes the prophete sheweth
moost clearly why Christ came in to this worlde and what
profyte and commoditie he brought wyth hym by hys commynge.
He calleth Christe a ryghtuous kynge, not bycause he is
iuste onely of hymselfe or the selfe iustice, but bycause
he also maketh other iust. So in lyke maner he calleth him
a sauiour euen bycause he saueth other, namely suche as woll
stf,!dfastly beleue in hym." On the same text, Sarcerius
(Postilla in Evan elia Dominicalis, Fols. 3v_4r) commented
as follows: "Praeter haec neq ue hie locus negligendus est,
quid suo aduentu attulerit Christus, qui quantumuis admirabilis,
tamen nihil admirationis fuisset meritus, nisi simul & commoda
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London.
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This manuscript is a handsome volume of medita-

tions on the epistles and gospels for the church year.

The

manuscript bore this title:
The Pistellis and Gospelles for the lii sondayes
in the yere, begynnyng at the furst sonday of
Aduent, after euery pistill and gospell a brief
exhortation accordyng to the understondyng of
the same.
The meditations were concise, written in a fine hand in
sixteenth century French.

It has been conjectured that

these meditations were prepared by Henry Parker, Lord Morley,
for the Marchioness of Pembroke, Anne Boleyn, and presented

secum aduexisset, quae & si non exprimat hoc cuius testimonium & hie citat Matthaeus. Zacharias sic scribit: Ecce
rex tuus ueniet tibi iustus & saluator &c. quibus uerbis
clarissime ostendit propheta, quur uenerit Christus, & quid
commodi suo aduentu secum adportarit. Iustum uocat Christum
regem, non quia ipse iustus per se tantum est, aut ipsa
iustitia, sed qui etiam iustos facit.
Ita & saluatorem illum
appellat propheta, non tam quia ipse salus est, quam quia
saluos facit atq[ue] efficit. 11 It is perhaps germane to the
point at issue to note that Sarcerius concluded his expositions with a brief summation ("Svmmarii Loci") in which he
listed the main lessons or points of the text: this summation is missing in Taverner's treatment of the texts.
While i t is not possible for this writer to assert that
Sarcerius was Taverner's primary source for the Postils, i t
seems that Taverner relied on Sarcerius' Postilla, and incorporated portions of Sarcerius' work in his own Postils.
55 This source has been suggested by Henry Cotton,
Editions of the Bible and Parts Thereof in English. from
the Year MDV. to MDCCCL. (2nd edition, corrected and enlarged:
Oxford: At the University Press, 1852), p. 18, n. v. Cf.
James Kelsey McConica, English Humanists and Reformation
Politics under Henry VIII and Edward VI (Oxford: At the
Clarendon Press, c.1965), p. 152 and p. 152, n. l.
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to her in 1532.
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If Taverner used this volume of medita-

tions, then it is obvious--in view of Taverner's more extensive and diverse treatment of the text--that Taverner
included a great amount of additional material.
It would seem, in the absence of any clear evidence to
the contrary, that Taverner enlisted others in project, borrowing materials from Sarcerius and from MS. Harleian 6561.
In addition, Taverner very likely supplied materials himself
so that the postils became what they were.
The place of Taverner's postils in the English Reformation from 1540 to 1547 is difficult to determine.

In the

preface to the first section of the postils, Taverner indicated that he was "instantly required" to produce the
postils.

57

Taverner, however, did not identify the persons

which might have placed this requirement on him.

Even though

Taverner could not or would not indicate the authorization
for his postils, his preface conveyed the impression that
the recipients of the postils, especially curates and priests,
were expected to make use of them.

At the conclusion of the

preface, Taverner left an almost ominous impression:

56 John Holmes, "Taverner's Postils, 11 The British Magazine, and Monthly Register of Religious and Ecclesiastical
Information, Parochial History, and Documents respecting
the State of the Poor, Progress of Education, &c., XXIX
(1 April 1846), 364.
57supra, pp. 193-194.
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But there is good hope that ye woll otherwise
demeane your selues [that is, not neglect the use
of the postils], namely now syth ye be so beningly
inuited, inioyned, and continually called vpon to
execute your office in this behalfe [as priests
and curates] by our high shepherde vnder Christe
and supreme hede our moste dradde soueraygne lorde
the kinges maiestie, whom I dout not, but ye wyll
gladly obey, I meane to fede more often youre
flocke commytted to youre charge, not with rash,
erronyouse, hereticall or fabulouse sermons, but
with sobre, discret, catholike, and godly instructions suche as be here descrebed vnto you or better
yf better ye can deuise.
In whiche thing doing ye
shall vndoubtedly not onely declare your selues
obedient to your supreme heade gods ministre, but
also you shal discharge your conscience before god
of the due ministratio whervnto ye be called.Sa
In the words of T. H. L. Parker, "Perhaps we may take
Taverner's preface as a sailing as close to the wind as he
dared in suggesting authority without claiming it. 1159
Previous study of Taverner's postils has suggested that
the postils were published in difficult times.

In 1540

Thomas Cromwell, Taverner's mentor, perished; moreover,
Taverner's postils were published "under the shadow of the
anti-Reforming Six Articles of 1539. 1160

Nevertheless, the

existence of the 1540, 1542, and 1545 editions or printings
of the postils suggests that Taverner's postils gained
readers and were appreciated.

The Act of Six Articles

58Postils, Advent to Low Sunday, [second and third
pages of the preface; no page, folio or signature numbers
given].
59Parker, XXVI, 225.
GOibid.
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asserted the following theological points:

transubstantia-

tion, communion in one kind, the celibacy of priests, the
necessity of the vows of chastity, the value of private
masses, and auricular confession.

After studying the postils,

T. H. L. Parker came to this conclusion with reference to
the theology of the Act of Six Articles:
Certainly these tenets [of the Act of Six Articles]
can all be found [in Taverner's postils], even
though there are texts which we should expect to
find them under and do not. But they are taught
from such a generally Reformed position that most
of their sting is drawn or becomes almost imperceptible unless one is looking for it. Not for
nothing was Richard Taverner a lawyer.61
Taverner declared what the purpose of his postils was
and where he stood with reference to the church in the
preface to the second part of the postils, covering the Sundays from Easter to Advent.

Taverner addressed these words

to the reader:
Ye shal therfore vnderstand, that this worke is
set forth to your profite and edification, and not
to your hurt and destruction.
It is I say set
forth not that by the same ye shulde maynteyne any
erroniouse doctrine contrary eyther to the kynges
maiesties lawes and proclamations, or to the
determination and sentence o f f catholike churche.
Ye shall not learne here to despise Gods lawes and
mans, nor the decent and laudable ceremonies and
rytes of the churche. Here is taught no lawles
libertie to do what you luste, but obedience to
God and to hys comaudemetes, obedience to the
kynges maiestie and to his lawes, obedience to the
holsome tradicions of the churche. The sacrament
of the aultar, the sacrament of penaunce with the

61 Ibid., XXVI, 225-226.
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other sacramentes of the church be here not heretically contemned, but catholikely auaunced. Fayth
is here not so nakedly extolled, but that good
workes also be necessarily requyred to be in a
christen man. Neyther yet be good workes here in
suche sorte magnified, that fayth whiche ought to
be the foundacion of the christe religion is
defrauded of her due place.62
In the same preface, Taverner defined his own position:
Certeynly as touchyng myne owne opinion in maters
concernynge the christen religion, I protest to
all the worlde that as I submyt my selfe in all
thynges to the censure and determinacion of the
church, so I thynke i t vnlawful for any man of
his owne priuate author~jie eyther to speke or
wryte agaynst the same.
Although he might err, Taverner maintained that he was not
guilty of heresy in his writings:
Erre in my wrytynges I may, but an heretique I can
be none. For beyng ones admonyshed of my errour,
I wol not obstinately defend the same, but submyt
my selfe to the iudgement of the church. Which I
wold hartely wyshe t other wold do the same. Then
these diuerse sectes of Anabaptistes, of sacrametaries, & of other hereti~ues shuld not thus
swarme abrode. Then shuld y christen church be in
much more quiet the i t is. Then shuld Christes
religio be more truly kepte, and Christe hym selfe
better pleased wyth vs. Which thyng I beseche God,
bryng to pas. Amen.64
Taverner's understanding of the "catholike church" was
strongly conditioned by developments in the English Reformation.

62Postils, Easter to Advent, back of title page and following page [no page, folio, or signature numbers given].
63 Ibid., second page of the preface [no page, folio, or
signat~re numbers given].
64 Ibid.
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Thus, members of the

11

catholike church" zealously obeyed

their rulers, especially the king:
And here may ye lerne (good people) that when ye
obeye the heade ruler of the common weale, ye do
please god by this obedience. Be obedient therfore sayeth saynte Peter whether i t be vnto kyng,
as vnto the chefe hed, or vnto rulers as to them
that are sent of hym for the punyshment of euell
doers.65
The supreme head of the

11

catholike church" in England was

the king, not the bishop of Rome:
Let vs • • • gyue due honoure to our Kynge whiche
is our supreme hedde next vnder Christ, none
excepted, neyther bisshop of Rome nor other. For
if there were, saynt Peter wolde not have passed
it ouer with silence. Neyther is it to be thoughte
that Peter whiche was one of Christes Apostles and
of the chefest, knewe not the bysshop of Romes
power or his owne power. He knowleged no suche
supremacie as the bishoppe of Rome doth chalenge
vnto him in that he is saint Peters successour.
Saint Peter byddeth vs here feare God and honour
the King. Yf the bishop of Rome were to be honoured
nexte God and before Kinges, why doth saint Peter
set the King next to God? Yea why doth he speake
nothing at all of the bishoppe of Romes authoritie?
So ye se that saint Peter maketh nothing with the
bishop of Rome, and yet he sayeth he is his successour. But what shulde I speake more of this mater?
I doubte not but longe ago there is none of vs but
regardeth the bishop of Rome none otherwyse, than
an another [sic] byshop in his byshopryche ought
to be regarded. Let him medle with his owne
flocke, with vs he hath nothing a do, any otherwyse than one christen man hath to do with an
other. Let vs therfore charitably pray for hym,
that he may execute his offyce in his owne diocese
and not entre into other mens offices. Let vs
than honour our kinge next vnto God, as our supreme

65 Ibid., Fol. xiiir. This is from the postil on 1 Peter
2:11-19, the epistle for the Third Sunday after Easter.
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hedde, accordinge to saint Peters counsayle in
this Epistle, and according to the aduise of saynt
Paule in the place before alleged [Romans 13].66
Taverner's critical attitude also extended to monks and
nuns.

They fled into cloisters where they attempted "to be

iustifyed by workes of their owne imagination" because they
did not understand that faith in Christ and in his resurrection released them from their sins and made them righteous. 67
At the same time, Taverner's postils commended the English
Church for the reforms it had accomplished.
It would be a mistake to conclude, however, that
Taverner's postils merely supported the king's supremacy in
the English Church and attacked the papacy.

The postils

manifested a deep pastoral and evangelical concern for the
spiritual welfare of the reader.

For example, Taverner

included a lengthy sermon on the resurrection in the postils.
The . sermon, covering fifteen pages, contained this summation
and appeal:
Thus good christen people, forasmuche as ye haue
herde these so great and excellent benefytes of
chrystes myghtye and glorious resurrection, as
how that he hath raunsomed synne, ouercome the
deuyll, death, and hell, and hath victoriously
gotten the better hande of them all, to make vs
free and safe from them, and knowynge, that we
be by this benefyte of his resurrection rysen
with hym by our fayth vnto lyfe euerlastynge,

66 rbid., Fols. xiiiir-xiiiiv. This, also, is from the
postil on 1 Peter 2:11-19, the epistle for the Third Sunday
after Easter.
67 rbid., Fols. xlir-xliv. This is from the postil on
St. Mark 16:14-20, the gospel for Ascension Day.
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beynge in full suretie of oure hope, that we shall
haue our bodyes lykewyse reysed agayne from death,
to haue them glorified in immortalitie and ioyned
to his gloriouse bodye, hauyng in the meane whyle
his holy spiryte within our hartes as a seale and
pledge of our everlastyng inheritauce by whose
assistence we be replenysshed
all ryghtuousnes:
by whose power, we shall be hable to subdue all
our euyll affections risynge agaynst the pleasure
of God. These thynges I saye well consydered, let
vs nowe in the rest of this mooste fruyteful
artycle, by framynge our selues therunto:
in
risyng dayly from syn to ryghtuousnes and holynes
of lyfe.68

*

The same kind of pastoral and evangelical concern for
the reader was expressed in "An Exhortation before the Communion or Receiuyng of the Blessed Sacramente of the Aulter,

11

based on St. Paul's treatment of the sacrament in
1 Corinthians 11.

The exhortation was devoid of polemics.

It emphasized the benefits which the individual received in
the sacrament.

In that spirit, Taverner concluded the

exhortation with these words:
Lette vs then applye oure selfe by due penaunce,
by true fayeth and vnfeyned charitie to receyue
thys moste worthy geste [Christ], that we maye be
knytte to hym and be of hys misticall body, hauynge
Christe oure heade, oure caEtayne, oure defendoure,
oure protectoure. Let vs cosider to what hygh
preferment and dignitie we be called to in this
sacrament, euen to haue hym dwellynge within vs,
that is the moste myghty and the only Lorde, and
ruler of all creatures, that is, the conquerour of
all euyll and malyce wrought agaynst vs. Hauynge
hym I saye for our buckeler and defender, we be
clere ~ut of daunger of all oure enemyes, hauynge
this so puyssaunte and mercyfull a Lorde residente

68Postils, Advent to Low Sunday, Fols. cxxxiv-cxxiir
[sic]. No specific biblical text was assigned to this sermon.
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in oure hartes, we haue the fauour and the grace
of the father in heuen and eke [sic] the assystence
and confortable ayde of the holy goost, to whome
·beynge thre personnes in godhed be rendred all
honoure and glory worlde without ende. Amen.69
T. H. L. Parker70 and David Broughton Knox71 have
studied and analyzed Taverner's postils.

Knox concluded that

The most noteworthy feature of the sermons is the
pre-eminence of Christ. This is set out on almost
every page. Another conspicuous feature is the
emphasis that falls on the work of the Holy Spirit •
• • • Christ is the only door to the forgiveness
of sins. The Holy Spirit is the porter who opens
the door.
The sermons are based on the doctrine of justification by faith only.72
·
It does not appear to be unreasonable to conclude that
Taverner's postils justify his appointment as a lay preacher
by Edward VI. 73

69 Ibid., Fols . cxxviiv-cxxviiir. Even though Taverner
did not broach the subject of communion under both kinds in
this exhortation, most of his comments about the reception
of the sacrament refer to the reception of the bread. Only
once in the exhortation did Taverner refer to the wine:
Ibid., Fol. cxxvir.
70

Parker, XXVI, 221-252.

71navid Broughton Knox, The Doctrine of Faith in the
Reign of Henry VIII (London: James Clarke & Co., Ltd., 1961),
pp. 212-215.
72 Ibid., pp. 213-214. Parker, XXVI, 226, states that
Knox has a "penetrating assessment of the Postils and any
reader of them will recognize his summary as true."
73
supra, p. 84.
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Desiderius Erasmus• Catonis Disticha Moralia,
Flores Aliquot Sententiarum, and
Mimi Publiani, 1540
In 1540, Taverner also published three short collections
of proverbial sayings.

Taverner selected and translated his
collections from Erasmus• Opuscula Aliguot. 74
Taverner's Catonis Disticha Moralia was published
"Londoni.

Ex aedibus Richardi Tauerner.

Anno. M.D.XL. 1175

Taverner published this work because he was concerned about
the educational welfare of England's children.

Taverner was

afraid that the "getle chyldre" of England did not fully
understand and appreciate Cato.
The cause, getle chyldre, that hath impelled me to
take these paynes in this boke, is your weale and
comoditie. I p[er]ceiued, that this boke which is

74

P. s. Allen, editor, Opvs Epistolarvm Des. Erasmi
Roterodami (Oxford: At the Clarendon Press, 1910), II, 1-3,
reprinted Erasmus• letter to John de Neve which served as
the preface to Erasmus• Opuscula Aliquot. In his introductory note, Allen discussed the bibliographical history and
contents of the Opuscula Aliquot. Erasmus• Opuscula Aliquot
was first published in 1514; subsequent editions or printings
were published in 1515, 1516, 1517, 1519, 1520, 1526, 1527,
1533, and 1534.
75sTC 4843. This information was taken from the title
page of the volume. According to Professor E. J. Devereux
in his copyrighted checklist, "English Translations of Works
by Erasmus to 1700, 11 p. 16, items 72.1, 72.2, 72.3, 72.4,
and 72.5, this work was published or printed five times: in
1540, twice in 1553, in 1555, and in 1562 [STC 4845]. This
writer has studied the 1540 and 1562 editions or printings
in the British Museum, London (pressmarks: 1460.a.32. and
11643.a.59., respectively). Hereafter, this work will be
cited as Catonis Disticha Moralia, followed by folio numbers.
All references are to the 1540 edition or printing.
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intitled & which comonly we cal Cato, as i t is in
deed very apte and accomodate for your education
in vertue & learnyng: so it is also very much
frequented & borie in your hades. But agayn I per~ey~ed, tha~ of y most part i t is rather borne in
9 hades, tha imprinted & fixed in the memory. The
cause hero£, I coulde coiecture to be nothyng else,
but that the most parte of the boke is coposed not
in solute oratio, but in metre, which to the rude
chylde must nedes be obscure & ful of difficultie
& cosequetly vnpleasaut and vnsauery.
For the
redresse therfore of this incoueniency, I beyng
moued, good chyldre, with y loue that I beare vnto
you, haue not disdayned to playe as i t were the
chylde agayne, attepering my selfe to your tedre
wyttes & capacities. I haue not traslated the boke
worde for worde, for tha I shulde take away the
office of your schole maister, and also occasio you
to be the more negliget & slacke in your study vpo
trust of
traslatio therof. But I haue with brief
scholies only illustrated & opened the sece of the
vses, in whiche thyng I haue chiefly folowed the
great clerke of most happy memory Erasmus of Roterda,
which before me haue done the same in the latine
toge.
[No]we it shalbe your partes (swete chyldren)
so to imbrace this boke, & to beare i t hensforth
not only in hande, but also in mynde, as I may
thynke my labour well imployed vpon you. Fare you
wel1.76

9

Taverner did find occasion in this little volume, however, to express mild criticism of contemporary worship
practices.
The people thought God to be appeased with sacrifices of beastes & of thynges corporall. But wheras
God himselfe is a mynde and no bodye, doubtles he
ought chiefly to be honoured with the purity of mynde.
Yea and and [sic] at this day also the comon sort
of christians"""'worshyp god with certayne corporall
ceremonies only, where as the mooste thankefull and
acceptable worshyp is the godlynes of the mynde,
76catonis Disticha Moralia, Fol • 1. v •
from Taverner's preface to the book.

This is taken
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for such worshyppers doth the father of heaue seke,
which wyll worshyp him in spirite, hymselfe beyng
a spirite.77
Nevertheless, the main purpose of this volume was to provide
the reader with "holsome and comendable preceptes of lyuyng. 1178
The second short collection of proverbs bore this title
page:
FLORES ALIQVOT SENTENTIARVM EX VARIIS collecti
scriptoribus.
THE FLOWERS OF SENcies gathered out of sundry
wryters by Erasmus in Latine, and Englished by
Richard Tauerner.
Huie Libello non male conuenient Mimi illi Publiani
nuper ab eodem Richardo uersi.
LONDINI. Ex aedibus Richardi Tauerner.
M.D.XL.79

Anno.

This volume is a collection of wise sayings from the ancients,
which Taverner then translated for his readers, the

77 Ibid., Fols. vr-vv. Taverner was commenting on "Si
de[us] est aius, nobis ut carmina dicut: Hie tibi precipue
sit pura mete coled[us]. 11
78____
Ib'd
1 . X111J.
.... v
1___ . , F 0
79sTC 10445. The colophon provided this additional
information: "Printed in Fletestrete very diligently vnder
the correction of the selfe Richard Tauerner, by Richard
Bankes. CVM PRIVILEGIO ad imprimendu solum. II Additional
editions or printings appeared in 1547 ( ~ 10446), 1550
(E!:£_ 10447), and 1556 (.!!£_ 10448). This writer has seen
copies of these editions or printings at the Bodleian
Library, Oxford (pressmarks: Tanner 38, Douce T 28, and
Douce T 172) and at the British Museum, London (pressmarks:
C.123.a.23., C.53.h.30., and 12304.b.46.).
Unless otherwise indicated, all references are to the
1540 edition or printing. Hereafter, this work will be cited
as Flores, followed by signature numbers.
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11

florentissima pubes Britannica. 1180

The contents of one page

will suffice to illustrate the contents of this volume:
Ne praeceps sis ad loquendum.
Be not heady or rashe to speake.
Pessimi consultores sunt ira & praecipitantia.
Wrath & rashenes be two the worste counsaylers that
can be.
Sapiens o[mn]ia sua bona secum portat.
The wise man carieth al his goodes wyth hym. 81
This little volume, twenty-two pages in length, served as a
handy compendium of selected proverbs in translation for the
flower of British youth.
The third short collection of proverbs was entitled
MIMI PVBLIANI, that is to say, quicke and sentenciouse verses or meters of PVBLIVS. with the interpretation and brief scholies of Richarde Tauerner.82
This work also gathered various proverbs from the ancients
which Taverner then attempted to explain with interpretative
comments.

Since this work was so similar to Taverner's

Catonis Disticha Moralia and the Flores, further comments on
the Mimi Publiani do not seem to be warranted.
After 1540, Taverner did not venture to publish new
titles.

Thus, Taverner concentrated his literary activity

8 °Flores, [back of title page; no page, folio, or signature numbers given].
81_
Ib
...
_i"d
___ • , s·l.g • A • l.
l. J r •
82 This work was often published with the Catonis Disticha Moralia and the Flores. C f . ~ 4843, 4845, 10445,
10446, 10447, and 10448. The title page above was transcribed
from the 1540 edition or printing of this work in the British
Museum, London (pressmark: 1460.a.32.).
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within the relatively brief span of time between 1532 and
1540, the same span of time in which Thomas Cromwell rose
and fell as the king's chief minister.

Of course, additional

printings or editions of Taverner's works were published
after 1540, but no new titles were forthcoming after 1540.
Perhaps the fact that Taverner did not publish a new title
after 1540, the same year in which Thomas Cromwell was
executed, is more than coincidental.

CHAPTER IX
RICHARD TAVERNER'S SIGNIFICANCE

This study has reviewed and analyzed the life and work
of Richard Taverner: thus far, his significance for the history of Tudor England and the English Reformation has not
been assessed.

The purpose of this chapter is to weigh

Richard Taverner's contribution to England and its Reformation in the sixteenth century.
James Kelsey McConica has published one assessment of
Richard Taverner's contribution to the English Reformation. 1
McConica's book is an adaptation and moderate revision of
the doctoral dissertation he submitted to the University of
Oxford, England.

2

A comparison of McConica•s book with his

dissertation revealed that McConica had not altered the viewpoints and conclusions he had reached in his dissertation.
The only significant difference between the book and the
dissertation was the absence of his treatment of the reign
of Mary in the published book.

1 James Kelsey McConica, English Humanists and Reformation Politics under Henry VIII and Edward VI (Oxford: At the
Clarendom Press, c.1965).
2 J[ames] K[elsey] McConica, "The Continuity of Humanist
Ideas During the English Reformation to 1558" (unpublished
D.Phil. Thesis, University of Oxford, 1962). This dissertation is filed in the Bodleian Library, Oxford, as MS. D.Phil.
d.2765.
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McConica began his book with a discussion of the nature
of Erasmianism and the continuity of Erasmian humanism in
English intellectual life and government policy after the
deaths of Colet, More, and Fisher. 3

Then he revealed his

plan of attack:
Our first problem will be to show that this
Erasmianism--this blend of humanism and reform
which was the joint manufacture of More and
Erasmus, swayed undoubtedly by the fervent genius
of John Colet--that this creed was the characteristic allegiance of the whole English humanist
community in the years before the crisis of the
royal divorce, and that its influence, although
based on an elite, extended far beyond the small
coterie which Seebohm described as the Oxford
reformers. When the character and concerns of
this community have been described, it will then
be possible to see how the humanist group fared
in the great religious controversies of the day:
to see how they re-formed their basic notions
within the framework of their capacious creed, to
take an active role in shaping a religious settlement unique in the annals of the Reformation. 4
As McConica attacked the problem, he had occasion to
mention Richard Taverner and comment on his part in the continuity of Erasmian humanism in the 153Os in England.
McConica•s first mention of Taverner placed him in the company of Reginald Pole, Thomas Bilney, Edmund Bonner, John
5
Foxe, Nicholas Udall, John Cheke, and Alexander Nowell.

3McConica, English Humanists, pp. 1-42.
4 Ibid., pp. 42-43. Cf. Frederic Seebohm, The Oxford
Reformers: A Histor of the Fellow-work of John Colet,
Erasmus. and Thomas More 3rd edition: London: J.M. Dent
& Sons, Ltd., 1929).
5McConica, English Humanists, p. 76.
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In another place, McConica described Taverner as "the most
prolific popularizer of Erasmus whom England produced • •
Moreover Taverner, as "the most prolific popularizer of
Erasmus," was closely associated with Thomas Cromwell in
furthering "a deliberate policy which helped to place Erasmian
thought in the fore as the positive doctrine of the Henrician
settlement. 117

McConica saw Taverner as an Erasmian humanist--

without qualifications--who contributed his talents and his
efforts in the service of a deliberate policy to make Erasmian
humanism "the positive doctrine of the Henrician settlement."
After determining that Taverner had a role in the formulation of the Henrician settlement, McConica reviewed some
of Taverner's non-Erasmian publications.

Taverner's 1539

revision of Matthew's Bible exhibited a "change in tone from
a distinctly Protestant work to a moderate and characteristically Erasmian compromise. 118

To support this conclusion,

McConica pointed to the fact that Taverner had removed
Tyndale's tendentious prologue to the Romans, and
moderated Protestant readings and annotations
throughout.l [sic] Thus Roger's attacks on clerical

6 Ibid., p. 117.
7 Ibid., pp. 117-118. Citing Taverner's dedicatory preface to his translation of Erasmus' epistle on matrimony,
McConica, p. 118, concluded that Taverner's transla~ion of
this epistle was "apparently • • • the very work which sealed
the bargain between Cromwell and Taverner • • • • 11 Supra,
pp. 101-105, analyzes Taverner's translation of Erasm~s•
epistle; supra, pp. 54-55, transcribes Taverner's dedicatory
preface.
8 McConica, English Humanists, p. 165.
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celibacy, on purgatory, and on fasting were all
eliminated, as was the comparison of the Pope to
Anti-Christ • • • • 9
In addition, McConica viewed Taverner's revision as a part
of Cromwell's policy to foster Erasmian humanism in England.
According to McConica•s understanding of the data, Taverner
provided a revision of the Bible because Cromwell wanted to
rescue Matthew's Bible from oblivion "when its character as
thinly disguised Tyndale became obvious • •

Apparently,

McConica did not notice that Taverner's preface to his revision contained no reference to Thomas Cromwell.

11

Only as

an afterthought, it would seem, did McConica note that difficulties in Paris, which delayed printing the Bible commissioned by Cromwell, may have prompted the preparation of
Taverner's revision. 12
McConica's treatment of Taverner's An Epitome of the
Psalms and his Catechism was somewhat superficial.

He made

this assertion:

9 rbid. The documentation offered on p. 165, n. 1, is
"H. H. Hutson and H. R. Willoughby, 'The Ignored Taverner
Bible of 1539, • The Crozier [sic] Quarterly. vol. xvi (1939),
p. 170." McConica also cited"!!£, 2067," Taverner's 1539
revision.
lOMcConica, English Humanists, p. 164. McConica stated
on p. 164 that "when the controversial nature of the work
[Matthew's Bible] became clear, Cromwell apparently moved to
withdraw i t and substitute a modified version, for which
Richard Taverner was made responsible."
11supra, pp. 140-155, analyzes Taverner's Bible.
12McConica, English Humanists, p. 166.
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Closely resembling the Epitome of the psalmes in
general character is his Catechisme or institution
of the Christen religion, which like the Epitome
may be a by-product of his revision of the Bible,
which also appeared in this year [1539].13
It requires imagination to accept the view that Taverner's
prayerbook and catechism closely resemble each other.

More-

over, the data do not justify or even suggest that Taverner's
catechism and prayerbook were a "by-product" of Taverner's
revision of the Bible. 14
Superficiality also characterizes McConica•s comments
on Taverner's Proverbs or Adagies.

For example,

Like all the rest of Taverner's work of this kind,
i t [Taverner's Proverbs or Adagies] derives entirely
from Erasmus, although this indebtedness is not
always acknowledged.IS
McConica•s documentation for this statement did not include
a reference to Olive B. White's article on Taverner's inter16
.
b
·
pre t ation
o f E rasmus i. n th e P rovers
or Adagies.

13

Ibid., pp. 183-184.

14
supra, pp. 155-159, analyzes Taverner's catechism;
supra, pp. 160-173, analyzes Taverner's An Epitome of the
Psalms.·
15
McConica, English Humanists, p. 184; also, p. 184, n. 2.
16supra, pp. 185-192, analyzes Taverner's Proverbs or
Adagies. Olive B. White, "Richard Taverner's Interpretation
of Erasmus in Proverbes or Adagies, 11 Publications of the
Modern Language Association of America, LIX (December 1944),
928-943, argued persuasively that Taverner had adapted Erasmus
to England by deleting references to ancient, learned pagans
and replacing them with biblical references, by toning down
some of Erasmus• ideas that might have caused irritation in
England, and by making Erasmus express points of view which
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Another assessment of Richard Taverner's significance
for the English Reformation has been suggested by John K.
17
Yost.
Differing from McConica's position, Yost holds that
the period following the death of More and Fisher
was for English humanism more a time of change
than of continuity. Perhaps the most important
thing that happened to the humanist movement in
the later 1530 1 s was that it underwent, to a great
extent, a process of Protestantization, with the
humanists assuming a new and more active role.18
Moreover, Taverner's role in the Protestantization of
Erasmian humanism was significant, according to Yost:
A major step in its transformation took place in
the closing years of the 1530's when Richard
Taverner (1505-1575), under the guidance of Thomas
Cromwell, presented educated Englishmen with a
Protestant version of Erasmus• collections of
classical precepts and wisdom. While Taverner
has been recognized as the leading popularizer of
Erasmus, his role in the Protestantization of
humanism has been largely neglected.19
To support his views, Yost pointed to Taverner's religious publications.

Taverner desired a reformation combining

Protestantism and humanism: he found such a combination in

tended to support Henry VIII and the direction the Reformation
was taking in England. McConica did not indicate that he was
aware of Miss White's contribution.
17John K. Yost, "Taverner's Use of Erasmus and the
Protestantization of English Humanism," Renaissance Quarterly.
XXIII (Autumn 1970), 266-276. Yo~t presented this article
as a paper at the Central Renaissance Conference, 16-18 April
1970, at the University of Illinois, Champaign-Urbana.
18 Ibid., XXIII, 266-267.
19 Ibid., XXIII, 267.
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the writings of Philip Melanchthon, Erasmus Sarcerius, and
Wolfgang Capito. 20

Each of these writings reflected the

middle way of the Protestant humanists and demonstrated the
government's use of Protestant humanism to produce constructive religious change in the late 1530s. 21
Moreover,
Taverner's six translations of Erasmus in 1539 and
1540 formed an essential part of his contribution
to this constructive phase of religious change.22
Yost concluded that Taverner's translations of Erasmus advocated Protestant moderation.

Citing the proverb Non omnes,

qui habent citharum. sunt citharaedi

23

--which Erasmus had

used as the basis for a discussion on misers and kings--Yost
demonstrated that Taverner used the same proverb "to explain
a position midway between 'gospellers' and 'Papistes. 11124

20
Ibid., XXIII, 268. Inn. 6, p. 268, Yost referred to
Taverner's translation of the Augsburg Confession, the Commonplaces of Scripture, and An Epitome of the Psalms which owed
their origins to Melanchthon, Sarcerius, and Capito,
respectively.
21

Ibid., XXIII, 268-269.

22 Ibid., XXIII, 269.
23 nesiderius Erasmus, "Collectanea Adagiorum Veterum,"
Desiderii Erasmi Roterodami Opera Omnia Emendatiora et
Avct.iora • . ad Optimas Edi tiones Praecipve gvas ipse Erasmvs
Postremo Cvravit svmma Fide Exacta Doctorvmgue Virorvm Notis
Illvstrata, edited by J. Clericus (Leyden: Petri Vander Aa,
1703), II, col. 264.
24Yost~ XXIII, 269-270. Yost, pp. 270-275, provided
additional examples of Taverner's modification of Erasmus.
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After citing a number of passages from Taverner's publications,
Yost came to these final conclusions:
Here, then, we have Taverner adapting Erasmus to
the early English Reformation by making him a
Protestant humanist. The translations by England's
leading popularizer of Erasmus were reprinted at
regular intervals for thirty years, enabling educated Englishmen during the middle third of the
sixteenth century to read Erasmus• classical
precepts and wisdom through the Protestant humanist
eyes of Taverner.25
In short,
His [Taverner's] version of the popular educational
works of Erasmus marked a turning point in the
shift from the early Erasmian humanism of More and
Fisher to the growing Protestant humanism that
already in the late 1530's gave the official religious Reformation in England its distinctive character.
In the scholarly services that Taverner
performed for the Cromwell administration, we see
in process the Protestantization of English
humanism.26
After studying both McConica's and Yost's assessments
of Richard Taverner, it would seem obvious to this writer
that Yost knew Taverner's writings and publications much
better than McConica did.

McConica tended to rely on

Taverner's dedicatory prefaces to support his view that
Taverner exemplified the continuity of Erasmian humanism
after the deaths of More and Fisher.

While Taverner's

prefaces are important and do reveal significant facets of
Taverner's character, i t is a dubious position to assume

25 rbid., XXIII, 275.
26 rbid., XXIII, 276.
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that the prefaces present a complete picture of Taverner's
significance.

Yost, on the other hand, was familiar with

Taverner's prefaces and with the modifications of Erasmus'
ideas in Taverner's translations.

Consequently, Yost has

presented a brief, but more convincing, assessment of Richard
Taverner's significance.

This study's analysis of Taverner's

publications more nearly coincides with Yost's views than
with McConica's. 27
Carrying the matter further, Arthur J. Slavin has
summarized the current scholarly reassessment of Thomas
Cromwell's role in fostering the changes that came to characte rize England in the 1530s. 28 After reviewing the contributions of G. R. Elton and A.G. Dickens toward the
reinterpretation of Thomas Cromwell during the past fifteen
years, Slavin noted that a "crucial question" remained:
what linked mere resentment and the hunger for
reform, the ardor for rationalization and the Cromwellian group's concern for sickness in society?
How did a lay invasion of ecclesiastical privilege
not executed by angels of light mix with the spirit

27supra, Chapters VI, VII, VIII, pp. 99-209. This
writer did not have opportunity to compare Yost's views with
his own at the time he was preparing the analysis of Taverner's
publications. It was only after the analysis was completed
that this writer came into possession of a copy of Yost's
article.

28Arthur J. Slavin, editor, Thomas Cromwell on Church
and Commonwealth: Selected Letters, 1523-1540 (New York:
Harper & Row [Harper Torchbooks], c.1969). Slavin's
"Introduction," pp. xvii-xl, is a concise review and summary
of recent research on Thomas Cromwell.
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of reforms specifically religious and pietistic in
character?29
Slavin began to answer the question by noting that while in
Cardinal Wolsey's service Cromwell had deepened friendships
with men who would eventually help him formulate and carry
through a reform program.

Richard Taverner was included in

.
1 e o f f rien
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Cromwell attracted the flower of England's secondgeneration humanists to government service, because
he was himself a "man for all seasons. 11 31
These [humanists] helped create the common ground
upon which he stood with the humanists in fashioning
a new ideal of a commonwealth in which royal power
would be used to shape programs of reform too long
discussed and not embodied in any effective actions.32
Thus, during the 1530s "Cromwell was making policy along
humanist lines and using the humanists themselves to explain
it to the community. 1133
Since the work of Erasmus was so basic to the circle of
humanists with which Cromwell had surrounded himself and
since Erasmus' ideas were so basic to the movement as a whole,
Erasmus' Latin works had to be translated and distributed to
the English reading public.

29

Ibid., p. xxi.

lOibid., PP• xxix-xxx.
31
Ibid., p. xxx.
32

Ibid., p. xxxi.

33 Ibid.,

P• xxxiii.

Richard Taverner was one of the
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first "to put Erasmus in the new context of the English
Ref orma t.1.on. • • • 1134
But Cromwell did not view the popularization of Erasmus
as an end in itself.

Erasmianism was a means by which

moderate Protestantism could be fostered and established in
England. 35

Thus, using Erasmian ideas and ideals, Cromwell

worked toward an ideal of an independent English
church midway between Rome and Wittenberg, eschewing
alike the heresies of the radicals and the old
superstitions of the conservatives.36
Taverner's significance for the English Reformation cannot be determined apart from the revolution that Cromwell was
guiding England through during the 1530s.

The significance

of the disciple was determined by the master's larger program.

34
35
36

Ibid., p. xxxiv.
Ibid., p. xxxvi.
Ibid., P• xl.

CHAPTER X

CONCLUSION

Summary of the Findings and Conclusions
This study of Richard Taverner has attempted to accomplish two related tasks:

to present the biograp~y of Richard

Taverner and to analyze the books that Taverner published.
The accomplishment of these tasks has made i t possible to
assess Taverner's significance for the development of the
English Reformation.
The biography of Richard Taverner presented in this
1
study did not reveal much information that was unknown to
students of the English Reformation.

However, certain inter-

esting facets of Richard Taverner's life and character were
revealed.
For his age, Taverner was well educated:

he studied at

the universities in Cambridge and Oxford and was granted the
Master of Arts degree.

His study in the liberal arts was

supplemented by the study of law at the Inner Temple in
London.

Taverner was well prepared for the career that

awaited him as one of Cromwell's clients at Henry's court
in London.

1supra, Chapters II, III, IV, and~, pp. 16-98.
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Taverner was learned and dependable, capable of accomplishing the tasks assigned to him.

However, Taverner was

not innovative, nor was he an original thinker.
did commend himself to Thomas Cromwell:

But Taverner

he followed direc-

tions conscientiously and industriously.

His knowledge of

foreign languages qualified him for extraordinary assignments
under Cromwell's direction.

In short, Taverner qualified as

the kind of clerk-assistant that Cromwell needed as he exercised the administration of Henry's government.
was no leader:

Taverner

he was the doer that every leader needs.

Another interesting facet of Taverner's personality was
revealed in the discussion of his financial and business
affairs.

Taverner became very wealthy as a result of his

involvement in the purchase and sale of properties that had
formerly be~onged to monastic foundations.
said that Taverner was greedy for money.

It might even be
By the time he died

in 1575, Taverner had an annual income of 1500 pounds, much
more than adequate to meet the expenses of Taverner and his
large family.

For Taverner, the Reformation was a profitable

financial venture.
Taverner was a "quiet" man-- 11 quiet 11 in the sense that
he did not attempt to formulate and assert various positions
on his own authority.
lead from others.

He took his theological and political

As a result, only once in his life did

Taverner find himself in difficulty with the government--
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and that occurred in 1541, after Cromwell's death.

In the

final analysis, Taverner was a contributor to, not a formulator of, the English Reformation.

Any importance that

Taverner might have for the English Reformation depends on
the relationship that Taverner had with Thomas Cromwell.
The analysis of Taverner's publications presented in
this study2 did not reveal any remarkable theological or
literary originality on the part of Taverner.

Almost all

of Taverner's publications were translations of materials
written by theologians and scholars living on the European
continent.

Only one of Taverner's publications may contain

genuinely original material from his pen--his Postils on the
liturgical Epistles and Gospels--but that is not certain.
Nevertheless, those publications do make Taverner significant
for the English Reformation.

Taverner brought to England

the theological and literary ideas that were profoundly
influencing European minds:

the Augsburg Confession and its

Apology is a case in point.

Some of the theological positions

expressed in the Lutheran Augsburg Confession and its Apology
were incorporated in later documents which defined the theological positions of the English Church during and after the
reign of Henry VIII.
But the publication of Taverner's translation of the
Augsburg Confession did not mean that Taverner's theological

2supra, Chapters VI, VI~, and VIII, PP• 99-209.
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position coincided with the position expressed by Lutheran
confessional documents.

Taverner also translated and pub-

lished John Calvin's 1537 catechism.

Since Taverner did not

indicate that the catechism was a translation, it could be
suggested that Calvin's theological position was mom acceptable to Taverner than were the theological positions of the
Augsburg Confession and its Apology.
Apparently, however, Taverner viewed Melanchthon very
favorably, except that Melanchthon was too learned, too
~cholarly, for the common man.

Consequently, Taverner trans-

lated the work of Erasmus Sarcerius because Sarcerius' works
expressed moderate views that coincided with Melanchthon's
views, and Sarcerius expressed them in language that was
more understandable to the common man.

Taverner's version

of the Bible revealed something about the theological stance
of the reviser.

Compared with Matthew's Bible of 1537,

Taverner's 1539 version was more moderate in the ideas i t
expressed in the introductory materials and in the marginal
notations.

Taverner's "moderate stance" was further illus-

trated by his translation of materials written by Wolfgang
Capito, the moderate reformer of Strasbourg.
Taverner's translation of materials written and compiled by Desiderius Erasmus is also indicative of the position that Taverner would take for himself.

The "radical"

positions of either the "right" or the "left" did not appeal
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to Taverner, nor did they appeal to Taverner's mentor, Thomas
Cromwell.

The middle road of peaceful reform from within

was exemplified by Erasmus of Rotterdam.

The fact that

Taverner included materials written by Erasmus and Wolfgang
Capito in one volume--Taverner's Epitome of the Psalms--is
suggestive.

Taverner appreciated "good learning" and the

moderation that was exemplified in Erasmus' writings.

The

moderate, middle way of the Philosophia Christi seemed to
strike a responsive chord in Taverner.

And yet, Taverner's

translations of Erasmus were not slavish word-for-word
reproductions of Erasmus.

As this study has revealed, Taver-

ner adapted Erasmus to England.

In Taverner's translations,

Erasmus urged obedience to Henry VIII as God's anointed ruler.
Moreover, Erasmus came to express strong sentiments against
the "bishop of Rome" and strong sentiments for the king as
the supreme head of the Church in England.
It would be a mistake to look too steadily at Taverner
from the theological perspective:
Taverner remains out of focus.

from that perspective

It would also be a mistake--

but perhaps not as great a mistake--to look too steadily at
Taverner from the humanist-literary perspective:
perspective, Taverner still remains out of focus.
was Richard Taverner?
Englishman.

from that
Then, who

Taverner was never anything but an

The fact that Taverner used Erasmus as he did

to urge obedience to the English King, Henry VIII, and to
undermine the authority of the "bishop of Rome"--two related
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themes that recurred again and again in Taverner's publications-suggests the way Taverner looked at the world around him and
the position he occupied over against the swirling currents
of change during his lifetime.

The theology of the Augsburg

Confession and its Apology, the theology of John Calvin, the
theology of Erasmus Sarcerius, the theology of Wolfgang
Capito, and the ideas of the great Erasmus were translated
and utilized by Taverner, in accord with Thomas Cromwell, for
the sake of England.
Taverner was no Lutheran, no Calvinist, and no mere
humanist--to put those labels on Taverner is to obscure the
man.

As an efficient linguist, Taverner was an effective

tool that Thomas Cromwell used as he attempted to achieve
the goal of a specific
society.

11

English 11 Reformation in church and

But Taverner was more than a tool:

willing tool.

he was a

Richard Taverner was a good Englishman.
Suggestions for Further Study

Additional further study of Richard Taverner does not
seem to be warranted.

However, the quest for additional

materials relating to the life and work of Richard Taverner
should not be discontinued.

The libraries of England might

still contain undiscovered personal information about Richard
Taverner and additional copies or editions of his publications.

Nevertheless, it does seem unlikely that the discovery
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of any additional information would materially alter the
description of Taverner's life and work presented in this
study.
Any further study involving Richard Taverner should be
broadened to include Taverner's colleagues in the circle of
humanist clerks that Thomas Cromwell employed during the
1530s.

A thorough investigation of the Cromwellian circle

has not yet been carried through to completion.

Such an

investigation should be concerned with the analysis of the
books and pamphlets produced by Cromwell's associates.

It

should not attempt to trace one particular stream of thought-such as

11

Erasmianism 11 --in the publications of those clerk-

assistants, because such an attempt might lead to an unbalanced
assessment of the contributions of the Cromwellian circle to
the reformation of church and society in sixteenth century
England.

As this study has revealed, Taverner used foreign

ideas, but in the process of use the ideas were changed and
adapted to serve England.

This phenomenon would remain hidden

if the purpose of the analysis of Cromwell's associates were
to determine the presence of a particular idea or theme in
their publications.
The study of the Cromwellian circle is important for a
realistic understanding of the English Reformation.

Scholars

know ·what the English Reformation came to be, but the great
unresolved problem is the determination of the process by
which new fundamental ideas and theories were introduced
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into England and how those new ideas supplanted former fundamental concepts in church and society.

Further study in

those directions would clarify the process by which the
English Reformation came to be what i t was.

What this study

of Taverner suggests is that the process of change in the
English Reformation has not yet been fully described.

APPENDIX A
GENEALOGICAL TABLE SHOWING THE MARRIAGES AND CHILDREN OF
JOHN TAVERNER (THE FATHER OF RICHARD TAVERNER) 1
John Taverner.!!· (1) Alice Sylvester
1·

Richard, of
Woodeaton

Ro~er
Jo!n,
died
1616
Ro er

T
Ro,ert
Thomas

1

Sylvesjer
s~1y_l_v_e_s_t~e-r--Th-o~l-a-s--J-o~!-n-,-t-h-e--R-i-cn~'a.rd
valiant
I
with the
Henry, a
wooden
sea capRobert Thomas
leg, who
tain
died in
living in
Ireland.
1636.

~

John Taverner

l.

MargaJet
Newgate,
married
Richard Harris.

(2) Anne Crave or Crowe

JamJs, died 1604

1
Thomas , died 1603

Tho,as

Robert

three sons

two daughters

I

MargaJet
m• • • • Newgate

I

I

1This genealogical table is reproduced verbatim from Anthony A Wood, The Life and
Times of Anthony Wood. Antiquary, of Oxford. 1632-1695 1 Described by Himself, edited by
Andrew Clark (Oxford: Printed for the Oxford Historical Society at the Clarendon Press,
1891), I, [38]. The originals of these printed tables were found among Wood's papers in
the Bodleian Library, Oxford: MS. Wood F 31, Fol. 38, and MS. Wood F 33, Fol. 189.

APPENDIX B
GENEALOGICAL TABLE SHOWING THE FIRST MARRIAGE AND CHILDREN OF RICHARD TAVERNER1
Richard Taverner, of Woodeaton, esq.,
who died 1575.
Richard Taverner, m. Eleanor,
of Woodeaton;
daughter of
died 1610.
Francis
Heiton of
Greenwich.
John Taverner, the
soldier who served
in the wars in Ireland under the lord
Lambert, and died in
the wars in Swedland
and Denmarke.

.
i

(1) Margaret, daughter of Walter Lambert
of Cashalton co. Surrey.

I
I M.A., parson
T
Pe(er, of
Edmund,
of . John,
t:tiree daughters
Hextonbury Soundess.
of Woodeaton, died [see next page]
co. Herts.,
without issue;
died 1602.
buried ins. Martin's
church Oxford
28 July 1577.

Richard,
parson of
Yealing in
Surrey

asJn

1This genealogical table is reproduced verbatim from Anthony A Wood, The Life and
Times of Anthony Wood. Antiquary, of Oxford. 1632-1695. Described by Himself, edited by
Andrew Clark (Oxford: Printed for the Oxford Historical Society at the Clarendon Press,
1891), I, [39].

(1)

RiJhard, m.

1

Jane Taverner

• • .daughter

and heir
of Georg
Pudsey

r

Thomas Wenman of Witney Park, esq.,
brother to Sir Richard Wenman, knight.

CaptJin John
Wenman,
slayne in
Holland.

ThomasT Wenman,
Public Orator
of the University of Oxford

one daughter

Dr. Edmund Lilly m. Mary
Master of Balliol·
Coll.
• • , .Lillie
buried at Woodeaton before
the restoration of King
Charles II

I

a daughter, married
untowardly: her father
left her nothing.
N

(2) Margaret Taverner, m. (1) Thomas Yates of Witney, gent.
(2) Edward Freer of Watereaton, esq.
Thomas Yates.!!!.· Margaret Taverner

.

r
. .daughter
.!!•

I

m• • • .Jobson

T

• • • daughter
• • •Lissert of Bampton

I
• • • daughter
.!!!.· • • • Crouchlow

(3) Martha Taverner, m. Georg Calfield, esq. recorder of
Oxon and a judge of assize in Wales.

w

....

APPENDIX C
GENEALOGICAL TABLE SHOWING THE SECOND MARRIAGE AND CHILDREN OF RICHARD TAVERNER1

T

Richard Taverner, of Woodeaton m. (2) Mary, one of the daughters of
died 1575; M.A. of both UniSir John Harcourt of Stantonversities.
Harcourt.
f
Harcourt
Taverner, died
sans issue: buried in
s. Martin's Oxon 25 Oct. 1587;
•suspensus fuit.'

Harcourt Petty, M.A.
'hath had two wifes
and severall children.'

Penelope m. Robert Petty of Wiveold, 3rd
son of John Petty of Stokebaptised
talmage and Tetsworth.
at Woodeaton 8
Sept.
1566.

Francis Petty died
on the seas without
issue, called by some
'Lock Petty.•

Mary.!!· Thdmas Wood
(Anthony's father).

1 Wood, The Life and
of
Oxford.
1632-1695.
Described
by
Himself, edited by
Times of Anthony Wood. Antiguar·
the
Oxford
Historical
Society
at
the
Clarendon Press,
Andrew Clark (Oxford: Printed for
1891), I, [40].
1 This genealogical table is reproduced verbatim from Anthony

APPENDIX D
GENEALOGICAL TABLE SHOWING THE DESCENDANTS OF PETER TAVERNER,
RICHARD TAVERNER'S SECOND soNl
Peter Taverner of Hexton, .!!!· Frances, daughter of Thomas Docwra
died 1602.
Fr .cis m. Joan, daughter of George Nedham

l
I

John, rector of
Stoke-Newington,
died 1638.

Margaret,',m. Edward Wyngate

Richard m. Martha, daughter of Matthew Bedell, of London
Francis Ric'hard Joan Edward Mad:hew Arine Pe~er Tholnas John Henry Graliado Jetemy Robert

1This genealogical table is reproduced verbatim from Anthony l Wood, The Life and
Times of Anthony Wood. Antiquary, of Oxford. 1632-1695. Described by Himself, edited by
Andrew Clark (Oxford: Printed for the Oxford Historical Society at the Clarendon Press,
1891), I, [40].

APPENDIX E
GENEALOGICAL TABLE SHOWING THE DESCENDANTS OF EDMUND TAVERNER,
RICHARD TAVERNER'S THIRD soNl
Richard Taverner of Wood-eaton, esq., m. Margaret, daughter of Walter Lambert, esq. etc.,
buried in Wood-eaton chancel ult. Jan. 1561[1/2],
died and was buried at Woodeaton in
first wife.
July 1575.
E&und Taverner of Soundess, esq., 3rd son of.!!!.· Lucy daughter of Christopher Hales (of
Snitfeild) de com. Warwick esq. by his wife,
Richard Taverner: he was justice of the peace
the sister of Sir Thomas Lucy, kt.
for the countie of Oxon, 3o Jae. [1605]:
obiit 1615.
Nathaniel Taverner,
a barrister of
Greys Inne: sine
prole.

J

R1chard Taverner,
the combatant,
servant to King
James: sine prole.

John Taverner m.
of Soundess,
esq. , chosen
High Sheriff
for the counti
of Oxon in Nov. 1662: in March 1662/
he was 73 years of age.

Edmund Taverner,
died unmarried
aet. 19, 1648.

Lucy'Taverner,
John Taverner, fellow
of Lyncolne Coll. Oxon., a daughter;
sine prole.
afterwards of Grey's
Inn; died unmarried,
1657.

Judith,
Edmund Taverner,
daughter
secretary to
and coPhilip [Herbert]
heire of
earl of Pembroke,
John
Lord Chamberlayne:
Smithes
obiit 1637, sine
of Wring- prole.
ton in com.
Somerset, esq.

four
daughters
[see next
page]

MarJ Taverner, m. John Harrys of
daughter and
Silkstede
sole heire to
children
her father.
[see next page]

T

1This genealogical table is reproduced verbatim from Anthony l Wood, The Life and Times
of Anthony Wood. Antiquary of Oxford. 1632-1695. Described by Himself, edited by Andrew Clark
Oxford: Printed for the Oxford Historical Society at the Clarendon Press, 1891), I, [239].

[The four daughters of Edmund Taverner and his wife Lucy Hales:]
(1) Mary, who was married to Edmund Hill of Henley gent. in the church of St.
Peter's in the East Oxon, 2 Jan. 1593 [i.e. 3/4].
(2) Margaret Tavemer; died an antient maid; she was living in 1662.
(3) Anne; sine prole. 1
(4) Dorothy; sine prole. 2

[The children of Mary Tavemer and her husband John Harrys:]
(1) Judith Harris; sine prole.

...,

(2) • • •
(3)

w

Taverner Harrys, son and heir of his father and mother,.!!· • • • chose
parliament man for Wallingford, for that parliament that sate at Oxon
21 March 1680/1. Note that the said Tavemer Harris was put into the commission of peace for the countie of Oxon anno 1679 or therabouts, but after
the parliament was ended at Oxon, he was put out for whiggisme.

1Anne was buried on ] 1 October 1621.
Fol. 199v.
2norothy was buried on 20 June 1621.

Bodleian Library, Oxford, MS. Wood E 1,
~-

UI

APPENDIX F
RICHARD TAVERNER'S LETTER
TO SIR WILLIAM CECIL
Richard Taverner's letter to Sir William Cecil in
November 15521 provides some interesting insights into
Richard Taverner's character.

The letter asks Cecil for an

annual remuneration of 100 pounds.

In exchange, Taverner

will surrender his office as clerk of the signet office,
refrain from accepting any ecclesiastical living in the
future, and devote himself entirely to preaching. 2

The let-

ter, in its entirety, follows:
Bicause most worshipfull S[ir] I can not espie you
at suche covenient leiser for the multitude of
yo[ur] busynes as I may declare my sute fully vnto
yo[ur] w[or]ship: I haue thought good to comitte
the same to writing, to thintent ye may yet reade
it, when he shall haue most covenient leis[er], if
ye yet shall so vouchsalue to do wch I trust
,,~ ~t.lar.t~r4w:n:(onl ye woll. I haue ever taken
yo[
forone of my grete and esp[ec]iall freendes,
and yet do, what so ever opinion ye haue of late
coceived of me. and I haue been carefull lest I
might happen in any thing to offende yo[ur] w[or]ship, god is my iuge/ For like as for yo[ur] noble
vertues I haue alweyes in my hart loved you and
honored you, so haue I ever feared to comitte any
thing wherin I might iustly give cause of offense.
And yet per imprudentiam otherwiles (suche is mans
infirmitie) we shall comitte thing[es] worthy of
offense, as I can not denye but I haue doon. I

194r.

1 British Museum, London, MS. Lansdowne 2, Fols. 193 r-v ,

2supra, pp. 85-86, discusses this letter.
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espie it I acknowlege it. But sithe my offe~se was
humane, I hope that suche p[er]sones as therw were
offended woll of their humanitie p[ar]done me.
Folie i t was, I confesse to aske the fe simple of
my tenemet in london/ of a p[ar]sonage web I ha~e
in ferm & of other thing[es] to the value of cli by
yere. But yet I asked it not simply but~ this
clause, that if it shuld seme to moche ee [crossed
out] i t might be tempered by reteyning of a rent or
otherwise as to the King[es] ma[jes]t[es] wisdome
shuld be thought conveniet. And I asked i t so, as
for it I shuld leave my office wch bathe been and
yet may be very beneficiall. Yea and I asked i t in
suche sort, as what so ever it had pleased his
ma[jes]te to haue given me I ~e~~ [crossed out]
wold haue holden my self theri contented to my
lief[es] end, being than in full mynd to haue
receiued no ecclesiasticall living and yet neuertheles to haue given vp the care of the world & to
haue conformed and applied myselfe holly to thoffice
of preaching according to the vttering of my pow[er].
And f[or] this I p[ro]test before god web is K~•&o ~{Wo:z:ns I had rather haue, If I might chose, ~ aa
a~heE-RaQe [crossed out] one hundred pound by yeer
though it were a good dele lease than to haue
[inserted above the line] a thousand pound[es] by
yow in any ecclesiastical p[ro]motion. For I p[er]suade my self I shuld do more good and shuld edifye
moche more
my preaching if I were free from all
ecclesiasticall living[es] than otherwise. Whiche
respecte I take god to witnes occasioned me to make
that vnadvised sute. Now where some men wold haue
me to give vp my office and thinke that I am hable
to live *out it or any thing in stede therof, they
are farre dedeived, & know not my state. I can
~karesly susteyne myself my wief and childern now
wall that I haue, god is my iuge, and how shall I
than live if I shall forgoe my office and have
nothing in lieu therof: Wherfor the promisses
tenderly of yo[ur] good w[or]ship considered I desire
and beseche you per uiscera Iesu Chri[sti] to fur- .
ther my honest enterprice, wch I trust I haue nott
sine numine begune. If I haue in any thing imprudently offended I am sory therefore, and trust herafter to be more ware and circuspecte, piscator
ictus sapiet[.] But p[er]chaunce ye woll ask me
what kinde of living I now sue for, spirituall (as
they call it) or temporall. Suerly I leave that
holly to yo[ur] discretion. beggers may be no
chosers. Yet if I were to chose I haue signified

w
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what I had rather haue. But I now p[er]ceive very
woll that suche kinde of sute is not to be made.
And therfor I shalbe well contented, and most
humbly I shall thanke you and shall think my selfe
not a litle bounde vnto you if ye woll vouchsaue
to p[ro]cure that thing for me wch yo[ur] wisdome
shall thinke metest and most covenient. I know in
these mattiers yo[ur] w[or]ship may do moche. and
I doubt not of yo[ur] goodnes but what ye may do
ye woll do. And for my p[ar]te I truste so to
behave my selfe her~fter in all my doing[es] throughe
yo[ur] good advise wout wch I purpose to do nothing
as of yo[ur] furtheraunce in this behalfe ye shall
neither repent nor yet finde me a p[er]sone vnthankful.
But now I woll trouble you no longer. The
living lord pres[er]ue yo[ur] w[or]ship in helth,
and p[ro]sper you in all yo[ur] affaires to the
glorie of god and to the King[es] ma[jes]t[es] contentation. Amen.
Yours to his litle pow[er]
Ri. Tauerner.

APPENDIX G

RICHARD TAVERNER'S LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
Richard Taverner ' s last will and testament, proved on
3 August 1575,

1

seems to allow two different interpretations.

The will, in its entirety, follows:
IN THE NAME OF GOD AMEN The xvth Daie of Iune in
the yere of o[ur] lorcrgod [inserted above the line]
A thousand £five hundreth threscore fiftene I
Richard Taverner of Wood Eaton in the countie of
Oxon Esquier being whole in mynde and of perfitt
remembrance make this my Last will and testament in
forme followinge/ Ffirst I bequeath my soule vnto
Allmyghtie god my heavenlie father, and my bodie to
be buried in Woodeaton Churche by Margarett my Late
wief/ Item I bequeath and give twoe part[es] of
All my Land[es] Tenement[es] and hereditament[es]
in three part[es] to be Deuided vnto my twoe sonn[es]
Peter Taverner & Edmond Taverner [sic] which twoe
part[es] to be equallie Deuided betwene the said
Peter and Edmond. To have and to holde the one
parte to my sone Peter Taverner and his heires for
ever/ the other or second parte to my sone Edmond
Taverner and to his heires for ever/ Item I bequeath
to my sone Richard my eldest sonne my chaine of
golde/ Item I bequeath to Marye my wyef my rynge
with the Dyamond and Twentie kyene and a bull.
Item
I bequeath to my sonne Iohn Taverner all my Lattin
and greek book[es]/ Item I bequeath to my Daughter
Martha Taverner Three hundred pound[es] to be
Delyuered vnto hir at the Daie of hir m~riage and
five pound[es] yerlie to finde(?] hir till she shalbe
married/ Item I bequeath to my daughter Penelope
Twoe hundred pound[es] to be deliuered vnto hir at
the Daie of hir marriage Item I giue vnto the poore
of Woodeaton fortie shilling[es]/ The rest of all
my good[es] and chattells I giue and bequeath vnto

1 somerset House, London, MS. PCC Wills, s. H. Pickering,
Fol. 32. Supra, pp. 95-97, discusses this document.
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my three sonn[es] Peter, Iohn, and Edmond whome I
make myne executours of this my Last will and testament./ In witnes wherof I haue sette my signe
manuell and seale the Daye and yere aboue written.
Ri: Taverner./ I will that Mr Croke shalbe my overseer of this my will./ Sealed and Deliuered in the
presens of us/ Pe: Taverner/ Ed: Taverner/ and
Martha Taverner./ per me Thomam Mansill. Nicholas
Mormant. Thomas Badger.
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Richard Taverner's Publications

A CATECHISME or institution of the Christen Religion.
setforthe by Richard Tauerner. Anno. M.D.XXXIX.
Priuilegio, ad imprimendum solum.

Newly
Cum

A ryght frutefull Epystle/ deuysed by the moste excellent
clerke Erasmus/ in laude and prayse of matrymony/
translated in to Englysshe/ by Rychard Tauernour/ which
translation he hathe dedicate to the ryght honorable
Mayster Thomas Cromwel most worthy Counseloure to our
souerayne lorde kyng Henry the eyght. CVM PRIVILEGIO
REGAL I.
[1532].
AN EPitome of the Psalmes, or briefe meditacions vpon the
same, with diuerse other moste christian prayers,
translated by Richa~d Tauerner. Cum priuilegio ad
imprimendum solum. 1539.
CATONIS DISTICHA MORALIA EX CASTIGATIONE D. ERASMI ROTERODAMI una cum annotationib[us] & scholijs Richardi
Tauerneri anglico idiomate conscriptis in usum Anglicae
iuuentutis [sic]. Londoni. Ex aedibus Richardi Tauerner. Anno. M.D.XL. Cum priuilegio ad imprimendum
solum.

Comon places of scripture ordrely and after a compendious
forme of teachynge, set forth with no litle labour,
to the great profyte and helpe of all suche studentes
in gods worde as haue not had longe exercyse in the
same, by the ryght excellent clerke Erasmus Sarcer!us[.]
Translated in to Englysh by Rychard Tauerner.
Iohn
Byddell.
[1538].
FLORES ALIQVOT SENTENTIARVM EX VARIIS collecti scriptoribus.
THE FLOWERS OF SENcies gathered out of sundry wryters
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nuper · ab eodem Richardo uersi. LONDINI. Ex aedibus
Richardi Tauerner. Anno. M.D.XL.

MIMI PVBLIANI, that is to say, quicke and sentenciouse verses
or meters of PVBLIVS. with the interpretation and brief
scholies of Richarde Tauerner.
[1540].
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grace. Psalmo. 119. And I spake of thy testimonies
in the presece of kynges, and I was nat confounded.
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THE EPistles and Gospelles wyth a brief Postil vpon the same
from Aduent tyll Lowe sondaye whiche is the (Wynter
parte) drawen forth by diuerse learned men for the
singuler comoditie of all good christen persons and
namely of Prestes and Curates newly recognized. Cum
priuilegio ad imprimendum solum. [1540].
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from after Easter tyll Aduent, which is the Somer parte,
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Euangelium est virtus dei in salutem omni credenti[.]
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imprimendum solum. (1540].
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diuers learned men for the singuler comoditie of al
good christians and namely of Prestes and Curates.
Christus Mat. iiij. Poenitentiam agite, appropinquiuit
enim regnum coelorum. Cum priuilegio ad imprimendum
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The garden of wysdom wherin ye maye gather moste pleasaunt
flowres, that is to say, proper wytty and quycke
sayenges of princes, philosophers, and dyuers other
sortes of men. Drawen forth of good authours, as well
Grekes as Latyns, by Richard Tauerner. 1539.
The Gospels with brief sermons vpon them for all the holy
dayes in the yere. [1540]. [This is the fourtlt part
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or volume of "The Epistles and Gospels with a brief
Postil vpon the same. • • • 11 ]
The most sacred Bible, whiche is the Holy Scripture, conteyning the Olde and New Testament, translated Ito
English, and newly recognised with great diligence
after most faythful exemplars. by RYCHARDE TAVERNER.
Praye for vs. that the worde of God maye haue fre
passage and be gloryfied. ii. Tessa. iii. Prynted
in the yere of oure lorde God M. D. XXXIX.
The secod booke of the Garden of wysedome, wherin are conteyned wytty, pleasaunt, and nette sayenges of renowmed
[sic] personages collected by Rycharde Tauerner. Anno.
M.D.X.XXIX.
THE SVMME, OR PITH of the .150. Psalmes of Dauid, reduced
in to a forme of prayers and meditations, with certayne
other godlye orysons, very necessary for all sortes of
people to say dayly, translated by RICHARD TAVERNER.
Cum Priuilegio Ad imprimendum solum. (1539].
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